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Is it a tablet?

Is it a TV?
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PN-L802B (80”)
PN-L702B (70”)
PN-L602B (60”)

For more information, please contact us at:
SHARP-ROXY SALES & SERVICE COMPANY (M) SDN BHD
No. 1A, Persiaran Kuala Langat, Section 27, 40400 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan.
Tel: 016-2633456 (Calvin) / 019-6081128 (Dennis)
Email: b2b@my.sharp-world.com 
Website: http://www.sharp.com.my/idp
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ALL-IN-ONE PCS SERVE AS A 
COOL CENTERPIECE FOR YOUR 
HOME OR OFFICE
Looking for a new desktop PC that 
gets high marks for style? Well, look 
no further. The all-in-one PC’s cool, 
compact design fits into any home 
or work setting and acts as your 
one-stop shop for creating, learning, 
entertaining, and sharing. Whether 
it’s TV- or movie-watching on a big 
screen, playing interactive games 
with your kids, or video chatting with 
friends or coworkers, all-in-one PCs 
do it with style.

AN ALL-IN-ONE SYSTEM
AND MONITOR
All-in-one PCs come in the same 
package: The screen and monitor 
have merged to become one slim, 
lightweight system, setting 
all-in-one PCs apart from the 
standard desktop tower. Meaning, if 
you’re finding your monitor plus 
tower clunky and cumbersome, then 
the all-in-one PCs may be right for 
you.

BUILT-IN WIRELESS CONNECTION, 
SPEAKERS, AND WEBCAMS
Some all-in-one PCs come with 
integrated speakers. Others are 
already loaded with a webcam and 
microphone. And the majority of 
brands come with high-speed 
wireless connection built-in.

SINGLE PLUG-AND-PLAY CORD
If you opt for an all-in-one PC, you’ll 
be doing away with the tangle of 
cords that typically come with the 
traditional desktop tower. With just 
one power cord, all-in-one PCs cut 
down on cord clutter, making them 

the perfect PC for any room in the 
house.

WALL-MOUNTABLE
Better yet, you can easily get an 
all-in-one PC out of the way by 
hanging it on the wall and fitting it in 
with your home’s decor. A number 
of all-in-one PCs can easily go up on 
the wall of your living room, kitchen, 
bedroom or oce, for a truly 
streamlined computing and 
entertainment experience.

TANGLE-FREE WIRELESS 
KEYBOARD AND MOUSE
A wireless keyboard and mouse are 
par for the course for pretty much 
any all-in-one PC. These allow you 
to adapt your PC to your particular 

lifestyle—you can create an 
environment unique to your needs, 
placing the keyboard and mouse 
wherever you want them without 
having to worry about wires 
crisscrossing your room and table.

FLAT-PANEL, TOUCHSCREEN
A small but growing number of 
all-in-one PCs come with 
touchscreens, which enable users to 
tap, pinch, push, rotate, and flick 
their way through pages of content. 
All of them come housed in flat 
panels that are getting increasingly 
thinner and sleeker with each new 
model hitting the market.

Copyright © 2012, Intel Corporation. All rights reserved. Intel and the Intel logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other countries. *Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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TRANSFORM YOUR SYSTEM INTO A FORCE TO BE 
RECKONED WITH

GO SOLID-STATE

Intel® Solid-State Drives (Intel® SSDs) put traditional 
spinning hard drives to shame, with no noise, no 
moving parts, and no drama. Load fast, play fast, and 
trust your gaming content to the beautiful silence of 
a rugged, dependable, and energy-ecient Intel SSD

STEP UP TO EXTREME
Intel® Desktop Boards are primed and ready to push 
your system well beyond its limits. Take advantage 
of customization features every power user needs, 
such as single-step overclocking, as well as massive 
data throughput and support for the Intel® Core™ i7 
processor

UNLOCK AND OVERCLOCK
Tweak your rig with total confidence. Intel helps you 
get dialed in with a finely tuned gaming engine that 
runs faster, uses memory more eciently, and stays 
cool under pressure.

INTEL® CORE™ I7-3960X
PROCESSOR EXTREME EDITION
Discover adrenaline on a chip. With the widest array 
of performance-enhancing features in Intel's new 
family of processors, the 2nd generation Intel® Core
™ i7 processor Extreme Edition is the perfect engine 
for power users who demand unrivaled performance. 
You'll get maximum desktop power for whatever you 
do. Thanks to the combination of smart features like 
Intel® Turbo Boost Technology 2.0, Intel® 
Hyper-Threading Technology 6 physical and 12 

logical cores, 15MB Intel® Smart Cache, and 
Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions, the 2nd 
generation Intel® Core™ i7 processor Extreme 
Edition is Intel's most tunable, capable, and 
downright devastating PC processor ever.

FEED MORE DATA TO THE PROCESSOR WITH 
4 CHANNEL INTEGRATED MEMORY 
CONTROLLER
The 2nd generation Intel® Core™ i7 processor 
Extreme Edition incorporates an integrated 
memory controller that handles 4 channel 
DDR3-1600. This means faster access time to 
memory and less latency for requests. Now 
applications can feed more data to the 
processor and you can spend less time waiting 
for results. Sandra* 2011 is used to measure the 
flow of data to and from system memory.

KICK IT INTO TURBO
When it's a now or never moment, Intel Turbo 
Boost Technology 2.0 automatically shifts to 
more performance when needed, allowing 
processor cores to run faster than the base 
operating frequency if operating below specified 
limits.

MULTITASK LIKE MAD
Streaming 1080p video while playing and 
chatting with your rivals? Intel Hyper-Threading 
Technology divides tasks to run in parallel, each 
using a dierent thread, so you can stay in the 
action without latency issues.

GET YOUR HD FIX
HD addicts can game on without a discrete 
video card. Intel® HD Graphics delivers 
sophisticated experiences with life-like visuals 
to the casual and mainstream gamer.

GO SOLID-STATE

Some of the best developers on the planet
use Intel tools for analyzing and optimizing
their games, media, and other graphics-
intensive applications.
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YOUR PRODUCTIVITY 
NOW WIDE RANGING

Do more with the World’s first 21:9 screen 
ratio ultra wide cinematic display. Split up 
the screen with Toshiba’s Split Screen Utility 
so you can easily refer to the internet via 
the browser for a paper you are typing on 
Microsoft Word. Toshiba High-Speed Start and 
Intel® Rapid Start Technology™ get you from 
zero to full productivity flat-out quicker, and 
ensure your desktop, gaming session, movies 
and programmes are up and running, and 
resumes right where you left off in a flash.

MOVIES AS INTENDED

Watch Hollywood blockbusters 
the way their directors intended, 
thanks to the 14.4” 21:9 movie 
aspect ratio screen. No more black 
bars while enjoying your favourite 
action, or romantic movie on the 
go. With its 14.4” 21:9 Cinematic 
widescreen display and Harman 
Kardon® with SRS Premium 
Sound™, this Ultrabook™ is ready 
for show time.

COMPACT PERFORMER

Satellite U840W Premier Series Ultrabook™ bring 
all these together in one beautiful package that 
you can carry around without breaking your back, 
coupled with superb performance and image 
quality. With seamless multitasking that’s faster 
and more responsive, the Satellite U840W Premier 
Series Ultrabook™ powered by 3rd generation 
Intel® Core™ processor delivers performance and 
efficiency you’ll really notice.  With a raised-tile, the 
Satellite U840W’s LED-backlit keyboard is great for 
typing when the lights are dim.

Ever wish you have 
more screen real 
estate when you are 
working on the go? 

Do you wish your movies 
are always full screen, 
edge-to-edge, without 
any letterboxing?

How about wishing for 
something thin, light and 
powerful – something 
like an Ultrabook™?

Cinema Experience, Without the Size

What if we say you can have all of those in ONE single package?

ADVERTORIAL

Now you have your own cinema experience with more screen real estate no letter boxing all in a package that is thin, light, and powerful. 
The Satellite U840W Premier Series Ultrabook™.
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FAST. RESPONSIVE. EFFICIENT. PERFECT
From the fast action of your favourite games to 
seamless multitasking that’s faster and more responsive, 
the Satellite U840 Ultrabook™ 3rd generation Intel® 
Core™ processor* delivers performance and efficiency 
you’ll really notice. Blaze through games, browse the 
web, chat, watch video, download large files, or edit 
photos - this machine can do it all. Programmes not 
only run faster; you can run more of them at once 
without affecting performance.

DESIGNED TO FOLLOW YOU ALWAYS
Finished in gorgeous brushed aluminium,  this 
Ultrabook™ is high in style, incredibly lightweight and 
sturdy – giving it a slim profile. Select models feature 
a raised-tile, LED-backlit keyboard that makes typing 
easier when the lights are dim. This Ultrabook™ is 
designed to be with you wherever you are. And thanks 
to a built-in webcam and microphone for instant video-
conferencing, your friends and family can be right there 
with you too. 

ESSENTIAL PORTS, WITH SMART 
FEATURES
The Satellite U840 Ultrabook™ is equipped with the 
essential ports you’ll need to share content and connect 
with virtually anything. Scale up with an HDMI® port; 
sync, share and transfer with multiple devices at once 
with USB 3.0. Connect to the internet with the built-in 
802.11n Wi-Fi®.

Designed for everyday use, this Toshiba Ultrabook  is the 
perfect size for those who are looking for performance, 
in an ultrathin and ultraportable form factor. Thinner 
but no less powerful than a standard laptop, the 
Satellite U840 Ultrabook™ is perfectly designed for all.  

If you want a portable machine that is:

THIN                  POWERFUL                 BEAUTIFUL

You can’t go wrong with the new 
Satellite U840 Ultrabook™.

Everyday Ultrabook™

For more info, visit http://pc.toshiba-asia.com

© 2012 Toshiba Singapore Pte Ltd, Digital Products & Services Division (South and Southeast Asia Regional Headquarters). Microsoft, Windows, Windows Vista, and OneNote are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other 
countries. All other products and names mentioned are the property of their respective owners. Availability and configurations may vary by region. Battery has a 1-Year carry-on International Limited Warranty. While Toshiba has made every effort as the time of the press announcement 
to ensure the accuracy of the information provided herein, product specifications, configurations, warranty, pricing, system/configuration/options availability are all subject to change without prior notice. Toshiba will not be liable for editorial, pictorial and typographical errors. For online 
warranty registration, please visit www.pc.toshiba-asia.com/registeronline. RCB No. 197401688Z

For something that you can bring along anytime, 
anywhere and still is thin, powerful, and beautiful, you 
can’t go wrong with the new Satellite U840 Ultrabook™ - 
the everday Ultrabook™.
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Farhan Gazi is 
Tom Cruise
Short and extremely 
narcissistic, Farhan 
believes he lives in an 
action movie and is 
constantly checking 
under his bed for 
terrorists.

Calvin Khong is 
Nicholas Cage
No matter what he 
does Calvin doesn’t 
get any respect. 
Often living on the 
brink of bankruptcy 
due to his eccentric 
choice of roles, he 
fondly remembers 
the days when 
people looked up 
to him.

Sharil Abdul Rahman is 
Clint Eastwood
The senior writer 
here, Sharil has 
seen it all. He 
doesn’t even 
need to fight 
his enemies 
anymore as they 
just wither away 
under an icy 
cold glare. 

Editor’s .note

If Our Team 
Were Action 
Heroes

Big On Mobility

It seems that everything to do with the IT 
industry is fixated over the idea of being 
portable and mobile. From cloud services 
and access devices, to game consoles, 

and portable PCs (aka tablets), as well as IT 
peripherals, such as mobile docks, portable 
keyboards, and power packs, all of them seem to 
be working on the concept of mobility.

Now don’t get me wrong here. There are no 
issues with where the IT industry is heading 
with this novel idea. In fact, it’s good that there 
is now emphasis on being mobile and portable 
as it means IT services, and not just devices - 
such as smartphones and portable storage drives 
- will become highly accessible. Anywhere and 
anytime is now a truly applicable phrase for the 
IT industry.

IT vendors, as well as those related to the 
IT industry, foresaw the coming change and 
have been busy developing new hardware, 
infrastructure, and services to help them 
ride the new trend and better adapt to what 
innovation may wrought upon the entire IT 
ecosystem. This includes updating policies and 
business practices to fit in with the demands 
that consumers are asking of organisations. 
Similar calls for change are also being made 
from within.

Current trends that are now focused 
completely on mobility innovations include:

“Bring your own device” or BYOD
The improvements that are being introduced 
in smart devices
Enhanced services that focus on ubiquitous 
mobile access such as those found in cloud 
apps
Active sync optimisation which shares identity 
and access management across all devices
Peripherals that are being developed solely for 
mobile devices

These new innovations are already crowding 
the market place and are causing the everyday 
consumer to ask for better services and improved 
mobile lifestyles. This forces service providers and 
businesses to realign their operational processes 
and managed services.

Consumer electronic expositions like the 
recent Internationale Funkausstellung Berlin (IFA 
2012) are the platform many IT vendors use to 
unveil, introduce, showcase, and demonstrate 
their new up and coming mobile devices and 
services. All of which are designed to cater to 
the current and future demands of consumers 
and businesses alike. More on what has been 
showcased at IFA 2012 can be read in this 
month’s special report (pg. 26).

Even the discussion on cloud and its related 
services are heating up with analysts sharing on 
how the changes cloud computing has brought 

about changes to the way Chief Information (or 
Innovation or what have you) Officers are now 
seen and are becoming increasingly important in 
the decision making process (Gartner, pg. 130). 
Even security policies and processes are being 
changed to meet the new parametres cloud 
operates under (CA, pg. 131 and WatchGuard, 
pg. 134).

Not sure what the cloud is just yet? Or 
unclear of its roles? Then check out what Citrix 
has to say on what the cloud is not (pg. 129) so 
we can clear up any misunderstandings arising 
on cloud computing. As for gears and gizmos, 
turn to the Tested (pg. 80) and Gadgets (pg. 
74) pages where many new smart and portable 
devices are being featured this month. 

Want other reads? Well the GameTime (pg. 
149) has been beefed up so do check that out or 
if a cool read on IT horror stories are the order of 
the day, then flip over to the cover story of this 
month (pg. 108)

It does seem like the flavour for October 
happens to be mobility even if the real theme is 
horror and ghouls. Such an interesting theme to 
consider indeed.

Have a fun read!

Cheers
Victor Yap
Deputy Editor. PC.com

Ahmad Hafidz is 
Shia Lebeouf
Not so much an 
action hero as 
someone who 
has been thrown 
into movies where 
violence happens. 
The audience eagerly 
awaits the moment 
he gets eaten by a 
Xenomorph.

Sayful Kamarul is 
Will Smith
Killing you with a 
smile and a joke, 
Sayful is always 
ready to entertain 
the audience. Ladies 
love him, guys want 
to be him; but the 
aliens…they shoot at 
him first.

Khairul Azim is 
Antonio Banderas
Severely 
underrated, 
Azim is the 
brains of the 
team. He 
remains quietly 
hidden until the 
time to strike is 
near. By then it 
is too late for 
the villains.

PC.com is staffed with some 
of the best looking and 
most athletic individuals 
on the planet. Naturally, if 
the world ever happened to 
be under threat from some 
outside force, you could 
imagine the leader of the 
free world picking up the 
special hotline and dialling 
that special number…..
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What’s great in B800 series?
 Fast 40ppm (A4) / 22 (A3)*

 Flexible media output from A6 to A3, paper weights of up to 220gsm 

* Subject to model
1 Optional SDHC Card

Built-in duplex (Standard for B840dn, Optional for B820n)

 Network ready

Transform your
black and white documents

with OKI B800 series
the A3 printers with the speed, versatility
and footprint of an A4 device

What’s great inWhat’s great inWhat’s great in B800 series?What’s great in B800 series?hat’s great in B800 series?at’s great in B800 series?at’s great in B800 series?t’s great in B800 series?s great in B800 series?s great in B800 series?great in B800 series?great in B800 series?reat in B800 series?eat in B800 series?t i B800 series?t i B800 series?i B800 series?B800 series?B800 series?B800 seriesB800 iB800 iB800 iB800 i800 i0

NEW

B820n

RM3,199
B840dn

RM4,799

A3 Mono LED Printer

 Reduced running costs and lower TCO (Total Cost of Ownership)

Value-added features: SecurePrint1 & PrintSuperVision that put you in control
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PR And The Media: 
Y U No Love Me?
BY JUSTIN THEN

             PR CONSULTANT WITH A LOCAL PUBLIC RELATIONS AGENCY.

Over the recent weekend, I bumped into a journalist 
whom I had not seen for quite some time. This 
journalist - let’s call him Andy to protect his identity 
- works for one of the global newswires, and he has 
never been the sort that I relish to deal with. Not 
because he acts like a diva (truth be told, he does at 
times but I digress...) but rather it’s how he complains 
incessantly about nearly every media briefing he 
attends and, in particular, the press releases that are 
dished out to him.

In short, nothing complimentary ever comes out of 
Andy’s mouth. And I’m always the guy who has to deal 
with his grouses. Initially, I found it amusing and would 
make the effort to smooth things over with him. After 
a couple of times, his complaints were plain annoying. 
And as time passed, my attitude towards Andy was 
indifferent since nothing I did was ever good enough 
for him.

So it was quite a pleasant experience when 
we met that particular morning and had breakfast 
together although it was unplanned. It was a pleasant 
experience for me because I didn’t harbour thoughts 
of poisoning Andy. And I’m quite sure it was a pleasant 
experience for Andy because he didn’t have to hear me 
pitch a client and story idea on a weekend.

In fact, we spent a good three hours talking 
about stuff that typically wouldn’t be brought up 
unless we were good friends - politics, religion and 
football. Okay, I lied. We talked about work, life as a 
journo and as a PR practitioner, and wait for it ... the 
media’s perception of PR folks. Within the three hours, 
I realised why Andy is always the disgruntled journo 
that he is.

It’s the PR industry’s fault, he said. Well, okay, let 
me try to be more specific. It’s the fault of a selected 
group of PR practitioners who are unknowingly giving 
the profession a bad rep. Andy and I agreed that 
it’s pretty easy to spot them but, for the benefit of 
everyone else, here are a few tell-tale signs to watch 
out for:

1. Spinning a story: Anyone who tells you he can “spin 
a story” should be avoided like the plague. I cringe 
every time I hear a PR person say that. If a PR person 
needs to spin a story for you that just means he has no 
faith in what you want to sell or say to the public and 
would rather have you talk about something else.

Op
.Ed

2. Death by superlatives: This is my pet peeve and not 
surprisingly, Andy’s as well. If bad English is a cancer, 
PR folks who overuse superlatives in press 
releases deserve the death sentence. Ditto 
for excessive use of acronyms and 
technical jargon. In Andy’s own 
words, “Badly written press 
releases that say nothing 
but kiss ass should be 
shoved up where they’re 
kissing.” Ouch!

3. Drinking the Kool-
Aid: If you thought 
Apple fanboys 
were bad, wait till 
you meet PR folks 
who are insanely 
passionate about their 
clients to the point of being 
blind to everything else. Seriously, 
these people need to get a life. A very wise 
and veteran journalist gave me some advice 
once and it has since become my mantra. I 
think some PR folks need to heed it as well - 
don’t smoke the dope you sell!

4. It’s who I know: Yes, it’s important to 
know who’s who in the media and know 
all of them well, if at all possible. But what 
you don’t want is a PR person who assumes that his 
relationship with a journo is carte blanche for favours 
every time. Any PR practitioner worth his salt will 
respect the relationship he has with a journo and build 
on that by doing what’s right. Bottom line is what you 
know and can deliver is just as important as who you 
know.

So, the next time you’re out there dealing with PR 
peeps, keep an eye out for these symptoms. Alright, 
I admit this can’t rival those guidelines for spotting 
LGBTs in schools or even those tips on how to become 
a better lady boss. But this is a pretty good start, right?

As for Andy, he promised he’ll continue being that 
jerk at media events. And we’re meeting up for drinks 
in a couple of weeks. This time, it’ll be my turn to pick 
on the media.

A former tech journo who 
succumbed to the Dark 
Side, Justin reckons you 
can take the man out of 
journalism but you can 
never take the journalist 
out of the man. Stalk 
him at http://about.me/
justinthen.
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What is 4G and LTE? Is it the 
same as 3G network or an 
upgrade for 3G? - Chan Wai Chee

4G is the fourth generation of mobile 
phone communications standards. 
That’s why it has the “4” in 4G. These 
standards are set by the International 
Telecommunications Union-Radio 
communication sector. As part of 
the standard, 4G must be a wireless 
connection that can reach speeds of 1 
Gbit/s.

LTE stands for Long Term Evolution, 
is the next step in high speed wireless 
communication. It is generally marketed 
as 4G LTE, but there’s some debate on 
whether it manages to fall within real 
4G standards. To answer the second part 
of your question, 4G and LTE are both 
upgrades for 3G.

in.box
WRITE 
& WIN!

WRITE IN AND WIN!
Stand a chance to win an Aztech WL556E 
WiFi Repeater worth RM140!”
Send your mail to editor.pcdc@reach.com.my and 
please be sure to include your full name and address 
for our record

LETTER 
OF THE 
MONTH

STALK US ON                  http://facebook.compcdotcomd               http://www.twitter.com/pcdotcom

Was Diablo III worth the money? - Randalvik Cache Wipe

There’s been a lot of noise about how much of a failure Diablo III is for 
Blizzard. But for all intents and purposes, the game is worth the money 
spent. When the game first came out it had been plagued with issues. But 
now that Blizzard has gotten its act together, everything is beginning to 
look up. The most recent patches have re-balanced the game a little and the 
introduction of Paragon levels after level 60 gives players some incentive to 
stay around longer and try for higher character levels.

That being said, the lack of end game content has yet to be rectified.

How does wireless charging work? 
- Muhammad Firdaus

Wireless, or induction, charging isn’t a very 
new technology. Nikola Tesla first proposed the 
technology in the late 1800s. It works because 
when current runs through a wire, it creates an 
electromagnetic field. This field can then be used 
to induce current in other wires without having to 
touch them. Wireless chargers have a coil inside 
them that creates the charging field, while the 
device has a similar setup for receiving the energy.
There are a few more components to the deal, but 
this is essentially how wireless charging works. If 
you want to see it in action, just grab a volt meter 
and wave the ends around some high tension 
power cables. Just remember it’s not a good idea 
to wander around high tension cables without a 
good reason.
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utside of CES, the Internationale 
Funkausstellung Berlin (IFA) is the 
biggest consumer electronics show in 
the world. This year, manufacturers 
showed up with enough big screens 

to turn Europe into a giant television. Notably missing 
were the big 3D screens that were pushed at CES earlier 
this year. Instead, they appear to be moving away from 
the failed gimmick into territory that consumers actually 
care about: higher definition.

Beyond big screens, Samsung and Nokia also 
showed up with something to prove. Fresh from losing 
their landmark patent infringement case, Samsung 
had to demonstrate that it stopped playing catch-up 
with Apple and is now technology innovators. In fact, 
Samsung introduced so many products that we had 
to dedicate an entire page to highlighting their latest 
gadgets (and that still wasn’t enough).

Nokia, on the other hand, used the IFA as a platform 
to launch its latest in the Lumia lineup. Aside from a 
minor publicity issue, we can say that the launch was 
rather successful. It helps that there is no such thing as 
bad press.

NOKIA
The new Lumia 920 and 820 has made an 

appearance towards the end of IFA Berlin. Even so, 
both managed to create a stir. The flagship Windows 
Phone 8 models feature upgrade internals over the 
previous Lumia generation, although they aren’t nearly 
as impressive as those found in the Samsung Galaxy S III 
or the HTC One X. One would argue that they don’t have 
to be. Windows Phone isn’t as power hungry as Android 
and, as a result, manages to get by on less. The Lumia 
900 still runs on a single core processor and is still able 
to provide an impressive performance.

Nokia, not wanting to appear like a laggard, made 
sure the two new Lumia models have some interesting 
tricks that nobody else has managed to learn yet. The 
first would be their new wireless charging technology. 
While the technology has been around for a while, it has 
yet to find its way into our homes. Until now. Both new 
devices support wireless charging though the 820 will 
need a separate optional case. The good news is that 

Nokia is using the Qi wireless charging standard and 
their phones can be charged with any device that uses 
the same standard.

Pureview is the other new buzzword from Nokia. It 
first appeared as the 808 - a model that exists simply 
because someone wanted to see if they could fit a giant 
camera lens into a phone. Sadly, Pureview isn’t referring 
to a massive camera anymore; rather it’s Nokia’s new 
term for the imaging technology found on the Lumia 
line.

The launch was slightly marred when viewers 
noticed that Nokia had faked their videos and pictures 
that were supposedly taken with the Lumia. This is an 
unfortunate incident as the real pictures taken with the 
new Nokia phones are still quite impressive.

O

Consumer Electronics Deutsch Style
Headlines from IFA 2012
BY FARHAN GAZI
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HTC
HTC didn’t bring much to IFA, but they did debut 

their newest entry level smartphone: the Desire X   . 
Fitted with a 1GHz dual-core processor and 768MB 
of RAM it won’t be breaking speed records. The 
specifications, however, are quite impressive for an entry 
level phone and considering the 299 Euro price tag, it 
doesn’t look very entry level for our end of the world. 
Still, keep a look out for it in stores.

HUAWEI
Great news, Huawei has a new homebrewed UI. 

Actually, it looks a lot like Huawei just named the 
interface they’ve been using all this while. Called the 
Emotion UI, it is bundled together with the new Ascend 
G330 and G600 phones.

The G330 is a 4-inch phone with a 1GHz dual-core 
processor and is designed for the low end market. 
Packed with Android 4.0 OS (Ice-cream Sandwich) and a 
1500 mAh battery, it’s set to retail for about 200 Euros 
in November. At the other end of the spectrum is the 
G600. Supposedly a higher end model, it is made for 
those who can’t afford the Ascend P1. This model comes 
with a 1.2 GHz dual-core processor and 4GB of built-in 
storage. It’s also NFC enabled and is expected to be 
available in Europe by next year. There has been no word 
on when (if?) both devices will arrive in Malaysia.

Huawei didn’t just bring phones to the show as it 
revealed new MediaPads for all visitors to see and try 
- the MediaPad 10 FHD and Asced D Quad. While the 
former is more or less a larger version of the current 
MediaPad 7 with the same internals, the latter is a new 
iteration of the newly launched Ascend model. Both are 
set to take on the larger brands with their quad-core 
CPUs and enhanced HD performance.

WINDOWS 8
With the countdown to Windows 8 reaching its final 

stages, everyone is scrambling to showcase their version 
of the next generation of computers. Some have decided 
to embrace change and slapped touchscreens on their 
All-in-One machines, while others still push on with 
the traditional interface. Hybrid notebook-tablets also 
appear to be gaining popularity but whether or not this 
translates into actual sales is still up in the air.

the t
appeappe
trans
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Fujitsu tried to sneak in quietly with their new 
Esprimo X AiO. It was done so quietly in fact that not 
much is known about it. What can be confirmed is an 
adjustable touch display that can lie flat, a proximity 
sensor for power saving management and facial 
recognition software for security. It’s slated for a launch 
later this year, which means we won’t have to wait long 
to find out more.

Toshiba trotted out three Windows 8 devices: a pair 
of Ultrabooks and a suspiciously thin Notebook. The 

Ultrabooks (Satellite U945 and Satellite P845t) both 
feature either a third generation Intel Core i3 or i5 
processor and three USB ports. The naming convention 
still doesn’t inspire much confidence but the P845t 
should be quite a beast to run with thanks to its 6GB 
of RAM. That being said, it only runs a traditional HDD, 
which is quite a letdown for a high-end machine.

The only Notebook, the Satellite S955, in the group 
is only called as such because there is an option to 

purchase it with an Ivy Bridge Core i5 CPU or an AMD 
A8 APU. Besides that, it’s pretty much your run of the 
mill Ultrabook that isn’t. Packed with up to 8GB of RAM 
and a 750 GB HDD, it also comes with an optical drive, 
giving it a nostalgic touch to it.

Dell, on the other hand, has decided that the XPS 
brand can be applied to everything and has now slapped 
it on an AiO. The XPS One 27 AIO comes with a 10-point 
touch display and can be turned to lie flat so you can 
pretend you have a giant tablet at home. It also comes 
with up to 16GB of memory, 2TB of storage and an 
optional NVIDIA GeForce GT640M.

Then there’s the other XPS device known as the Dell 
XPS Duo 12, which is a convertible notebook/tablet with 
a twist. It runs Windows 8 to take full advantage of the 
touch interface and offers a mode change where users 
will have to literally flip the display over. It looks quite 
funky and there’s quite a bit of novelty in the design but 
we won’t know just how efficient it is until it shows up 
after the Windows 8 launch.

A show like this wouldn’t be complete without 
HP also showing up, and true to our expectations, 
they appeared with a bunch of Windows 8 designed 
notebook/tablet mash-ups: the first being a touch 
capable version of the 14-inch Envy 4 Ultrabook. 
Unfortunately, such a concept is not exciting at all.

The excitement comes from the new Spectre XT 
Touchsmart, another touch enabled device. Sure we 

haven’t even see the Spectre XT (announced earlier in 
the year) yet, and now have to wait for the next version 
of it. The chassis is pretty much the same aluminium 
and magnesium design, just that it is slightly bigger. The 
display is upgraded to a 1080p IPS and - here’s the best 
part - it is HP’s first system to feature a Thunderbolt 
port.

Elsewhere, the new HP Envy x2 hybrid was also 
unveiled. It’s an 11-inch tablet thing that comes with 
a keyboard dock. There are quite a few extras that try 
to tempt people to buy it, such as NFC, pen support, 
Beats Audio and a 400-nit IPS display. One thing to 
note is that the X2 runs a Clover Trail processor, which 
means we really can’t begin to properly guess about its 
performance.
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8K SCREENS
Let’s face it, 3D has failed as a gimmick. Nobody 

wants to wear some silly glasses just to enjoy a movie. 
On that note, OLED TVs haven’t been doing very well 
either. Apparently the limited life of an organic LED 
doesn’t quite strike the fancy of most consumers. 
Thankfully, manufacturers have come up with something 
that does matter. The much vaunted 4K Ultra HDTV 
screens made their appearance at IFA. For those who 
have yet to hear about it, 4K basically means a display 
operating on a native resolution of about four times that 
of what is currently being used for Full HD (at about 
3840 x 2160).

LG has begun shipping their 84LM9600, a massive 
84-inch screen, in the nice half of Korea and the rest of 
the world should be seeing it soon enough. Toshiba also 
had their version of the 84-inch 4K screen on display. 

It’s unfortunate there’s not much to say about it until it 
ships early next year.

Panasonic, meanwhile, decided that working on 4K 
resolution wasn’t good enough as it has revealed its 
gargantuan proof-of-concept prototype in the corner of 
its booth, showing everyone else how it should be done. 
The massive 145-inch 8K plasma display panel dwarfs 
the already titanic 84-inch screens but the resolution on 
the thing is truly awe-inspiring. The 8K display basically 
means its pixels are 16 times more dense that regular 
full HD. In a couple of years we’ll need to find a new 
way to describe screens.

Unfortunately for this new technology, there is 
nothing to watch on it. With Blu-Ray still stuck at 
1080p it’s going to be a while before any true Ultra HD 
shows start popping up. By then, we would have to ask 
the question: is it all really necessary?
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Big Shot Rivals
Sony and Samsung, once again, 
shows why they are a force to be 
reckoned with.
BY CALVIN KHONG

SPECIAL REPORT: 
SAMSUNG GOES ALL OUT
From the makers of almost everything electronic, 
Samsung has a lot to show at IFA2012 even after losing 
US$1bn from the patent infringement tussle with Apple. 
Let’s start with the most anticipated product... 
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he biggest contenders at IFA2012 
have to be Samsung and Sony. 
Seeing the devices and features 
both rival brands have revealed 
throughout the event, it is clear that 

the two are making some of the bigger splashes for 
the year and so will need a special report to cover 
some of their biggest announcements. So here it is!

T

SAMSUNG GALAXY NOTE II
When the Galaxy Note came about, it is clearly 
ludicrous with its 5.3in display form factor. However, 
it won a lot of users over and now, the successor is 
here: Galaxy Note II. Featuring a bigger display - at 
5.5-inch - this phablet (and for my sanity, I will 
call it a “hybrid”) is taller compared to the first 
generation hybrid, which is wider. This makes the 
Note II much easier to hold. It now houses a larger 
capacity 3,100mAh battery and a quad-core Exynos 
processor clocked at 1.6GHz.

Best news so far? It uses Jelly Bean (JB) out 
of the box. That’s right folks, no more tapping on 
“Software Update” with the hopes of installing 
Android 4.1 JB over the air. Also, it seems to be 
taking design tips from the Galaxy S3 as it also 
sports rounded edges and a 
glossy finish. While not a crowd 
favourite in terms of design, 
no one can deny that it is a 
powerful device. 

SAMSUNG GALAXY CAMERA
Besides a new Galaxy entry, Samsung also introduced 
a controversial product for all to consider and critique. 
Called the Samsung Galaxy Camera, Samsung’s latest 
innovation is their way of saying “Look world! We 
have re-incarnated the point-and-shoot camera by 
adding in an Android OS!” Putting that aside, this 
camera is well equipped, sporting a 1.4GHz quad-core 
processor and 8GB internal storage for photos. 

The camera itself may not beat Nokia Pureview 
808’s 41MP camera but the 21x optical lens and 
16MP camera is definitely good enough. Add to the 
mix the 3G, 4G and WiFi connectivity and Samsung 
has created the ultimate photo sharing tool. Imagine 
Instagram redefined: Hipster’s best friend.

SAMSUNG ATIV SMART PC
Samsung revealed yet another tablet but has added in a twist as it is powered with Windows 
8. ATIV Smart PC and ATIV Smart PC Pro are embracing the Transformer concept by mating an 
11.6-inch tablet with a detachable keyboard dock. To add a Galaxy Note feel to it, an S Pen 
with accompanying apps are included in as well. 

The difference here is the Smart PC comes equipped with the humble Intel Atom processor, 
which is bundled with a 1,366 x 768 display, 2GB of RAM and up to a 128GB flash drive. 
However, it offers a surprisingly lengthy 13.5-hour battery life, a rear 8-megapixel camera and 
a 2-megapixel front camera. Adding a "Pro" to the tablet means having the device come with a 
beefy Core i5 processor, 1080p display, 4GB of RAM and as much as a 256GB SSD. 
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SPECIAL REPORT: 
SONY AIMS TO LEAD 
It is just phones after phones AFTER phones with this 
manufacturer because Sony plans to flood the market. 
Of course it docs have other gadgets hidden up its 
proverbial sleeves. 

SONY XPERIA T
Even before Sony’s new flagship 
Xperia T is out, rumours about it 
(codenamed Mint) made its round 
all over the internet. Now that 
the curtains are drawn, we know 
that all the rumoured specs are 
confirmed to be true. Sporting 
a 1.5GHz dual-core Qualcomm 
MSM8260A Snapdragon S4 CPU 
shows that Sony is not yet ready 
to embrace quad-core. It’s good 
thought that its designers are 
incorporating the curved design of 
the Arc S. 

Slight multimedia upgrades 
from its previous models include 
the 13MP camera and one touch 
NFC function. Although the 
Xperia T has ICS in it, Sony notes 
that it will be fitted with Jelly 
Bean shortly after its release. 
Seems Sony is really keeping 
track with its roadmap and will 
only introduce quad-core Sony 
smartphones in 2013.

SONY 4K BRAVIA KD-84X9005
Large screen goodness also hit the floor as Sony shows 
off its 84-inch 4K Bravia KD-84X9005 TV. This thing 
is a beast as it uses a 3,840 x 2,160 LCD and comes 
packed with an X-Reality Pro Engine that takes care of 
the rendering. This even includes the support to upscale 
greater-than-HD passive 3D.

Additionally, the 84-inch 4K TV also uses a '10 Unit 
Live Speaker' side speaker system, which is optimised 
for this large-size screen. Sony claims that its sound 
signal-processing technology “achieves powerful three-
dimensional sound that envelops the viewer in position-
orienting tones, from deep bass to high notes.” If only 
we can find a way to get this in our office... 

SONY XPERIA 
TABLET S

Getting an awesome refresh this 
time is Sony’s tablet by the name 

of Sony Xperia Tablet S. Looking 
considerably thin, this tablet oozes 

with premium feel as it uses an 
aluminium body. Thankfully, it keeps 

to the folded magazine design, making 
the grip very comfortable. The IR remote 

control app that is included with the Tablet 
S allows it to control TV, home entertainment 

systems and many more. 
Despite running on ICS, The Xperia Tablet 

S will be the first Sony product with a 1.4GHz 
Tegra 3 quad-core CPU. With the name Xperia for 

its 9.4-inch tablet, it is easy to tell that Sony will 
be bringing its smartphone user interface to make it 

in line with its portable products. 
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oshiba Singapore Digital Products & 
Services Group (DS) recently announced 
the growth of its Ultrabook product line 
with the introduction of the Satellite U 
series. New models include the Satellite 

U840W, the world’s first Ultrabook that offers a 21:9 
cinematic display, and the Satellite U840, an affordably-
priced everyday Ultrabook. Both Ultrabooks offer a 
balanced blend of style, entertainment, productivity and 
portability powered by the latest 3rd generation of Intel 
Core processors.

The entertainment-optimised Satellite U840W offers 
premium features and design in an ultra-slim form 
factor. Designed with movie enthusiasts and productivity 
power users in mind, the Satellite U840W is the first 
Ultrabook of its kind to feature a 14.4-inch diagonal 
Ultra-Wide HD Clear SuperView display with a cinematic 

21:9 aspect ratio. This display is ideally suited for movie 
buffs who are looking to enjoy 2.35:1 movies in their 
original format. This, of course, means users are able 
to enjoy a movie without the black bars commonly 
seen on most notebook displays. The distinctive display 
is also ideal for multitasking, providing more space 
for better split-screen viewing for word-processing 
applications, streaming videos, social 
networking, browsing and instant 
messaging.

“Toshiba is setting 
the pace in the Ultrabook 
category, leveraging on our 
heritage of building thin and light mobile 
computing products for more than 25 years,” says Wong 
Wai Meng, Senior Manager of Product Marketing at 
Toshiba Singapore Pte Ltd, Digital Products & Services 

Group. “For the first time, consumers can get the 
performance and mobility benefits of an Ultrabook 
in thin and light designs. In fact, they are developed 
to cater towards every possible need, be it price-to-
performance value, entertainment or supreme mobility.”

Satellite U840 meanwhile delivers an ideal mix of 
portability, features and performance. Packed within 
the slim chassis of the Satellite U840 is a 14-inch 
diagonal HD Clear SuperView display and the latest 
3rd-generation Intel Core processors. Selected models 
are also equipped with dedicated graphics processor, 
supporting 1GB of dedicated graphics memory for 
enhanced entertainment experience. Supporting the 
superior video capabilities is the SRS Premium Sound 
3D audio enhanced system, which provides for an 
immersive surround sound experience with a deep, rich 
bass and crystal clear treble.

The Satellite U840 and U840W will be available in 
the third quarter of 2012 in South and South East Asia.

T

Going 21 By 9
Toshiba brings in two new ultrabooks into Malaysia.
BY SHARIL ABDUL RAHMAN
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n celebrating its 70th anniversary this 
year, Epson held its “V.I.P Experience 
Day” to introduce a series of products in 
the Visual Imaging and Printing (V.I.P) 
industry. These consists of electronic 

component printers, document and photo printers for 
consumers and businesses, as well as leading receipt, 
dot matrix, and large format printers. In 2012, Epson 
also achieved an unprecedented 11th year running as 
the world’s top projector maker.

The new products introduced at the V.I.P Experience 
Day include models from all of the company’s imaging 
divisions: printing, projection, commercial and industrial 
printing, and business systems, featuring several truly 
revolutionary, “world’s first” achievements. These 
products are:

The Epson L-series includes the L110 and L210, 
and the advanced L300 and L350, next generation 
ink tank system printers promise to provide a 
“Volume, Ink and Price” experience. These ink 
tank system printers are made possible thanks to 
Epson’s extremely reliable Micro Piezo print head 
technology, which is suppose to last as long as the 
life span of the printers. Epson introduced these 
models to offer customers even more choices in 
terms of speed and reliability while continuing to 
reduce their operating costs. 

Showcasing Epson’s “Vision, Intelligence and 
Projection” experience, the new Epson EB-
1700 Ultraportable series and EB-Z8000/10000 
projectors come equipped with real-time automatic 
keystone correction. Projectors with this technology 
are able to automatically and instantly correct 
screen distortions and focus the projected image 
instantaneously no matter where they are placed. It 
even works on the fly as it re-adjusts the keystone 
parameters when the projector is repositioned 
during the presentation. The EB-Z8000/10000 series 
features Epson’s brightest-ever luminance ratings 
of up to 10,000 lumens. 

Marketed under the “Valuable Industrial Printing” 
experience, the latest Epson SureColor SC-30670 
uses the new generation four-colour eco-solvent 
ink set, to provide customers with affordable 
sign printing without compromise on quality. The 
SureLab D3000, meanwhile, is Epson’s first digital 
photo dry lab that packs the company’s renowned 
expertise in professional, large format photo 
printing into an ideal solution for retail photo 
printing service providers.

The Epson TM-T88V-i “intelligent” receipt printer 
is set to change the way small businesses handle 
payment transactions. With its XML processor, 
the printer can work with smartphones or tablets 
running HTML5 compatible browsers as an 
integrated, mobile point-of-sales (POS) transaction 
system. As for the Epson TM-C3400, it is a compact, 
cost effective colour printer that is ideal for “on 
demand” colour printing of labels for industries like 
healthcare, retail and events. Epson believes both 
will provide a “Versatile & Intelligent Point of sales” 
system for all businesses.

“Epson has always placed the consumer needs 
first when designing our products and solutions. By 
incorporating innovative technologies, we have been 
able to consistently provide the best in value and quality 
thus giving our users a unique V.I.P experience with 
each product,” says Endo Koichi, Managing Director of 
Epson Southeast Asia. 

“Epson is one of the market leaders in the visual 
imaging and printing industry and we are proud to 
be able to showcase all our innovations and solutions 
through the Epson V.I.P Experience Day.”

I

Epson Introduces VIPs
Company celebrates 70th anniversary with product launch
BY FARHAN GAZI

(From left) Endo, 
Danny Lee, General 
Manager of Sales 
and Marketing 
Division, Epson 
Malaysia, and 
Yasuhiro Kasai, 
Country Manager of 
Epson Malaysia.
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ccording to Kaspersky Lab, over 
50-percent of web users are unable to 
recognise phishing messages designed 
to lure them to infected web-pages or 
open files with hidden malicious code. 

This report, based on a O+ K Research survey that 
had been conducted back in May 2012, used a sample 
size from all over the world, comprising 11,000 users 
living in the Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Asia and 
Africa. All participants are aged 16 or over and have 
access to the Internet, with over 90-percent of them 
going online every day. 

One major finding the report uncovered is, that 
in recent years, phishing becoming one of the most 
popular methods to steal personal data. Information 
security has improved to the point that passwords and 
verification methods are able to prevent hackers from 
cracking them. But by using social engineering, these 
hackers are able to dupe users into revealing their 
information  without needing complex algorithms.

The overwhelming majority of phishing messages 
are delivered through e-mail or social networks. This 
is due to the fact that these are currently the most 
widespread means of communication. According to 
the same research, 86-percent of PC users check their 
emails regularly, 73-percent communicate in social 
networks, and 54-percent chat on the Internet with 
their smartphones. 

Cybercriminals who use phishing as a tool to steal 
data are primarily interested in gaining unauthorised 
access to social network accounts or private information 
stored in online banking and payment systems, and 
e-shops. According to Kaspersky Lab, 68-percent 
of phishing messages related to such services were 
targeted at data theft. This had been recorded in June 
of this year. 

The results give indirect evidence that the mass 
messaging method bears fruit: 47-percent of PC users 
admit to have received a message with a suspicious 
link or an attachment and 29-percent of respondents 
got letters with the name of a bank with a request for 
confidential information.  

Moreover, 26-percent of users admitted that their 
computers had been infected as a result of opening an 
attachment to a letter, and 13-percent of respondents 
had entered personal or financial data at suspicious 
pages. Kaspersky predicts that as we see more and more 
mobile devices going online, the amount of phishing 
letters for mobile platforms will also grow.

A

Half Of Web 
Users Fall Prey To 
Phishing
Kaspersky Lab reports that 50-percent of 

users have been victims of social media 

attacks.
BY FARHAN GAZI
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or the first time ever in Malaysia, 
Google Malaysia will be hosting its 
g|Malaysia event in Kuala Lumpur 
from October 3 - October 4, 2012 
at Berjaya Times Square Hotel. The 

purpose of this event is to show Google’s ongoing 
effort to support technology innovation in Malaysia. 

While the event mainly focuses on marketers, 
webmasters, government and entrepreneurs, there 
will also be non-technical presentations that 
feature on Google products, platforms, tips and 
trends for businesses. Attendees will also get to see 
applications that Malaysian developers will be or are 
currently developing for Malaysia markets and global 
consumption.

The second day, will specifically be for university 
faculty staff and students, with presentations 
that deal with Google products such as apps for 
education, programmes and opportunities that are 
beneficial for universities. Attendees will also get 

iving students more opportunities, Intel 
Malaysia opens its doors for its Sponsors 
of Tomorrow technology exhibition 
featuring Intel’s latest products and 
designs for the future. The Expo travels 

the world visiting all Intel sites including those in 
Ireland, Beijing and Vietnam. Students and teachers 
from SMK Hamid Khan, SMK (P) Methodist Pulau 
Pinang, SMK Haji Zainul Abidin, SMK Taman Kenari, and 
SMK Taman Jelutong in Penang and Kulim attended the 
showcase featuring live demonstrations and hands-on 
interactivity with the various displays. 

“What you see here today is an extensive showcase 
that shares to our employees how our technology and 
our products impact the world. We are very proud to 
bring this amazing exhibition of Intel technology to 
these students as this is one of the many fantastic 
opportunities we create to stimulate awareness of, and 
interest in, science and technology,” says Robin Martin, 
Managing Director of Intel Malaysia.

Some of the technologies and innovations present 
during the exhibit include an augmented reality 
demonstration, 3D sports, touchscreen technology and 
concept tablets, Ultrabooks, smartphones, and gaming 
technology of the future.

to hear about university student experiences with 
Google apps and services.

Activities on the second day will also be 
developers centric as on 4 October 2012, the giant 
search company will also hosts its GDG DevFest 
Malaysia, which is an event that connects Malaysian 
developers to Google developer advocates and 
engineers. There will be introductory and medium-
level sessions on best practices for using Google 
technologies like App Engine, Web Services, HTML5 
and Android.

g|Malaysia will also be the place for local 
developers to showcase their talents. If you have 
created or built something cool using a Google 
product, tell Google about it while registering and 
stand a chance to present it at g|Malaysia.

Registration is free through this link: https://
sites.google.com/site/gmalaysia12/. Also, registration 
for GDG DevFest Malaysia is free through this link: 
http://devfestkl.appspot.com.

F

G

Technophiles 
Delight
Google brings two cutting edge 

technology conferences to Malaysia.
BY CALVIN KHONG

Students Are Welcome
Intel Malaysia opens up Sponsors of Tomorrow Expo to the public.
BY CALVIN KHONG

The event is also 
perfect for those 
who want to learn 
the technology 
innovation in 
Malaysia.

Participants at 
the Sponsors of 
Tomorrow Expo 
getting a sense of 
augmented reality 
thanks to the latest 
in 3-D technology.
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Samsung Expands Smart TV 
Offerings  
Joint partnership by Samsung and Alt Media to bring streaming content to 

Smart TV platform.
BY FARHAN GAZI
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amsung Malaysia entered into a 
partnership with Alt Media Sdn Bhd, 
a fully owned subsidiary of Media 
Prima Berhad, to expand the amount 
of content available to the Samsung 

Smart TV. The Memorandum of Understanding was 
signed in a ceremony held at Sri Pentas, Bandar Utama 
and will see the collaborative development of Malaysia’s 
first entertainment streaming app for the Smart TV.

Tonton, an online based TV channel, will provide the 
content for the app. Part of its programming already 
includes content that have been aired on TV channels 
and radio stations for free. Some of the anchor channels 
are TV3, ntv7, TV9, Gua TV, Fly TV, Hot TV and many 
more.

“With the Samsung Smart TV, we are providing 
more than just innovative technologies and state-
of-the-art features with a vast selection of content 
offering for the benefit of our consumers. Our aim is to 
bring families and friends together, and as such we are 
proud to partner Alt Media in developing the Tonton TV 
application. This will provide a greater variety of movies 
and TV programmes to our customers, so they can enjoy 
exceptional image quality with their loved ones,” says 
Kwon Jae Hoon, Managing Director, Samsung Malaysia 
Electronics.

Tonton currently has over 2.3 million registered users 
and hopes that the new platform will further increase 
its reach as it looks out towards regional coverage via 
Samsung’s Smart TV.

Lam Swee Kim, Group General Manager, New 
Media and Integrated Marketing, Media Prima 
Berhad, says “Our strategic partnership with 
Samsung offers customers with a vast collection of 
local and international content, with the majority 
drawing from Media Prima’s massive content 
offerings. Fresh and popular content will speak to 
Samsung Smart TV customers. Additionally, this will 

offer the current Tonton users another platform to 
watch their favourite programmes. We’re always 
looking to improve the viewing experience and we 
are able to provide a living room viewing experience 
with this is a great partnership with Samsung Smart 
TV.”

The Tonton TV application is still in development 
and will be available to users by December 2012.

S (From left) Paul 
Moss, General 
Manager, Platforms 
and Technology, 
Alt Media, Lam, 
Dato’ Zainul Arifin 
Mohammed Isa, 
Head of New Media, 
Media Prima Berhad; 
Kwon, Jimmy Tan, 
CE Business Director, 
Samsung Malaysia 
Electronics and 
Wong Fatt Weng, 
Marketing Director, 
Samsung Malaysia 
Electronics finalising 
the partnership 
between Media 
Prima and Samsung.
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side from pursuing mobile broadband 
devices and home devices, Huawei has 
other hobbies too - namely making 
smartphones. In fact, the company 
just announced its flagship dual-core 

smartphone, the Huawei Ascend P1and the expansion 
of its device business through a new distribution 
partnership with ECS ICT Bhd.

 “The availability of the Ascend P1, which combines 
smart features and a sexy design, represents a 
significant milestone for Huawei Device.  Focusing on 
users’ needs, our R&D team constantly designs devices 
that make mobile connectivity simpler and enrich 
consumers’ lives. In Malaysia, we are building the 
Huawei brand step by step. We are also gaining traction 
in consumer devices such as smartphones and tablets” 
says Wong Wey Hwa, Head of Consumer Business, 
Huawei Device Malaysia.

The Ascend P1 uses a dual-core 1.5GHz TI OMAP 
4460 Cortext-A9 processor with a 4.3-inch Super 
AMOLED (960 x 540 pixels), an 8-megapixel BSI rear-
facing camera and Dolby Mobile 3.0 + 5.1 surround 
sound technology. Packing all of that into 7.69mm 
chassis, Huawei claims the Ascend P1 “provides a home 
theatre experience in the palm of your hands.”

 “By partnering with ECS in Malaysia, we are able to 
expand our product reach and offer more accessibility 
of our devices to everyone looking for value-added 
mobile connectivity. For those interested to purchase the 
Ascend P1, it is immediately available at participating 
ECS Retailers in Klang Valley, and in other markets in the 
next few weeks,” answers Wong when asked about its 
partnership with ECS.

However, just like in a movie, there will always 
be more than one star present during the launch. 
In Huawei’s case, it is the quad-core tablet and 

smartphone: MediaPad 10 FHD and Ascend D 
Quad. What’s impressive about the tablet is 
that the word FHD isn’t just for show. With a 
resolution of 1920 x 1200 pixels, everything 
in it looks nice, sharp and crisp. Coming 
equipped with a quad-core 1.5GHz CPU, it 
will definitely give the big boys a run for their 
money. According to Huawei product managers, 
it should be available in the Malaysia market 
during Q4 of this year.

As for the quad-core Ascend D quad, what’s new 
about it is the newly improved chipset that it now uses 
is Huawei’s very own. By optimising the hardware, 
Huawei is able to clock its HiSiLicon CPU to 1.5GHz, a 
great complement to its 4.5-inch HD LCD display (1280 
x 720). 

A

Wong (left) and Foo 
Sen Chin, Managing 
Director, ECS ICT 
Bhd (second from 
left) along with 
Huawei and ECS 
representatives 
posing the Huawei 
Ascend P1.

Beauty And Beast
Huawei announces availability of its flagship dual-core smartphone, the 

Ascend P1, in Malaysia.
BY CALVIN KHONG
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ith Lenovo’s ThinkPad brand notebooks 
hitting the 20 year mark, it is very 
appropriate for the former consumer 
arm of Big Blue to celebrate the 
momentous occasion by announcing 

its latest Ultrabooks: ThinkPad X1 Carbon and ThinkPad 
T430u. Known for its durability and hardy performance, 
these new Ultrabooks will be targeting business users as 
well as road warriors who need something robust and 
tough.

“Very few brands are fortunate enough to become 
an industry icon with loyal fans who are passionate 
about each generation of ThinkPad products. The 
ThinkPad brand has stood the test of time with features 
like its black bento box shape, the red track point and 
unmatched reliability. With that in mind, we’re excited 
to announce the availability of our ThinkPad X1 Carbon 
Ultrabook, a major milestone in our ongoing quest 
to define the future of business computing through 
continuous innovation. With the X1 Carbon in our line-
up, we have the widest range of Ultrabooks offerings 
which can cater to both consumers and enterprise 
users,” says Khoo Hung Chuan, Country General 
Manager, Lenovo Malaysia. 

First in line is ThinkPad X1 Carbon Ultrabook, which 
is Lenovo’s the lightest ThinkPad yet. Weighing in at 
1.36kg, it packs a 14-inch display and up to eight 
hours of normal usage time. The main highlight of 
the X1 Carbon is be the carbon fibre construction. The 
Ultrabook also offers an optional 3G mobile broadband 
and hotspot technology for users who want to stay 
connected almost everywhere. Other features like backlit 
keyboard, multi-gesture glass surface touchpad, HD 
face-tracking camera, and Dolby audio speakers are 
also present. Lenovo has even opened up an easy-to-
configure system for the X1 Carbon.

Next is the ThinkPad T430u Ultrabook that offers a 
mix of business and personal computing needs. With 
NVIDIA GeForce graphics card support, it is more than 
ready to take on any heavy HD content processing. It 
also comes equipped with Lenovo Solution Centre for 
Small Business, which includes Intel Small Business 
Advantage a solutions suite that offers hardware-
based capabilities to improve productivity and enhance 
security. 

The ThinkPad X1 Carbon with 3rd Generation Intel 
Core i5 and i7 is already available with a starting price 
of RM5,399. As for the ThinkPad T430u Ultrabook with 
3rd Generation Intel Core i5 and i7, which consumers 
can buy now from any PC vendor, the starting price for 
it is RM3,799. 

W

Adding Carbon To 
Your Breakfast
Celebrating 20 years with the latest and 

thinnest ThinkPad.
BY CALVIN KHONG

With 20 years 
down the line, 
come a carbon fibre 
Ultrabook and its 
business Ultrabook 
companion.
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anilla Applications Sdn Bhd recently 
announced that they are now the 
exclusive representive of UltraBac 
Software, makers of backup and 
disaster recovery software, in Southeast 

Asia. In Malaysia they have signed a distribution 
agreement with Digital Paper who will be offering 
UltraBac to its network of resellers across the country. 

Melina Hwang, co-founder of Vanilla Applications 
described how recovery, particularly bare metal disaster 
recovery to dissimilar hardware or from physical-to-
virtual servers, is now becoming a necessity for many 
businesses who need to take the time and complexity 
out of restoring downed machines.

“The Vanilla team has many years of experience in 
managing operations for backup software companies 
in the region,” says Hwang. “After assessing their 
technology and price point, we knew that UltraBac 

Software was a great fit for companies in Southeast 
Asia. Analysts, such as IDC, have predicted strong 
growth for data backup software in this area and 
UltraBac’s offerings meet the growing demands of those 
trying to find smarter ways to protect vastly growing 
volumes of business data.”

“Fueled by compliance and legal pressures, data 
backup and guaranteed effective recovery is now both a 
business and legal imperative for enterprises of any size. 
With its ease-of-use and ability to restore a physical or 
virtual server in as little as 5 minutes, UltraBac quite 
simply hits the mark when it comes to the needs of 
small, medium, and large businesses.”

“We are very excited about this opportunity,” says 
Rickie Liew, CEO of Digital Paper Sdn. Bhd. “UltraBac 
Software offers a relevant and compelling product for 
our market; it offers end users exceptionally competitive 
value for the money and it provides excellent margin 

veryone needs some “Moola” to get 
around these days and although it is 
slang term for ‘money,’ ICT Utopia, a 
wholly owned subsidiary of 1 Utopia 
Berhad, launched its Moola app for 

shoppers. Attributing this service with lifestyle, this 
mobile app aims to customers who spend a lot while 
rewarding them with points after each purchase. 

“Moola is more than just another loyalty programme 
in town. It is as cool as cash as it serves as an alternate 
payment for its members, or Moola Frenz as we call 
them, to pay in full or offset the purchase price instantly 
when they dine, shop for ICT products, travel, and even 
chase after the latest fashion within our network of 
Moola Shopz. Moola is designed to offer maximum 
convenience, giving users the ability to pay for goods 
and services without cash with what is arguably the 
consumer’s most constant companion, the smartphones! 
No lengthy process or plastic cards, just scan and you 
are done with the deal,” says Kenny Khow, Executive 
Director, 1 Utopia.

The app, which is free to download, comes with a 
free lifetime membership for all users. As of now, the 
app is available for the iOS, Android and BlackBerry 
platform. Utilising QR code technology for all 

interactions, it allow users to accumulate and make 
redemption resulting in carrying less cash and only a 
mobile device.

V

E

Digital Vanilla Paper
Digital Paper appointed as distributor for 

Vanilla Applications.
BY FARHAN GAZI

Give Us Some Moola
Moola offers ultra shopping convenience 

for users.
BY CALVIN KHONG

(From left)
Ryan Loh, Project 
Manager, ICT Utopia; 
Aaron Choo, Head 
of Marketing, ICT 
Utopia; Wayne 
Chong Managing 
Director, ICT 
Utopia; Khow 
and other Moola 
representatives 
posing for picture.

potential for resellers we are recruiting.” 
UltraBac offers comprehensive file system backup, 

image backup, and bare metal disaster recovery for 
Microsoft Windows servers and applications. The 
products were designed with simplicity in mind for 
implementation and use. UBDR Gold image backup also 
provides its exclusive Continuous Image Protection, 
which maintains a fully recoverable image while 
recording changes to user’s data as they happen in real 
time.
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iding on the wave of success of its 
Galaxy Note is Samsung’s latest iteration 
of its ten inch tablet, the Galaxy Tab 
Note 10.1, which is outfitted with the 
functionality and precision of a digital 

pen and paper experience. The goal of launching such 
a device is to provide users with endless possibilities in 
elevating creativity and productivity. 

The new Note 10.1 operates on three focus pillars: 
to enhance productivity, cultivate creative expression, 
and nurture learning capabilities. All three are used to 
influence the design and functionality of the new Note-
type tablet. Some of these innovative features include 
augmented capabilities that offer advance multitasking 
operations, which Samsung calls Multiscreen, improved 
app functionalities with the S Pen and S Note, and 
enhancing the learning experience for those who seek 
knowledge on the device.

In terms of uniqueness, the Note 10.1 has it in 
spades. Two major highlights are the Multiscreen mode, 
which allows users to interact with two different apps 
on a side-by-side viewing experience, and the Shape 
Match and Formula Match features of the S Note, which 
helps correct and digitise geometric shapes as well as 
solve numeric formulas hand-written with the S Pen.

“The fast-paced nature of today’s lifestyle demands 
the utmost efficiency and ingenuity in people to juggle 
various hats successfully. The Note 10.1 is specifically 
designed to meet these specific needs, offering people 
an enhanced mobile experience for creating personalised 
and expressive content,” says Kwon Jae Hoon, Managing 
Director, Samsung Malaysia Electronics Sdn Bhd.

“An extension of the Galaxy Note category, the 
new Note 10.1 allows for the immediate capturing of 

ideas and their realisation through sketching, thereby 
facilitating people’s most natural way to be productive 
and creative. Built with advanced technology and 
enhanced features, this intuitive tablet empowers 
its users to produce, create and customise content 
seamlessly.”

Driving the Note 10.1 is the 1.4GHz quad-core 
processor and 2GB of internal RAM it uses. Coupled with 
a 5-megapixel main camera, seamless multi-tasking 
and high-standard graphics ensures the Note 10.1 
offers blazing-fast performance without any lag. Other 
enhanced features that contribute to its enriched user 
experience include Smart Stay, All Share Play and Pop-
Up Play apps. 

For more information on the new Samsung GALAXY 
Note 10.1, please visit www.samsung.com/my or visit 
Samsung Mobile Malaysia Facebook page at https://
www.facebook.com/samsungmobilemalaysia.

R Samsung representatives 
demonstrating the 
Galaxy Note 10.1 to the 
media.

Notable Double Up
Samsung decided to ramp up the tablet space 

with a new addition to the Galaxy Tab range: 

the Galaxy Note 10.1.
BY VICTOR YAP

Kwon (fourth from left) 
with fellow Samsung 
staff and telco players 
showcasing the 
Samsung Galaxy Note 
10.1.
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Everyone needs a high quality cooler 

for taking along for trips and events. 

Nothing dampens the mood more than 

warm drinks on a hot day. Igloo’s range 

of Island Breeze Combo is designed to 

give you the greatest amount of carrying 

capacity, at the lightest weight and for 

the most mobility.

The centre piece of the combo is 

the 48 Quart Island Breeze, a universally 

appealing automobile styled cooler 

with swing-up carry handles. Insulated 

using Ultratherm foam and deploying an 

elevated cooling system design, it keeps 

contents cold no matter the weather. 

The interior is lined with a stain- and odor- 

resistant compound, to allow for easy 

cleaning.

Complementing the Island Breeze is 

the Playmate Mini, which features Igloo’s 

trademark tent-shaped lid. Using an easy 

access that is managed by the side 

release button, it has been a consumer 

favourite for over 30 years.

If the Island Breeze is meant to carry 

food and drinks for a whole party and the 

Playmate Mini is for those smaller family 

outings; the 1 Quart Legend Beverage 

is for those carrying their own drinks. 

Equipped with an adjustable shoulder 

strap, it leaves your hands free for 

carrying the other coolers in the combo. 

The Legend Beverage also features side 

pull-up grips on the spout to keep the 

drinking surface clean. This is something 

that many users will be glad to have.

Aside from the Island Breeze 

Combo, there is also the Igloo Glide. An 

ultraportable cooler that features Igloo’s 

patented horizontal telescoping handle, a 

leverage system that ensures less than 

50-percent less lifting effort is needed 

to lift the Glide. With the Ultratherm foam 

used within, it provides MaxCold cooling 

performance of up to five days. Fishing 

enthusiasts will love the fact that the 

Glide has fish keeper scale built into the 

lid, which can be used to measure the 

catch of the day.
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he World Cyber Games (WCG) Asian 
Finals 2012 saw players from 10 
countries clashing in various gaming 
tournaments that consist of DOTA 2, 
FIFA 2012 and Tekken 6 over two days. 

This is the first time Malaysia has hosted the Asian 
Championship, held at the Kuala Lumpur Convention 
Centre alongside the Digital Lifestyle Expo 2012. Both 
are PIKOM events and are key elements in its National 
ICT Month (NIM) campaign.  Defending champions 
Malaysia emerged victorious in the Asian Championship 
after having won in Jakarta in 2011.

The WCG Malaysia championship, not to be 
confused with the Asian Championship, attracted 600 
local gamers who took part in seven different events, 
namely FIFA 2012, Counter-Strike Online, World of 
Tanks, StarCraft 2, Counter Strike Global Offensive, DOTA 
2 and Tekken 6.  

The winners of the WCG Malaysia Championship 
were Chew Hoe Sheng (FIFA 2012), Tammy Tan Yu Yuan 
(Tekken 6), Tan Soon Hua (StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty), 

T

Malaysia Wins WCG
Local gamers defend championship at World Cyber Games.
BY FARHAN GAZI

Team Orange e-Sports (DOTA 2 & Counter Strike Global 
Offensive), Team Urban Gamer (World of Tanks) and 
Team LZ (Counter Strike Online). All these winners will 
be joining gamers from other countries at the WCG 
World Finals in Kunshan, China.

As for the WCG Asian Championship, the Malaysian 
team, Team Orange e-Sports, had bested all comers in 
the DOTA 2 challenge, beating Thailand’s Team MiTH in 
the finals. Meanwhile, the champion in Tekken 6 is Kim 
Hyun Jun from Korea. Malaysian Chew Hoe Sheng took 
the gold for the FIFA 2012 tournament.

PIKOM Chairman Woon Tai Hai, highlighted that the 
e-sports industry is growing at a tremendous rate and 
in Asia Pacific; it is expected to be worth US$41 billion 
by 2014. This includes mobile games which is now the 
fastest growing trend. The profile of gamers (statistics 
from USA) shows that 53-percent are in the 18-49 year 
age group with 29-percent being in the above 50 space. 
This shows many gamers consist of those who have 
the money to spare when it comes to purchasing new 
games.
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outh-East Asian 4G provider Packet One 
Networks (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (P1) has 
been appointed to the Global TD-LTE 
Initiative (GTI) Steering Committee, 
which is the decision-making board for 

the 4G TD-LTE technology global movement.
The GTI, an organisation established through 

the efforts of leading international mobile network 
operators in February 2011, work to meet industry 
demands for growing mobile broadband and explore 
new opportunities across industry and public segments. 
The five founding members - China Mobile, Clearwire, 
Bharti Airtel, Vodafone and Softbank - combine their 
efforts to cover the high speed communication needs of 
more than half of the world’s population.

Craig Ehrlich, Chairman of the GTI Steering 
Committee, says that GTI aims to bring even more 
operators in the 4G space together to steer the TD-LTE 
ecosystem as a major standard in mobile broadband 
technology and drive early development of next 
generation mobile broadband networks.

This includes defining a proper standard for LTE and 
nurturing innovation among group members and within 
the communications industry.

It definitely wants to avoid the messy incident that 
the WiMAX group had experienced a few years back 
when the ITU dropped that wireless standard from 
the recognised list of 4G services. Hence its efforts 
to recruit network providers that are already fiddling 
with LTE platforms and have some form of in-depth 
understanding of its various spectrum ranges. 

Michael Lai, Chief Executive Officer of P1 comments, 
“Since 2008, P1 has been working tirelessly to shape 
the 4G broadband industry first with WiMAX. Thanks 
to our inclusion into the GTI Steering Committee, P1 
officially joins the ranks among the highest decision-
making board in TD-LTE technology. It is a significant 
achievement for us at P1 and a high milestone for our 
holdings group, Green Packet. Thanks to the team at GTI 
and P1, we will not rest on our laurels as this is just the 
tip of the iceberg in man to man, man to machine and 
ultimately machine to machine communications.” 

S

LTE Initiative Committee 
Welcomes P1
Local 4G provider appointed to GTI Steering Committee.
BY FARHAN GAZI

Lai: We will not 
rest on our laurels 
as this is just the 
tip of the iceberg 
in man to man, 
man to machine 
and ultimately 
machine to machine 
communications.
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Blackberry In 
Motion
Research In Motion announces two 

initiatives for Blackberry 10.
BY FARHAN GAZI

IM released details about its 
commitment to developers creating 
apps for the BlackBerry 10 platform 
through two exciting initiatives: Built 
for BlackBerry and its $10K Developer 

Commitment. These two campaigns are aimed at 
helping developers bring their best apps the BlackBerry 
10 platform. 

The Built for BlackBerry programme, which will be 
initiated this fall, will allow developers to submit their 
BlackBerry 10 WebWorks or BlackBerry 10 Native apps 
to the group for third-party review. When cleared by the 
review, the apps will receive the “Built for BlackBerry” 
quality status. 

Developers will be able to display this title on their 
website, on the BlackBerry App World storefront, and 
anywhere else they market their apps. According to RIM, 
this will be free for now. 

As it is confident that applications approved through 
the Built for BlackBerry program are destined for 
success, the company also offered a $10K Developer 
Commitment to qualified developers. 

Over the period of 12 months from launch of 
BlackBerry 10, if an app earns at least US$1,000 on 
its own but less than US$10,000, RIM will pay the 
developer the difference between the revenue earned 
and US$10,000.

Aside from developer notes and announcements, 
RIM has also unveiled the BlackBerry Bold 9790 
smartphone, now in Pure White and readily available 
in Malaysia. Featuring the latest BlackBerry 7.1 OS, 
the new smartphone will be available through selected 
BlackBerry authorised partners – Brightstar and 
BrightPoint - in Malaysia.

With the new OS, BlackBerry Bold 9790 customers 
can experience new ways to share information and 
content. The OS incorporates a new feature called 
BlackBerry Tag, which can change the way customers 
share information and content using NFC technology. 
By simply tapping the Bold 9790 against another NFC 
enabled BlackBerry smartphone, customers can instantly 
invite a friend to BlackBerry Messenger, or exchange 
contact information, documents, URLs, photos, and 
other multimedia content.

R
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torming in with an army, Monster 
shows off its 2012 collection line-up 
of headphone, which includes the new 
Inspiration, Diamond Tears and Diesel 
ranges. Take note, when the box says 

high end, it really is high end with prices from RM320 
being the lowest up to RM,1600 being the highest. It’s 
easy to tell that the 2012 set are some of Monster’s more 
comprehensive collection.

 First off is the Inspiration headphone, which is the 
company’s first over-ear, noise cancelling headphone. 
Targeting frequent business travellers, home, commuting 
and for office users, the Inspiration headphones also has 
a trendsetting “fashion-forward” twist – interchangeable 
headbands in a multitude of different colours and 
materials. The Monster Inspiration headphone is available 
in titanium or pearl white finish in September and will be 
listed at RM1,600.

There is a treat  for K-Pop fans as Monster unveils 
its Diamond Tears - Edge High Definition Music 
Headphones, which is the first in a planned family of 
products to be created in alliance with J.Y. Park, founder 
of JYP Entertainment (JYPE). With cosmetic design that 
parallels J.Y. Park’s music, the headphone has designs 
looking like a mix of diamonds and tears. The Monster 

Diamond Tears headphones is also retailing at RM1,600.
Next in the product line up is Diesel, which is 

Monster’s partnership under Diesel Noise Division. The 
first of these products, the RM1,390 VEKTR, is designed 
to offer enhanced audio performance. While it uses 
a different set of cosmetic, it created a sharp faceted 
look that’s unlike traditional round on-ear headphones. 
Featuring a distinctive diamond-cut Diesel logo on each 
plush ear cup, this pair is certainly for those who want 
style and performance. 

At the same time, Monster and NCredible 
Entertainment showcased their first “NCredible” lifestyle 
products. This included the NTune On-Ear Headphones 
(RM 710) and the Nergy In-Ear Headphones (RM 320), 
both of which are available now. The two new NCredible 
headphones, according to Monster, “offer comfort and 
are precision tuned to reproduce the subtle nuances of 
all types of music, from hip-hop, rock to house, and pop.”

Other headphones present are the Monster Gratitude 
Headphones - retailing at RM 999 - featuring the 
company’s partnership with 8-time Grammy Award 
winners Earth, Wind & Fire and Monster iSport 
LIVESTRONG edition (RM820), a sports headphone 
that has a secure, custom-fit audio seal thanks to the 
patented SportClip. 

S

Monster Everywhere
The high-end headphone makers are back and 

ready to bring the house down.
BY CALVIN KHONG

This marks Monster’s 
Malaysian debut but 
the company has 
actually been around 
for over 30 years.
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ust having the term “100 years” in the 
list of achievements is quite rare. This 
means Sharp has more things to shout 
about because the Japanese company 
has reached 100 years of operations. 

Sharp-Roxy Sales and Service Company (M) Sdn Bhd 
had organised an establishment day event, which the 
senior management officiated. This includes Hiroyuki 
Nuizato, Managing Director of Sharp, Takaya Wakasumi, 
Assistant General Manager of CEP Marketing, Tok Sang 
Man, General Manager of CEP/ISP Sales, and Lau Siong 
Giap General Manager of CEP/ISP Marketing. 

“Harnessing Sharp’s sincerity and one-of-a-kind 
technology, it will continue to introduce new products 
that will create new markets and improving consumers’ 
life. Therefore, this 100 years celebration is a tribute 
to all Malaysian and the rest of the world who have 
supported Sharp over this long period,” says Nuizato.

This anniversary is celebrated globally with various 
activities in line such as EURO Cup 2012 partnership 
and My Sharp Our Future campaign. Locally, Sharp 
carries branding and on-ground campaigns such as 
EURO Consumer Contest, EURO trip, product roadshow, 
media advertisements and Malaysian League 2012-2013 
partnership. 

he story of an arcade-game bad guy 
who embarks on a quest to prove he’s 
really a good guy, “Wreck-It Ralph” 
takes its viewers into a journey that 
dives through wildly diverse arcade-

game worlds, including the ‘80s-era, 8-bit video-game 
world of Fix-It Felix, Jr., the ultra-modern first-person 
shooter game Hero’s Duty and the candy-coated cart-
racing game Sugar Rush. Helping to differentiate these 
worlds from one another are unique cinematography, 
animation, effects and music. “Music is another way 
to set the stage and make these worlds completely 
different,” says producer Clark Spencer.

However, it’s not just any music. Filmmakers 
tapped diverse and unexpected artists to help tell the 
story. Composer Henry Jackman created the film’s 
score, which is complemented by original songs and 
music from Skrillex, AKB48, Owl City and Buckner & 
Garcia. Directed by Rich Moore, produced by Spencer 

and featuring the voices of John C. Reilly, Sarah 
Silverman, Jack McBrayer and Jane Lynch, “Wreck-It 
Ralph” crashes into theatres on Nov. 2, 2012. The film’s 
soundtrack from Walt Disney Records will be available 
Oct. 30, 2012.

According to composer Henry Jackman, the score 
was driven by the story, which allowed him to tap his 
classical roots, too. “When something emotional is 
developing, it opens the door to the orchestral score 
without it feeling imposed,” he said. 

Other contributors to the end credits include 
Buckner & Garcia, the team behind the 1982 Top-10 
hit “Pac-Man Fever”. Jerry Buckner of Buckner & Garcia 
co-produced the song “Wreck-It, Wreck-It Ralph” with 
hit songwriter/producer Jamie Houston. “It was great 
to be invited to contribute a song to the movie and 
soundtrack,” says Buckner. “The song has an ‘80s pop 
flavor with a contemporary twist - we’re really happy 
with how it turned out.” 

J

T

Hitting Three Digits
Sharp celebrates its 100 years anniversary.
BY CALVIN KHONG

Wreck And Roll
Disney’s newest film features star studded 

soundtrack.

 After coming 
up with so many 
different products, 
Sharp is still around 
to do more.
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rocade recently announced its 
revolutionary switching platform, the 
Brocade VDX 8770 Switch, along with 
VCS Fabric technology enhancements 
that take data centre network 

simplicity, efficiency and resiliency to a new scale. 
Designed for enterprises and service providers, 

it strives to both simplify and scale-out their data 
centre infrastructure in order to accelerate new service 
introduction and drive innovation, while also lowering 
costs.

As it is developed for highly virtualised 
environments, Ethernet fabrics built on VCS Fabric 
technology accelerate application deployment and 
enable faster virtual machine (VM) migrations through 

stro, Malaysia’s leading consumer 
media entertainment group and 
Maxis, Malaysia’s leading integrated 
communications service provider have 
come together in a strategic partnership 

to bring the best of Astro TV and Radio, high speed 
broadband and voice to Malaysian consumers and 
households. 

Astro and Maxis will develop and co-market 
consumer packages combining Astro B.yond IPTV and 
Astro On-The-Go services together with Maxis’ Fibre 
Internet, Mobile Internet, Wireless Internet and ADSL 
services. Additionally, Maxis customers will also have 
access to a specially developed content package from 
Astro. 

With this partnership, Maxis has been appointed 
the value-added fibre broadband service provider 
to significantly expand Astro’s B.yond IPTV service 
footprint. Astro, meanwhile, will be the IPTV service 
provider for all Maxis fixed and wireless platforms. In 
the next few months, both Maxis and Astro will jointly 
develop the unique consumer packages, targeted to be 
launched into the market, in phases. 

The Astro-Maxis collaboration will ensure that 
consumers benefit from Astro and Maxis internet 
access packages, bringing unique content offerings and 
experiences delivered over the Maxis networks. Each 
company will jointly market these unique packages 

through all their respective distribution channels.
Dato’ Rohana Rozhan, CEO of Astro Malaysia 

Holdings Berhad notes, “Today Astro is in 3.1 million 
Malaysian homes, and our aspiration is to continue to 
grow our relevance for all Malaysians, by continuously 
evolving our products and services to provide better 
choice, experience and value for our customers whether 
at home or on-the-go. 

Our collaboration with Maxis gives us an additional 
1.3 million fibre homes passed as immediately 
addressable market for Astro B.yond IPTV, where our 

customers may enjoy the best of Astro TV and Radio, as 
well as high speed broadband.”

Sandip Das, CEO of Maxis meanwhile adds, “With 
the strategic partnership that we have now entered with 
Astro, Malaysia’s leading consumer media entertainment 
group, we can now bring the best of Broadband, Voice 
and Television to our customers wherever they are. 
We are delighted to have secured the most popular 
television and video content from the market’s 
leading service provider, delivering a value-added fibre 
broadband proposition at the home.”

zero-touch VM discovery, VM mobility and VM port 
configuration migration. 

Using VCS fabrics, customers can save on 
installation time as the new switches self-provision 
when they are connected to the fabric. 

“Network operators are challenged to scale their 
networks and manage increasing complexity with more 
routers, more subnets and massive dynamic flows. That 
is why the new 8770 switch,” says Ken Cheng, Vice 
President of Service Provider and Application Delivery 
Products at Brocade. “The Brocade MLXe Core Router 
with the new 24-port 10 GbE module and industry-
leading SDN technology will enable them to significantly 
scale their core networks to do more while greatly 
reducing network complexity and cost.”

B

A (From Left)  Liew 
Swee Lin, Astro’s 
Chief Commercial 
Officer,  Rohana 
Rozhan, Sandip Das, 
and Mark Dioguardi, 
Maxis’ Joint 
Chief Operating 
Officer at the 
signing ceremony 
of the strategic 
partnership.

Brocade Enterprise 
Solutions
New MLXe series router, switches and Fabric 

technology.
BY FARHAN GAZI

Bringing Content To You Anytime, 
Anywhere
Maxis and Astro signs deal to benefit customers everywhere.
BY SHARIL ABDUL RAHMAN
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here’s more to be had when Canon 
announces its new multimedia 
projectors, comprising three ranges 
- the A series (LV-8227A, LV-7392A, 
LV-7297A and LV-7292A) which is 

designed for bright environments, the made for small 
business class M series (LV-8227M), and the highly 
affordable S series (LV-7392S, LV-7297S and LV7292S), 
which offers basic functionally. 

These projectors share one common feature: 
portability. Indeed, the compact and light design is 
prominent in all three projector ranges. Where the S 
models only has the bare necessities, the A and M series, 
on the other hand, come with a built in HDMI connector, 
allowing them to project high resolution digital video 
with ease. The A series takes it a step further as it 
supports network connectivity, providing extra value for 
business users.

 Aside from the new series, there is also a high end 
installation-based projector called XEED WX6000 that 
had been launched alongside the three ranges. Aimed 
at users who love high definition content, the WX6000 
ensures that the content it processes is enhanced and 
will improve the overall viewing experience. This is made 
possible as it operates on Canon’s latest proprietary 
optical system, the Aspectual Illumincation System 4.1 
(AISYS 4.1). 

TrustPort Introduces 2013 Suites
Maximum security is TrustPort’s aim with its new 2013 software suites.
BY VICTOR YAP

Canon claims that by combining AISYS 4.1 with 
WXGA+ resolution (1,440 x 900 pixels) and 5,700 
lumens, gives the WX6000 its “richly coloured images, 
pure whites, enhanced clarity and better picture quality.” 
Additionally, it can be fitted with a variety of Canon 
projector lenses, which includes Standard Zoom, Long 
Zoom, Short Fixed and Ultra-Long Zoom.

Sandy Lee, Senior 
Marketing Manager, 
Consumer System 
Products Division, 
Canon Marketing 
Malaysia showing 
off the new 
projectors.

Mrnustik: We 
listen to our users’ 
demands for a 
more simplified yet 
powerful security 
software suite.

ith aims to expand its business in the 
Southeast Asia (SEA) region, TrustPort 
has, during the introduction of its 
2013 product portfolio, revealed its 
desire to do more in Kuala Lumpur. 

This includes marketing its new security software 
solution, which is now available for Home, Business, 
and Enterprise market segments, outside of the norm.

No word has been given on the date or pricing for 
the 2013 edition of the TrustPort security suite.

According to Pavel Mrnustik, CEO of TrustPort, 
the 2013 edition will no longer be fixed bundles as it 
allow users choose the modules they want so they can 
properly meet their varying protection requirements 
and security level demands. Services that they can 

mix and match include TrustPort Antivirus, TrustPort 
Internal Security, TrustPort USB Antivirus, or, if users 
want the complete set, can opt for TrustPort Total 
Protection.

“We listen to our users’ demands for a more 
simplified yet powerful security software suite. Some 
of the key elements they asked for are now in the 
2013 edition such as faster scanning speeds, optimised 
performance, and smaller installation footprint,” adds 
Mrnustik.

As TrustPort looks forward to expanding its business 
in the region and into new markets, it hopes to re-
affirm its position in Malaysia, and subsequently, the 
rest of SEA, with its new products and goal of being a 
major security vendor in the near future.

W

T

The Canon LV multimedia projectors, which are 
now available for sale, can be found at selected Canon 
authorised outlets. The LV range LCD projectors starts 
from RM2,028 onwards. The WX6000, meanwhile, will 
be available from November onwards at RM18,999 per 
unit. 

the. wt ire

Blast It To The Wall
Canon launches new multimedia 

projectors to suit everyday life.
BY CALVIN KHONG
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he clock is ticking as the time for 
companies to follow Personal Data 
Protection Act (PDPA) is edging closer. 
This act aims at not only protecting the 
data kept within a company but also 

what a company can do with it. This will result in users’ 
data being protected from all angles unless the users 
state otherwise. Symantec supports the act by pointing 
out that its key principles are similar to those outlined in 
the APEC Privacy Framework.

According to Abu Bakar Munir, Professor of Law 
at University of Malaya, PDPA had been submitted for 
legislation in June 2010. By June 2012, it had supposedly 
come into enforcement but due to the current rules and 
regulation, it needed more time to be finalised. As such, 

the deadline is extended to the end of this year. 
From Abu Bakar’s own observation, he noticed that 

while other companies have the private policy stated, it 
never really stood out or had highlighted it prominently 
for its users to read. Worst still, some of it are placed 
together with the Terms and Condition section, even 
when both are suppose to be separate things by nature. 

Through the PDPA, the Commissioner has the right 
to seize equipment and arrest people without a proper 
warrant. The act does have exemptions on different 
principles (General, Notice and Choice, Disclosure, 
Security, Retention, Data Integrity, and Access) and will 
mostly be determined based on the types of purposes. 

A director, chief executive officer, chief operating 
officer, manager, secretary or other similar officer of the 

body corporate may be charged severally or jointly in 
the same proceeding with the body corporate. If they 
are found to be guilty of committing any of the thirteen 
new criminal offences created under this Act, they will 
be charged with penalties that range from a maximum 
jail term of one year, a RM200,000 fine or both to a 
maximum jail term of three years, a RM500,000 fine or 
both. 

Symantec recommends the following four steps 
to ensure compliance with the new law. This includes 
identifying who has access to sensitive data, finding 
solutions to authorise provisions for secure access to 
applications and services, inspect where the data is and 
how it is being used, and finding a way to protect those 
sensitive data. 

T

New Law For Data 
Protection
Enforcement of Malaysia Personal Data 

Protection Act 2010.
BY CALVIN KHONG

(From left): Abu 
Bakar, Subhendu 
Sahu, Director for 
Government and 
Public Sector, ASR, 
Symantec, and Nigel 
Tan, Director of 
Systems Engineering, 
Malaysia, Symantec.
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Sourcefire, Now With 
Improved Solutions
Cybersecurity company announces virtualised 
security solutions.
BY FARHAN GAZI

ourcefire Inc., a regionally based 
intelligent cybersecurity solutions 
player, announced its latest services 
that are designed to address critical 
customer needs for the virtualised 

environment. Called the FireAMP Virtual and Virtual 
Next-Generation Intrusion Prevention Systems (NGIPS), 
it comes with advance application control and is able 
to deliver Information Superiority.

This is done so by providing large enterprises and 
government organisations with the visibility and 
control, which they now demand for, to address the 
dynamic nature of the constantly changing virtual 
deployments and evolving threats targeting those 
systems. 

Sourcefire’s comprehensive approach will connect 
physical and virtual security elements as well as 
integrate the organisation’s network and improve 
application awareness with big data analytics. All of 
this, and more, are designed to boost and improve 
security intelligence. 

Ivan Wen, Country Manager of Sourcefire, notes 
that his company’s virtual solutions are the latest 
example of the company’s commitment to protecting 
organisations from the most sophisticated attacks, be it 
physical, mobile or virtual systems. 

According to Wen, the Sourcefire’s FireAMP Virtual 

protects VMware virtual instances from advanced 
malware and stops threats that bypass other security 
layers. It achieves this by leveraging on cloud-based 
detection capabilities to analyse and block malware.

It also uses Cloud Recall to provide continuous 
analysis of historical file activity to discover and 
remediate threats that were previously missed. As it is 
designed for VMware environments, FireAMP Virtual 
has the ability to increases its efficiency by integrating 
with the agent-less VMware vShield architecture.

Complementing that is the Virtual NGIPS, which 
works to overcome the lack of visibility found in 
traditional physical intrusion prevention products that 
operate in virtualised environments.

Wen shares: “The Sourcefire Virtual NGIPS can 
inspect virtual machine (VM)-to-VM communications 
and provide full NGIPS capabilities to protect 
VMware-based virtual networks. It also provides 
optional URL filtering to reduce the surface area of 
attack. As with physical assets, security in a virtualised 
setting should be more than just stopping attacks. 
Organisations also need to continually drive visibility, 
control and management in their virtualised settings. 
With Sourcefire’s virtual solutions, businesses will be 
able to build up their confidence to launch or expand 
virtualised systems and offer insights as well as 
protection throughout their changing enterprises.”

S

Malaysia Cup
The Malaysia Cup 2012 started on August with the 
finals slated on October in National Stadium Bukit 
Jalil. A total of 16 teams will take part in this annual 
football competition.

Nurul Syuhada
TV3 presenter, Nurul Syuhada caught attention 
when she made a “Bintulu daif” remark during a 
‘live’ coverage of the National Day. She made public 
apology and resigned from her position in September 
with claims on having plans to further her studies.

Prince Harry
After the online surface of nude photos from a Las 
Vegas hotel bash, Prince Harry kept a low profile. 
Netizens went abuzz again when the prince was 
reported to allegedly received kidnapping and death 
threats from Taliban.

Psy Gangnam Style
Following on his appearance at the MTV VMAs 2012, 
Korean singer Psy caught headlines again by showing 
up on ‘The Ellen DeGeneres Show’ to teach Ellen and 
her guest, Britney Spears, the horse-riding dance. 

Li Bingbing
Chinese actress Li Bingbing, who plays as Ada Wong 
in “Resident Evil: Retribution”, visited Malaysia for the 
movie premiere at Sunway Pyramid on September 7 
2012 saying being in Malaysia felt like coming home.

Kate Middleton
The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge has been 
confirmed to be visiting Malaysia on September 13 to 
15 2012 as part of their Asia Pacific Diamond Jubilee 
Tour. 

iPhone 5
Months of speculations and rumours finally ended 
on September 12 2012 when a new iPhone was 
introduced at an Apple event in San Francisco. 

Justin Lee Scandal
A well-known socialite and playboy, also the son of 
a Taiwanese millionaire, Justin Lee had been arrested 
and charged for allegedly drugging and raping several 
women, including celebrities. 

Jennifer Lopez
When the media reported on the Latin actress and 
singer scheduled visit and performance at Stadium 
Merdeka on December 2 2012, netizens were keen 
to confirm the news. The concert will be part of her 
“Dance Again World Tour.” 

Legoland Malaysia
Scheduled for grand opening on September 15 2012, 
Asia’s first Legoland is drawing netizens’ interests. 
Legoland Malaysia general manager, Siegfried Boerst, 
confirmed an addition of a water theme park and a 
Lego-inspired hotel in early 2014. 

Top Trending Searches 
of the Month on
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Get It Big And 
Affordable
Sharp shows off its first smartphone in 
Malaysia.
BY CALVIN KHONG

600 Ways For 
Photo Taking
Full Frame Goodness For Less.
BY SHARIL ABDUL RAHMAN

here are quite a number of 5-inch 
devices lately around the world but 
none of them have ever found its way 
to Malaysia aside from the Galaxy 
Note. Thankfully, Sharp releases its first 

smartphone in Malaysia and it is the hybrid between 
a smartphone and a tablet. The Sharp SH530U has 
a 5-inch display with its own Feel UX on top of the 
Android 4.0 interface. 

Marketing this 5-inch smartphone as an affordable 
hybrid, the display has 480 x 800 resolutions making 
the pixel noticeable. However, Sharp representatives 
mention that this is enough for users to watch movies, 
read emails and stay connected with ease. Aside from 
that, the SH530U is also a dual-SIM smartphone.

Getting a first feel of the Feel UX interface, it quickly 
became clear that the performance is pretty smooth. 
The lock-screen allows users to control several functions 
such as playing songs, checking the weather forecast 
and stock market updates. Instead of browsing through 
the apps menu horizontally, Feel UX opted for an old 
school vertical scroll. 

ikon has launched their latest addition to 
the D series of its DSLR in their portfolio. 
The smallest and lightest body among 
Nikon FX-format cameras, the D600 
offers advanced performance while 

equipped with a new FX-format CMOS image sensor 
with 24.3-million effective pixels and the same EXPEED 3 
image-processing engine built into high-end Nikon DSLRs 
(D4, D800, D800E) for superior definition and image quality.  

The D600 is the latest and most compact model in 
the Nikon FX-format digital SLR lineup at approximately 
141 (W) × 113 (H) × 82 (D) mm and only 760 grams. It 
is as heavy as a mid-range DLSR from any manufacturer 
in the market. A new FX-format CMOS image sensor 
with 24.3-million effective pixels and the same EXPEED 3 
image-processing engine built into high-end models comes 
standard with the camera. 

Among other new features includes an optical 
viewfinder with 100% frame coverage, a large and clear 

3.2-inch LCD monitor with wide angle viewing, and the 
same dust and water-resistance as the D800 and D800E.

For movie makers, a full-HD movie recording mode at 
1920 x 1080/30p and Multi-area mode movie recording 
available in two formats using the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC 
video compression format. The D600 is also equipped with 
a headphone jack so that headphones may be used to 
check sound, and movies can be viewed simultaneously in 
the camera’s monitor and in an external monitor via the 
movie live view display.

By using the WU-1b Wireless Mobile Adapter (sold 
separately, users can connect the D600 with smart devices 
allowing remote camera and photo management, along 
with remote camera control. This means that you can take 
photos using your D600 via an app from your smartphone.

Along with the D600, Nikon also announced several 
new models including the J2, COOLPIX L610, COOLPIX 
7700, COOLPIX S6400, COOLPIX S01 and the first android 
camera in the market, the COOLPIX S800c.

By releasing this phone, it marks Sharp’s entrance 
into the smartphone market in Malaysia. The SH530U 
will serve as the Litmus test for it to see how Malaysian 
response to its mobile devices. According to the guys 
from Sharp, there are plans to bring in more phones. 

There is no product roadmap for now but it is good to 
know that there will be another Japanese company 
competing in the local market. 

The Sharp SH530U is already available at a 
recommended retail price of RM1,288.

N

T Hiroyuki Funabashi, 
Manager, 
New Business 
Development 
Department, Global 
Marketing Center, 
Global Business 
Group, Sharp 
Corporation (third 
from left) and 
Raymond Tan, Chief 
Operating Officer, 
Brightstar Malaysia 
Sdn Bhd (third from 
right) posing with 
models and the new 
5-inch smartphone.

(Second from 
left) Mahfooz NR, 
Senior Manager, 
Nikon Professional 
Service, David Ng, 
General Manager 
of Consumer 
Products, Marketing 
Department, 
Masanobu Tsunoda, 
Managing Director 
of Nikon (Malaysia) 
Sdn Bhd, and Nikon 
Singapore Pte 
Ltd, and ST Hon, 
General Manager of 
Consumer Products 
Sales Dept showing 
off the Nikon D600.
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stro has launched their latest channel 
offering, Astro Best, to bring its 3.1 
million customers/homes the hottest 
Hollywood and Asian Movies available 
on both DTH (Direct-To-Home) satellite 

and IPTV (Internet Protocol Television) platforms.
With Astro Best, customers can now watch 

Hollywood and Asian titles as early as three months 
after the movies’ cinema release in stunning High 
Definition from the comfort of their homes. Starting 
today, customers can purchase Astro Best Hollywood 
titles -“ Marvel’s The Avengers”, “The Hunger Games” 
and the hit Korean movie chronicling the rise to stardom 
of several KPop artistes, “I AM: SM Town Live Tour in 
Madison Square” on Astro Channel 481, at RM10 per 
movie. All titles will be made available for 48 hours after 
purchase. Future titles of Astro Best include “What to 
Expect When You’re Expecting” and “The Cabin in The 
Woods”.

Customers can purchase Astro Best movies via SMS 
on Astro Channel 481 at RM10 per movie with up to 
12 different viewing times for each movie, giving Astro 
customers the convenience of watching it anytime 
within 48-hours upon purchase. 

Henry Tan, Chief Operating Officer, Astro said, 
“Today, Astro launches Astro Best to provide our 
customers with more titles to view Hollywood and Asian 
movies at an earlier window compared to the usual Pay 
TV channels. Astro Best is launched at the back of the 
phenomenal success of Astro First, which has set a new 
global benchmark for Pay-Per-View movie offerings. 

Any customers with an Astro B.yond PVR internet 
connected box will also be able to access a bigger library 
of films, popular entertainment and drama ‘box-sets’, 
documentaries, catch up titles, Astro First and Astro Best 
titles through Astro B.yond Video-on-Demand (VOD).”

Basically, Astro B.yond VOD is Astro’s internet 
delivered video-on-demand (VOD) service, offering 
hundreds of hours of great TV to choose from - thus 
giving Astro customers more control and choice over 
how they enjoy entertainment.

Some of the new titles added to Astro B.yond VOD 
are exciting box office titles such as “50/50,” “Man 
On A Ledge” “Abduction,” “Here,” “Teddy Bear” as well 
as Asian and Bollywood movies such as  “Nightmare,” 
“Ghost On Air” “Ashoka” “Chalte Chalte” “Penny 
Pinchers” and many more. 

There is also a service that is part of the VOD 
programme called Catch Up TV, which features older 
titles such “Oh My English,” Korean and Chinese dramas 
such as “City Hunter,” “Palace II,” and “The Other Truth,” 
as well as Disney favourites such as “Phineas and Ferb” 
and “Upin and Ipin” with more catch up titles refreshed 
daily. Enhancing the entire system further, selected 
VOD content is also available online and on mobile via 
Astro On-The-Go service which is currently free for all 
customers. 

A

Replay, Rewind, 
Anytime
Astro now provides Video on Demand 

services for paying customers.
BY CALVIN KHONG

(From left) Tan, 
Liew Swee Lin, 
Chief Commercial 
Officer, Astro, 
Agnes Rozario, Vice 
President, Content 
Management 
Group, Astro, and 
Brian Lenz, Chief 
Innovation Officer, 
Astro at the launch 
of Astro Best.

Tan shows how to 
order Astro Best 
in 3 easy steps on 
Channel 481.
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P announces additions to its security 
solutions portfolio, which enable 
enterprises to assess, transform, optimise 
and manage security environments that 
proactively protect infrastructure and 

virtualised networks. With cloud, mobility and big data 
initiatives helping organisations solve recent problem, 
these innovations can also introduce big security 
concerns. 

 “Cybersecurity threats are growing exponentially 
and without a proactive information risk management 
strategy, enterprise growth, innovation and efficiencies 
are being hindered,” says Wong Loke Yeow, Regional 
Marketing Director, Enterprise Security Products, 
Hewlett-Packard Asia Pacific and Japan. 

According to research conducted on behalf of HP, 
concerns around understanding security requirements 
for cloud services are top of mind for more than two-
thirds of business and technology executives in Asia 
Pacific and Japan.  More than three quarters of those 
surveyed also indicated they are concerned about how 
to secure and consume big data. 

Knowing the issues at hand, HP introduces an 
intelligent security system for the public sector, 
offering additional features added to its HP Assured 
Identity, which enables tighter controls against insider 
threats, better identity proofing and simplifying 
secured information sharing between collaborating 
organisations. Also included is HP Security Operations 
Centre (SOC) Consulting Services, which is designed 
for public sector clients outside of the United States to 
provide them with the ability to establish an on-site 
intelligent cyber-security operations centre.

Aside from that, HP also offers proactive methods 
via its newly unveiled HP Data Centre Protection 
Services. The centre evaluates organisations’ 
existing security practices and provides actionable 
recommendations. One of the key systems it deploys 
is the HP ArcSight Enterprise Security Manager 6.0c, 
which is a scalable security monitoring and compliance 
solution that identifies and remediates cyber-threats.  

HP also announced a mobile app for IT security 
workers that utilise data from HP Digital Vaccine Labs 

(DVLabs) to monitor current and trending cyber-threats. 
HP Information Security Pulse - a free app - enables 
users to rapidly determine and address risks that may 
affect its environment. It is currently available for 
webOS, Apple iOS, Android and web browser platforms. 

“HP helps clients protect what matters most to their 
organisations by delivering intelligent security solutions 

that prioritise on resources that help identify threats 
earlier and enable a faster response time,” says Richard 
Archdeacon, CTO, Strategy and Technology, Enterprise 
Security Services, Hewlett-Packard Company.    

Additional information about HP Enterprise Security 
solutions and its other services are available at www.
hp.com/go/EnterpriseSecurity2012.

H

Providing Security Beyond Office
HP introduces new services and additional features to provide more 

security solutions for enterprise. 
BY CALVIN KHONG

Archdeacon (right) 
and Wong (left) 
at the HP media 
briefing.
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howing that the future is indeed 
without wires, Intel Labs demonstrates 
the first all-digital WiFi radio 
integrated into a single chip with 
other digital building blocks currently 

present in all processing platforms. All this, according 
to Intel, is per modern innovation, providing the ability 
to scale in size and energy efficiency, enabling more 
things to connect to each other.

 “In the future, if it computes, it connects. From 
the simplest embedded sensors to the most advanced 
cloud data centres, we’re looking at techniques that 
allow all of them to connect without wire. Wireless 
systems are so fast now that it will let you wirelessly 
dock your enabled Ultrabook, tablet or smartphone 
without wires. Even multiple displays can be docked 
at one time,” says Justin Rattner, Chief Technology 
Officer, Intel, in his keynote at the Intel Developer 
Forum. 

During the forum, Rattner demonstrates for 
the first time, an all-digital WiFi radio, dubbed a 
“Moore’s Law Radio.” This system-on-chip design for 
smartphones and tablet computers would be the most 
likely spot for all digital radios to be integrated. The 
small size and cost saving integrated digital radios will 
enable a host of new applications to be developed, 
such as wearable devices and home appliances that 
use sensors which can communicate with each other, 
exchange data and even allow for remote operation.

Naming the next-generation wireless standard as 
WiGig, Rattner claims it operates in the millimetre 
wavelengths of the radio spectrum and delivers 
bandwidths over 5 gigabits per second. The WiGig 
standard is an industry-wide effort to consolidate a 
number of proprietary 60GHz wireless technologies 
under the existing WiFi standard.

Users are not getting the full experience as they 
will not be able to receive email and social media 

updates while their devices are asleep. To address this, 
Intel’s always-on-always-connected capability, which 
is equipped on the Ultrabook platform, and Intel’s 
Smart Connect technology will wake up the Ultrabook 
just long enough to receive incoming packet traffic 
before allowing the PC to go back into standby mode. 
This feature is not only intuitive; it also ensures longer 
battery life.

Intel also notes that password management 
is a trend that “remains as the more common, yet 
inconvenient, way of protecting access to valuable or 
sensitive information.” Trying to eliminate the need 
for passwords, Intel Labs has developed a replacement 
scheme called Client Based Authentication 
Technology. This allows the user to authenticate 
once to a physical device, such as an Ultrabook or 
smartphone, by using a biometric sensor and then lets 
the device automatically authenticate itself with one 
or more cloud-based services.

S

Bidding Wires Farewell
Intel going for a wireless future.
BY CALVIN KHONG

Rattner showing off 
a wafer of Rosepoint 
system-on-a-chip 
dies. Each die has 
two Atom cores 
and a full WiFi 
transceiver.
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A Technologies announced a 
new version of CA Infrastructure 
Management (CA IM), which integrates 
elements of CA Technologies Service 
Assurance portfolio. CA IM quickly 

translates volumes of disparate performance data into 
user-specific views that help enterprise and service 
provider customers improve service quality, predictability 
and efficiency.

“The CIO has now become Chief Experience Officers 
as the customer experience becomes an increasingly 
powerful weapon in today’s competitive world,” says 
Stephen Miles, vice president, Service Assurance, Asia 
Pacific & Japan, CA Technologies. “Cloud, virtualisation 
and mobile growth have changed the way users 
consume IT-related services, making the IT function 
more important to the customer experience. We 
developed CA Infrastructure Management to help our 
enterprise and service provider customers capture, 
engage and retain customers by offering a superior and 
differentiated customer experience.”

Increases in volume and types of traffic, data and 

devices on the Internet, coupled with outdated methods, 
processes and tools to manage them, creates a level of 
IT complexity that challenges IT organisations as they 
strive to meet soaring customer expectations.

CA Infrastructure Management addresses these 
challenges by offering specialised functionality, 
sophisticated analytics capabilities, massive scalability 
and adaptability for existing environments. The solution 
provides IT teams easy access to graphic displays of the 
specific information they need to improve service quality 
and deliver a superior customer experience with less 
effort and reduced costs. 

“The new services enable MSPs to deliver 
differentiated services that sustain profitability and 
growth by supporting native multi-tenancy that drives 
economies of scale,” says Herman Van den Broeck, 
Senior Consultant, Simac ICT Belgium. “The intelligent 
solution captures and filters relevant performance 
data on behaviour that requires attention and then 
delivers comprehensive contextual views in real-time. 
Both highly skilled and less experienced staff can 
absorb, understand and take appropriate action to 
help ensure end-users have a quality experience with 
the services.”

or the past 30 years, Microsoft Corporation 
has introduced hardware that helps people 
interact better and more easily with 
Windows. Microsoft Hardware continues 
the tradition with the introduction of new 

products that work with Windows 8.
“The newly launched Microsoft Hardware devices 

are designed to be “better together” with Windows 8. 
Microsoft understands the needs of today’s fast paced 
society and as such, has combined mobility, practicality, 
comfort and style into its latest Hardware range. From 
desktop and notebook to Ultrabook and tablet PCs, 
Microsoft’s newest accessories are the perfect companion 
for Windows,” says Sunny Ooi, Consumer Channels Group 
Director, Microsoft Malaysia.

Beginning with the introduction of the Microsoft 
Mouse, the Microsoft Hardware Group has designed its 
hardware to specifically light up features in Windows. 
Optimised for Windows 8, Microsoft’s new line-up of mice 
and keyboards are loaded with features including Bluetooth 

connectivity, BlueTrack Technology for tracking on virtually 
any surface and specific functionality that gives customers 
a fast and fluid way to navigate in their world with 
Windows 8. With such enhancements incorporated into 
the hardware for Windows desktop, laptop and tablet, it 
ensures that users will have the best computing experience 
for any lifestyle.

“In conjunction with Windows 8 and Microsoft 

Malaysia’s 20th Anniversary, a promotion offering 
30-percent off the retail price of these Hardware devices 
will be offered. It is part of Microsoft’s commitment to 
inspire digital lifestyles and transform the way Malaysians 
improve their lives through technology experiences,” adds 
Ooi. 

All products will be available at major retailers from 
October 2012 onwards.

C

F

CA Manages Infrastructure
New version of CA Infrastructure Management available.
BY FARHAN GAZI

Quality Hardware 
From Microsoft
Windows 8 optimised hardware ready for 
purchase.
BY SHARIL ABDUL RAHMAN

(From left) Ooi, 
Tony Leong, Partner 
Account Manager, 
Microsoft Malaysia, 
and Sharon Lai, 
Product Manager, 
Microsoft Malaysia, 
with the Windows 8 
ready hardware.
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ational Instruments (NI) announced 
the establishment of the National 
Instruments Academy & Innovation 
Nucleus (NI-AIN), which is in 
collaboration with Technology 

Park Malaysia Corporation Sdn Bhd (TPM) and SME 
Corporation Malaysia (SME Corp). The three parties 
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 
to signify this collaboration. Datuk Seri Panglima 
Dr Maximus Johnity Ongkili, Minister of Science, 
Technology, and Innovation, had been the VIP on hand 
to witness the signing.

The NI-AIN, which had been conceived during 
the PEMANDU E&E 2.0 Lab in April this year, is one 
of the Entry Point Projects (EPP) under the Economic 
Transformation Programme (ETP) that is geared towards 
enabling and supporting the building of a “Test and 
Measurement Innovation Hub” in the industrial corridors 
of Malaysia.

As a shared laboratory infrastructure powered by 
NI technology platforms and tools, NI-AIN aims to 
lower entry barriers as it enable access to facilities for 
businesses that are keen to nurture innovation, develop 

the talent pool, and build capabilities and capacities. 
Most importantly, the NI-AIN is established to promote 
intellectual property creation amongst small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs) in Malaysia. The shared 
laboratory will be hosted at Technology Park of Malaysia 
and is expected to be fully operational by Q1 2013.

“The NI-AIN facility is designed to promote Science, 
Technology and Innovation (STI) amongst SMEs and 
encourage growth - both at the company and national 
level. We are confident that we will be able to witness 
ground-breaking ideas and innovations emerging from 
NI-AIN in the near future,” adds Dato’ Hj Mohd Azman 
Hj Shahidin, President and Chief Executive Officer of 
TPM.

NI-AIN will house eight unique technology 
laboratories that are fully equipped with the latest 
NI hardware and software in automated test, control 
and measurement. These labs will be used for training 
and certification, human capital development (HCD) in 
Science, Technology & Innovation (STI) and enabling 
local SMEs to innovate in vertical industry applications 
such as control and instrumentation, radio frequency 
and wireless applications, green technology, energy, 

transportation, oil and gas and agro-science.
“National Instruments is honoured to be part of the 

ETP initiatives. We thank our partners, TPM and SME 
Corp. Malaysia for this opportunity and look forward to 
working closely with them as well as other Malaysian 
Government agencies in empowering SMEs to become 
innovators,” says Chandran Nair, Managing Director, NI 
Southeast Asia. 

“As the backbone of the Malaysian economy, SMEs 
comprise 99-percent of all businesses in the country. 
The growth that Malaysia is experiencing today is 
undoubtedly due to the opportunities being created by 
these SMEs. We are envisioning that NI-AIN will become 
an SME incubator centre for high-value design and 
engineering services and in the long-run a full-fledged 
technology commercialisation hub,” adds Dato’ Hafsah 
Hashim, CEO of SME Corp. Malaysia.

To further expand its presence in Asia and cater to 
a growing industrial customer base in Malaysia and 
Asia as a whole, NI is also investing US$80 Million in a 
state-of-the-art research and development (R&D) and 
manufacturing facility in Penang and the first phase is 
due for completion & operation by 2013.

N

Dr Maximus (middle) 
with the three 
parties that signed 
the MoU for the 
establishment of the 
NI-AIN in TPM.

the. wt ire NI-AIN To Nurture 
Innovation
National Instruments establishes new 

laboratory infrastructure.
BY FARHAN GAZI
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he next big thing after World Wide 
Developers’ Conference (WWDC) 2012 
has to be this Apple event in San 
Francisco. The next generation iPhone is 
out and there is great news to all who 

just want a portable media player too. Yes, the iPod 
Nano and iPod Touch are finally getting an upgrade 
after a long wait. Exciting enough? Read on fellow 
believers and haters alike. 

GROWING AN INCH
The iPhone 5…something is not right here. What 

happened to the normal reaction where fans start 
screaming with joy and give standing ovations? This 
is the fact boys and girls, straight and simple. It’s so 
obvious that even Apple fans know it too despite their 
attempts to avoid reality by not admitting to admit it. 
For those who still prefer to stay in the dark, I’ll just 
drop the bomb: the iPhone 5 is boring with ZERO ‘wow’ 
factors! 

It doesn’t even take a genius to know that this 
reincarnation of iPhone is just a tiny step away from 
the iPhone 4S. Let’s take a look at it shall we? Apple has 
finally upgraded its display to a 4-inch screen. This feat 
is achievable via an entirely different method as Apple 
used the same width as the iPhone 4S but raised the 
height a little. Opting for 1136 x 640 resolutions, the 
iPhone 5 now uses a 16:9 ratio resolution format. While 
it may seem ‘taller’, Apple still managed to shed a few 
grams off the device by using its in-cell technology. 

Peeking inside, the iPhone 5 has been equipped with 
a new A6 processor and is LTE-ready. While I’m on the 
topic of cellular connectivity, it’s worth mentioning that 
the iPhone 5 will be utilising the nano SIM standard. No 
use cutting your micro SIM card because it will not work 
this way. You got to get a whole new SIM to go with 
this new phone. (Ed note: Such a pain!)

Not to worry for those who want iOS 6 because 
it comes bundled with the iPhone 5 and will include 
Passbook, a new Maps app, Siri enhancements and more. 

And just so no one is left out, the new iPad and older 
iPhone models will get it too.

When the entire announcement event ended, no one 
really knew what to celebrate about as there is really 
nothing to be excited about. Sure, the new iPhone has 
some new hardware upgrades but all the rumours about 
iPhone 5, is more or less, true. We already know what to 
expect and Apple did not give us any surprises at all. 

BEST NEWS SO FAR
Here’s something that is, perhaps, more exciting 

than the dull keynote - the announcement of a brand-
new iPod Touch. Supposedly the footnote companion of 
the iPhone 5, the new iPod Touch comes with a 4-inch 
Retina display with a resolution of 1136 x 640 and a 
dual-core A5 chip. That’s the only similarities it has with 
the iPhone 5. A little note to take as the iPod Touch 
is the lightest iPod that Apple has ever produced; at a 
weight of 88 grams.

T

Playing Catch Up
Taking the stage once again, will Apple excite our taste buds?
BY CALVIN KHONG

Cook: Apple has 
never been stronger!
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acoustic chamber, to flow out so you hear deeper, richer 
bass tones.” (This is a direct quote so don’t ask me to 
translate!) The design is really awkward but it is already 
out so just savour it...I guess? 

BLUNT EDGE
Before I end this, take note that Apple also 

revamped its iTunes app with support for iCloud, a mini 
player and new edge-to-edge design. So with most of 
the important pieces covered, it only leaves me with one 
thought. There is a huge battle ahead and Apple is just 
equipping its armed forces with handgun equivalents. 
What do its enemies have? Answer: tanks, jet planes, 
rocket launchers and a lot of ammunition. All the best 
Apple!

So what’s new with the 4-inch iPod Touch? For one, 
it has a 720p camera up front and a 5MP camera on 
the back. If that’s not enough to make you go ga-ga, 
Apple decided to make the media player available in five 
colours: black, white, red, blue, and yellow. According 
to Apple, the colours aren’t painted on, but are “bonded 
right to the aluminum.” There is even an included 
accessory called Loop, which is designed to hook the 
iPod Touch to the wrist preventing it from falling down 
in case it slips.

 
NOT SO NANO

In bringing old school back, Apple introduced the 
latest iPod Nano with an elongated body and a 2.5-inch 
(240 x 432 pixels) touchscreen that reminds us of its 
predecessors. However, the design looks suspiciously 

familiar… Maybe Apple decides to take some design 
cues from Nokia’s Lumia series? You be the judge.

 Giving up on the wristwatch-esque design, this 
new Nano can finally play videos aside from playing 
music and opening pictures. But on such a small 
display, you better make sure that your eyes don’t roll 
backwards. 

WILL THOR APPROVE? 
Calling its smaller dock connector Lightning, 

Apple says that it has an all-digital, 8-signal 
design, and “is even more durable than the previous 
30-pin connector.” This smaller connector will be 
implemented in the new iPhone 5 and the new iPods 
too. There is no news it being made for future iPad 
models but don’t hold your breath as Apple prefers to 
keep to its ever faithful design philosophy: one for all 
and all for one. 

And, of course, one more thing: say hello to the 
EarPods. Yes, this is Apple’s new earphones, purposely 

designed for its multimedia products. 
According to Apple, “the vents 

on the side of each EarPod 
allow air inside the 
stem, which acts as an 
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Wong serving satay 
to the kids.

Samsung Spreads 
Holiday Spirit
Electronics giant celebrates Hari Raya 

with orphanages.
BY FARHAN GAZI

InfoWatch Has A New Dealer
DLP Technology SEA appointed as authorised distributor.
BY FARHAN GAZI

amsung Malaysia Electronics Sdn. 
Bhd. brought together the kids from 
Rumah Sayangan and Seri Johor 
community to celebrate the spirit 
of Hari Raya. Present during the 

celebration was the Marketing Director of Samsung 
Malaysia Electronics, Wong Fatt Weng, who 
welcomed the kids and guests to a day of fun and 
games as well as sumptuous food. 

This is all part of Samsung Malaysia Electronics’ 

recently launched their CSR campaign, ‘Samsung 
Hope For Children, Inspiring Better Futures’. The main 
objective of the campaign is to set up a Samsung 
Tech Central at Rumah Sayangan so as to equip the 
kids with ICT and life coaching skills. 

nfoWatch, a breakthrough global 
IT security vendor, announced its 
partnership with DLP Technology SEA 
Sdn Bhd (DLP-SEA) as the authorised 
distributor for the InfoWatch product 

line in Malaysia.
The new partnership will see DLP-SEA distributing 

InfoWatch’s software products such as InfoWatch Traffic 
Monitor Enterprise, InfoWatch KRIBRUM and InfoWatch 
Crypto Storage Enterprise.

This venture also sees DLP-SEA looking to expand 
its security services into high level companies such 
as banks, government agencies and other large 
corporations. InfoWatch will be looking to underline its 
commitment to the South East Asia market by becoming 
a leading enterprise-level IT solution provider. 

Furthermore from looking to help improve the 
bigger corporations, InfoWatch and DLP-SEA are also 
considering their approach into smaller SMEs, SOHOs 
and MNC companies for their first level of marketing of this 
new product here in South East Asia. 

“With continued collaboration 
with our business partners, customers, 
government and our support from 
InfoWatch, we are confident of 
penetrating the market successfully. 
We aim to deliver the best possible 
protection and to achieve this we 
not only see what’s happening in our 
industry but also listen to our customer 
on what they need to be and to have 
a more secured IT environment” says 
Rubaneswaran, CEO of DLP Technology 
SEA Sdn. Bhd. 

“The world is being more connected 
each day, SME and large enterprises 
both need to be part of this or be 
left behind. Indeed, the internet is a 
dangerous place for the unprepared 
and as such we are here to provide the 
security for customer to connect to the 
web with peace of mind.”

S
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ith new security compromises for the 
cloud looming nearby, Cisco felt it is 
timely to introduce a set of security 
solutions that is designed to reinforce 
the fortifications of data centres 

against new threats that have cropped up over recent 
months. 

The virtualisation and cloud mega trends are 
forcing profound shifts within data centres, affecting 
everything from IT services to business models to 
architectures. If addressed properly, these trends offer 
business benefits such as reduced capital investments, 
new revenue growth and greater operational 
efficiency, and improved agility and scalability that 
globalisation has demanded from the IT ecosystem. 

Cisco’s offerings include new highly scalable 
software for Cisco’s Adaptive Security Appliance 
(ASA) line and virtualised ASA for multitenant 
environments, a data-centre-grade intrusion 
prevention system (IPS), and new enhancements 
to the Cisco AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client. 
All of these improvements are developed to meet 
the stringent requirements of a more mobile and 
productive workforce. 

QP Asia Sdn Bhd, the appointed 
master licensee of Liquipel USA, 
recently held the official opening and 
commencement of its first Customer 
Service Centre at the Hicom Glenmarie 

Industrial Park, Shah Alam. On hand to officiate the 
event is Kevin Bacon, Co-Founder of Liquipel USA, 
Sam Winkler, Managing Partner of Liquipel USA and 
Siew Ai Fern, General Manager of LQP Asia Sdn Bhd. 

The Liquipel technology, a Silver award winner 
of the Edison Award 2012 (honoring innovation and 
innovators), is a process that applies a watersafe 
nano-coating to electronic devices to protect them 
in the event of accidental exposure to liquids. This 
coating service is not just limited to smartphones, 
but anything that can fit into the patented Liquipel 
machine. The coating is not visible to the human 
eye and is virtually undetectable (as it is 1,000 
times thinner than the human hair). Liquipel will not 
compromise the look, feel, and performance of the 
electronic devices it is applied to.

“We are delighted when we LQP Asia Limited 
approached us and made requests to bring this 

W
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New Security 
Considerations
Cisco heads off new security threats with 
new intrusion prevention solutions and 
updates.
BY VICTOR YAP

Banish Water Away From Your Phone!
Liquipel treatment makes moisture impervious to delicate circuitry
BY SHARIL ABDUL RAHMAN

“For enterprises to confidently seize the business 
benefits offered by data centre virtualization and the cloud, 
security must be seen as the art of the possible, not as 
a hindrance. As with the rest of your network, we make 
consistent security a deployment decision that enables 
policies to work throughout hybrid environments - physical, 
virtual and cloud - and enables data centre professionals to 
deliver IT as a service with a high degree of security without 
impeding network performance,” says Christopher Young, 
Senior Vice President and General Manager of Security and 
Government Group, Cisco.

According to Young, this announcement will see Cisco 
help businesses keep pace with the security demands 
that the IT industry’s high-performance virtual and cloud 
environments. This includes the demands for increased 
complexity, compliance and even having their own 
employees bringing their own devices to work, among 
other trends.

“The major updates include scaling up the bandwidth 
for both firewall (320Gbps) systems and IPS throughput 
(60Gbps), optimising mainstream ASA technology for 
virtual/cloud environments, implementing improved 
security manager, and enabling highly secure remote access 
for all these new services,” adds Young.

innovative technology to Asia. With a demanding 
climate and a love for top-of-the-range electronic 
gadgets, Malaysians will now be able to enjoy their 
devices the way they never had before,” shares 
Bacon.

Liquipelled mobile devices can be used during 
everyday life activities and in conditions such as rainy 
days, sweating when doing sports, in the shower, 
sauna, hot tub or bath tub, snow activities, boating 
activities, humid environments, and water related 
accidents. 

As of now, only selected models will be accepted as 
testing on the other models are still on-going. Mobile 
phone brands currently accepted by Liquipel include 
Apple, HTC, Samsung and Motorola, while devices 
supported by Liquipel include mobile phones, iPads, 
tablets, cameras, and earphones. Liquipel is constantly 
adding new brands and devices to the list. 

Just head on over to 1 Utama Shopping Mall, Digital 
Mall and LowYat Plaza, pay RM189 (for smartphones) 
and RM238 (for tablets) and wait for just an hour, to 
get their devices Liquipelled. 

Bacon showing 
off a product that 
is completely 
waterproof thanks to 
Liquipel.

(From left) Siew, 
Bacon, and Winkler 
at the launch 
showcase of 
Liquipel.

Christopher Young
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AUDYSSEY WIRELESS 
SPEAKERS
The market for high end Bluetooth speakers is 
relatively small. It’s so tiny that any new device 
release would rock the boat. Audyssey’s speakers, 
simply dubbed Wireless Speakers, houses Bluetooth 
connectivity and re-designed components that provide 
a uniquely designed speaker boxes. The company even 
claims that even when a phone is jacked in via the 
auxiliary port or connected over Bluetooth, the sound 
quality will still have the same high performance, 
ensuring crisp and clear audio output at all times. 
The overall design allows this pair of speakers to be 
tucked away, making them barely noticeable. Also, as 
it is a Bluetooth speaker, almost every mobile or smart 
device is compatible with it. 
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LEICA M MONOCHROM
Leica is continuing its black and white photography tradition with the introduction of its new 
Leica M Monochrom. No matter how niche this market is there is always room for one more. 
Like its name suggests, it has no colour filter and so is only able to capture all the details in 

“true black and white.” With its familiar build covered in a die-cast magnesium alloy body, this 
is the camera to lust for as it simply looks wonderful no matter where it goes. As for the photo-

taking performance, the M Monochrom, as Leica puts it, produces pictures that are “hardly 
distinguishable from their analogue counterparts that only work with and print from negatives."
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ROMAIN JEROME 
PAC-MAN WATCH
Doesn’t Pacman just spell out nostalgia? Now you 
can have a simulated rendition of the game on 
your wrist, reminding you of the fun times you 
had playing PAC-MAN, wherever you are. And the 
best part: you can play the game on the watch. 
However, the Romain Jerome PAC-MAN watch 
will be limited to a total of 20 pieces. Indeed, one 
would never get tired of watching Blinky, Pinky, 
Inky, and Clyde have their day on your wrist as 
they “chase” PAC-MAN around the watch. The 
watch re-creates a view of the game play complete 
with the old school pixelated characters. Romain 
Jerome uses a very sophisticated dial production 
process that layers the material of the dial to be 
realistic as it offers a true three-dimensional view. 
So this means literally looking at high resolution 
pixels. The only drawback: it’s US$17,800. 

MILKTAPE CASSETTE TAPE USB DRIVE
People will go berserk if you give them a 128MB flashdrive these days but 
MilkTape decides to do it with an emotional factor. Back in an age where tapes are 
the norm, it is common to make a mixtape and use it as a sign of a lover as he or 
she compiles the other half’s favourite tunes. This is, of course, a sign of affection, 
and so MilkTape wants to emulate that with its Cassette Tape USB. While the 
classic cassette design is still there, what MilkTape did is to integrate a flip 
mechanism at the bottom part to reveal a USB drive. It is also easy to personalize 
each tape as it comes with one blank case cover and two blank stickers. The whole 
purpose, exactly like an original tape, is to put in more or less 15 songs, so one 
will have to choose wisely. 
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TOSHIBA AT300
With Android’s 10-inch tablets hitting a full swing, 
Toshiba feels the time is perfect to show off its 
AT300. Equipped with Android 4.0 Ice Cream 
Sandwich and new CPU NVIDIA Tegra 3, it comes in 
a silver finish and refined chassis. Complementing 
the build is its full range of connectivity features 
and performance prowess, both of which are able to 
manage enriched multimedia tasks and games with 
ease. Think about all the movies it is able to play 
thanks to its quad-core processor. Despite lacking 
the thin form factor, it is easy to get excited over the 
AT300’s textured aluminium back.

JCB TOUGHPHONE 
PRO SMART
If you are looking for the Arnold Schwarzenegger 
of Android handsets, just check out the JCB 
Toughphone Pro Smart. It is dust-resistant and 
capable of withstanding accidental drops onto hard, 
unforgiving concrete floors. There’s even a protective 
barrier over the screen to prevent any cracked 
screens. For all of its strength, this no-nonsense 
smartphone is likely to be the dream ticket for those 
who are rough, tough and not having any care in the 
world about how they handle their devices. If only a 
more powerful processor had been considered, then 
it would be christened as the “Bruce Lee of Android 
smartphones.”

POWERA AIR FLO 
XBOX 360 CONTROLLER
At first look, PowerA Air Flo Xbox 360 Controller 
may reek of scepticism. The console controller has 
a freaking fan on it! Then realisation kicks in. This 
is THE solution for sweaty palms. Think about it, 
gamers can start playing hard while staying cool! 
No matter how hot the action, the Air Flo Controller 
for the Xbox 360 is designed to keep the grip on 
controllers literally cool. The design doesn’t take a 
big hit too because it looks like a regular controller, 
only it has a larger hand grip that house the fan and 
vent strips. 

BMW AND THERMALTAKE 
LEVEL 10 M GAMING MOUSE
So what’s a car manufacturer got to do with a gaming mouse? Apparently, quite 
a bit. This piece of technology, resembling a tiny race car, is made with serious 
gamers in mind. However, there is no stopping the everyman to buy this too. Ready 
to give its competitors a run of their money, the Level 10 M Gaming Mouse has 
five programmable keys and a Z-key that'll change your gaming profile on the fly. 
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ION AIR PRO
The Ion Air Pro is a professional sports action camera 
that is purposefully designed to be suitable for all 
sports. Made to be waterproof of up to 10 meters, 
and this is without any outer casing, it provides 
protection without compromising on performance. 
Even with all the reinforced build, it can still record 
in Full HD. The simple one finger operation and its 
vibrate-enabled notification, which is noticeable 
when it executes a command, allows you to capture 
video and take stunning photos at a rate of 10 
frames per second with its 5-megapixel camera. 
Think about all the extreme sports - sky diving, 
water rafting and ski run - you can take this camera 
on. Indeed, extreme sports photography is no made 
possible with the Ion Air Pro. 

PENTAX K30
Say hello to this aggressive, angular styling DSLR 
known as the Pentax K30. Aside from it being 
waterproof, it is also cold proof and is able to 
withstand temperatures below 10 degrees Celsius. 
As it is weather sealed, beach holidays or heavy 
downpour at the rainforests are no longer a problem. 
It is definitely the ideal DSLR to capture all the 
heart stopping moments regardless of location 
or catastrophic weather conditions. Thankfully, 
its performance is not sacrificed as it packs a 
16-megapixel APS-C CMOS image sensor to ensure 
the pictures are always captured in high resolution 
and top quality.

LG UD 3D TV
This time, big TVs have something to shout about thanks to LG’s Ultra Definition (UD) 3D TV. As 
the world’s first UD 3D TV, it offers an astonishing picture quality thanks to its 8 million pixels per 
frame, which is four times the resolution (3840x2160) of existing Full HD TV panels. This definitely 
proves that there is such a thing as clearer than clear. The additional use of the TV’s Resolution 
Upscaler Plus allows images from external sources such as hard drives and user-generated content 
websites to be rendered in higher detail. If only we can find the remote now. 

STEELSERIES 
SIBERIA V2 
COUNTER 
STRIKE GO 
EDITION
With Counter Strike 
Global Offence (CS GO) 
now available for all to 
play, it is time to equip 
yourself with peripherals 
that will give you that 
difference and edge. 
With the camouflage 
skin covering the 
headphones, other 
players will definitely 
feel the competition 
heating up. This will also 
keep you in the zone 
because the passive 
noise reduction, thanks 
to the sound dampening 
leather padded cushions, 
will keep you focus 
on getting rid of your 
opponents. It’s time to 
practise your aim now. 
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NIKON COOLPIX S800C
There seems to be always something new coming out of Nikon every 
few months. Just announced at Berlin is the Nikon Coolpix S800c, the 
company’s first Android-powered digital camera. The Gingerbread-
based OS point-and-shoot features a 16-megapixel sensor, 10x optical 
zoom, and can even record videos at 1080p to boot. As it is an Android 
device, there will be the usual must haves, like the touchscreen for 
easy navigation and access to Google Play Store for users to download 
apps onto the camera. Having the OS on board makes it easier to share 
pictures via social networks as it can quickly upload images via android 
browser once the camera is connected to any WiFi connection. 

NUFORCE CUBE
Audiophiles take note: the NuForce Cube is ready and able to challenge any doubts 
you may have about its audio performance. Engineered to be an all-in-one mobile 
audio centre, this gadget is an amazingly convenient and easy-to-carry companion. 
Using a tiny cube-shaped enclosure design, it unites a quality headphone amplifier, 
high performance speaker, and audiophile grade USB digital-to-analogue converter. 
Whether the music source happens to be from computers, smartphones or 
other portable music devices, the Cube can accommodate them all as well as 
significantly improve their sound quality. Let’s not forget that the minimalistic 
look makes it very easy to place it around anywhere. 

LG OPTIMUS G
After so many teasers and hints, LG finally 
unveils its Optimus G. This is LG’s first quad-core 
smartphone that offers LTE support. It runs at 
1.5GHz and features Asynchronous Symmetric 
Multiprocessing (aSMP), which enables each core 
to power up the phone’s features independently 
to provide maximum performance and improved 
battery life. Imagine, all these being packed inside 
a case that is just 8mm thick. Adding a higher end 
feel to it, a premium glass with a polarized glass 
pattern is used on the back cover to offer a clean, 
modern look. Beauty, connectivity and raw power, 
what else can you ask for?
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CM STORM RECON GAMING MOUSE
CM Storm is adding another formidable new tool of war to its arsenal 
that goes by Recon. Being an ambidextrous mouse, it is the perfect tool 
that fits anyone. There is a bling factor as the Recon uses a multi-colour 
mouse wheel light. Of course, it serves other purposes too by allowing 
gamers to identify the current active profile they are using. It can store 
up five profiles and 36 macros within the mouse. Flexible and robust, 
this is definitely one mouse that immediately needs to be a part of your 
arsenal. 

VICTORINOX FLASH FLIGHT 64GB
So what’s a Swiss Army Knife brand doing in an IT mag?! Well since it 
has a 64GB flashdrive built into it, there is some form of valid credence. 
And because we can! The robust data storage device is part of the 
revised all-in-one multi-role knife, now completely made into a compact 
business tool. Equipped together with a flashlight, and ballpoint pen, 
this tool definitely belongs in every business outfit. What’s great here 
is that it looks as lethal as a real Swiss Army Knife so you may want to 
keep it away from the authorities to avoid any misunderstanding. 
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Some 
of the 
Biggest 
Brands in 
the world 
had their 
products

TESTED
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HOW WE TEST
Here at PC.com new products come through our doors every month, and it is our duty to 
test each and every one of these products. Product testing means that there are rules, 
regulations, and benchmarks to follow so as to get the most out of tests, and ultimately 
produce actionable results. In all tested segments we have an internal list of benchmark 
products to go against as a yardstick for the new and upcoming products. There is also 
software that we use on some products to gather data and come out with a benchmark 
result in the end. Software from Futuremark, Passmark and scores of specialised 
software for particular products are used to gather data that we need to finalise each 
tested result. While numbers are important, there are other factors that should be taken 
into consideration as well such as design, value, construction, and even ergonomics.  
Currently, product scores are the average of total scores given to 5 key elements: Value, 
Performance, Features, Design and Usability. We test this way to help you make the best 
choice one can make when purchasing a product. PC.com would also like to thank all 
our sponsors, test software providers and also our readers.

WORKBENCH 

The PC.com workbench is 
where all products go to 
be played with... cough... 
put through our various 
tests. We divide them into 
different price ranges to 
help you budget your buys 
with our choice picks that 
get our coveted PC.com 
Excellence, Choice and 
Recommended awards. Dont 
go shopping without us!

EXCELLENCE:
MINIMUM SCORE

9.5 Each month 
only a 

single Excellence 
award is given out, 
to the best of the 
best - ‘nuff said.

CHOICE AWARD:
MINIMUM SCORE

8.5 Only 
given for 

outstanding 
combination of 
performances, 
features and 
design

RECOMMENDED
MINIMUM SCORE

7.5 Falls upon 
items that 

rises a bar above 
average and are 
deserving of 
recognition.

V VALUE   P PERFORMANCE F FEATURES   D DESIGN U USABILITY

EVERY PRODUCT REVIEWED BY 
US IS TESTED TO ITS LIMIT. THE 
FINAL SCORE EMERGING FROM A 
CAULDRON  OF BRIMSTONE.

Has Your
Product Been 

                             ?

REVIEWS BY  
SHARIL ABD RAHMAN

FARHAN GAZI

CALVIN KHONG

VICTOR YAP

TESTED
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You Can Slip It In Your 
Bag Unnoticed 
BY SHARIL ABDUL 

RAHMAN

ACER ASPIRE S5
When Acer first came out with the S3 last year, 
just after the announcement of the Ultrabook 
form factor in Computex, people were asking 
“Will this work? Will it sell?” Fast forward to 
today, Ultrabooks are all the rage, and many 
companies are churning out the machines 
like no one’s business. Acer is no different. 
As literally the first out of the door with 
an Ultrabook, they must uphold their 
pioneering spirit and position in the 
market. Now we have their follow 
up to the S3, the aptly named S5.

1 THINNER THAN THIN?
At the time of publication, Acer is touting their 
S5 as the thinnest 13 inch Ultrabook in the 
market. And we believe them on that matter. 
Look at it - it is barely thicker than our sister 
magazines, Majalah Tech and Business Today 
combined together! Even though it is super 
slim, it is not lacking in processing power. As it 
uses an Intel Core i5 under its hood, you know 
whatever you do on it will be fast and furiously 
powerful. 

 
ACER ASPIRE S5

 PRICE RM 3499
 DIMENSIONS (HXWXD) 324. x 227.3 x 11.2/15 mm
 WEIGHT 1.2KG
 PROCESSOR Intel Core i5-3317U
 MEMORY 4GB
 STORAGE 1228GB SSD
 OPERATING SYSTEM Windows 7 Home Premium
 DISPLAY 13.3” 1366 x 768
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PERFORMANCE TEST 1125
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An okay Ultrabook with a nifty gimmick.

2 RATHER PORT-LESS?
Of course the question is - if it is so thin, where are the ports? 
Well, then you open up the lid and gaze your eyes on it, you 
will notice a prominent button on the top right, next to the 
keyboard. This is the button for their innovative IO panel, 
called the Magicflip I/O Port. It is kind of magical, since when 
you press the button, a row of ports will magically appear 
at the back of the S5. The ports available include one HDMI, 
two USB 3.0 and a first on this generation of Ultrabooks, one 
Thunderbolt. Notably, the HDMI port is full sized, so you can 
tell that Acer isn’t really skimping on stuff. Of course we’d 
prefer having the ports on the side instead for easy access. At 
least Acer did put in a warning system while the ports are in 
use, so you know you will not accidentally damage your S5 if 
you press the button for the Magicflip.

3 MIXED RESULTS
We ran our standard 
test of the Performance 
Test, which had the S5 
scoring 1125 points. This 
is just barely acceptable 
as the processor is not 
the fastest in the market. 
What surprised us is the 
battery life. We managed 
to squeeze about four 
hours and some extra 
minutes on a full charge.  
So if you are looking for 
something light, thin and 
portable - you can’t go 
wrong with the Acer S5. 
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Mixed Bag of 
Goodies  
BY VICTOR YAP

FUJITSU LIFEBOOK LH772
Fujitsu has always been known for its 
powerful notebooks. From the entry 
level model right up to extreme gaming, 
it has blazed a set of benchmarks in 
the middle-to-upper class in terms of 
computing performance. The Tested 
labs of PC.com had been given the great 
opportunity to test out Fujitsu’s latest in 
notebook offerings, the 3rd Generation 
iCore equipped Fujitsu LifeBook LH772. 
This will be the opportune moment to 
see if the LH772 lives up to the brand’s 
heritage or not.

 FUJITSU LIFEBOOK LH772
 PRICE RM3,399
 DIMENSIONS (HXWXD) 345 x 242.1 x 35.5mm 

  (with rubber foot)
 WEIGHT Approx. 2.18kg
 PROCESSOR Intel® Core™ i7-3612QM1 (6MB   

  cache, up to 3.10GHz) with Intel®  
  Turbo Boost Technology

 MEMORY 8GB DDR3 1600Mhz (Max. Memory 
  Supported - 2 x 8GB DDR3   
  1600MHz, Dual Channel)

 STORAGE 1TB (5400rpm) 
 OPERATING SYSTEM Windows 7 

  Professional 64bit
 DISPLAY High Definition SuperFine LCD 

  14-inch (16:9) SuperFine HD 200nits  
  back-light LED, 1366 x 768 pixels

 GRAPHICS NVIDIA GeForce GT 640M LE with   
  Optimus technology with 2GB   
  dedicated video memory

 CONNECTIVITY Bluetooth 4.0, 10/100/1000 
  Mbps Ethernet and WLAN 
  802.11BGN wireless network 
  connection

 PORTS USB 3.0 x 4 (Anytime USB charge x 1), 
  VGA (external display), RJ45 (LAN), 
  HDMI, HDA-in, HDA-out, Power 
  Adapter DC-in

 EXPANSION D / SDHC / SDXC / Memory Stick / 
  Memory Stick Pro
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PERFORMANCE TEST 1678.5
PCMARK 7 2451 
3DMARK 11 P1133, X353 
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Extreme powerhouse that could do without 
the extras.

2 BOOT-UP MESS
Overcoming the shocking colour scheme is 
pretty easy and things got underway when the 
LH772 had been setup for the proper review 
run. While expecting the notebook to startup 
and fly off in a flash, it instead decided to stay 
in booting sequence for almost 2 minutes. 
Restarting twice and going into save mode 
revealed the problem: too much bloat-ware. 
Removing most of the non-essentials and 
clearing up the system area of the links 
ensured the next boot sequence being hyper-
fast, 45 seconds in all!

3 POWER PERFORMER
Despite being slow to start at the beginning, 
once everything has been fine-tuned, the 
LH772 is a powerhouse that had been 
redefined. With its third generation i7 i7-
3612QM 3.1GHz core, 8GB RAM, and NVIDIA 
GeForce GT 640M LE with Optimus technology 
with 2GB dedicated video memory, it is clear 
that Fujitsu is playing for keeps when it comes 
to performance. Even if the LH772 is not a 
focused gaming notebook per se, it has enough 
processing prowess to be one. Benchmark 
results have shown that it can smoke the 
competition, barring proper extreme gaming 
systems. The only thing holding back its potent 
capability is the bloat-ware that has been 
crammed into it. 

4 FINE TUNING
It’s easy to tell that the LH772 needs some 
tweaking before its full potential can be 
unlocked. Removing the odd bloat-ware, 
switching over to high performance mode, 
boosting the video graphic performance on the 
software front, and this pink wonder is more 
than ready to take on any enriched HD content. 
Be it heavily rendered videogames to 1080p 
raw HD movies, the LH772 managed to run 
them all with minimal lag. Interestingly, when 
the notebook starts to struggle, the cooling 
system will start to make its presence known 
as it stresses itself out to keep the notebook 
from overheating. There will some minor 
choppy performance as well but thankfully 
such situations are very rare.

1 PRETTY IN PINK
Let’s get it all out and put it on record: the Fujitsu 
LifeBook LH772 has three colour schemes: white, 
black, and stark pink. The PC.com sales team (and, 
as likely as it sounds, their conspirators in Fujitsu 
Malaysia) thought it’d be pretty funny to bring in 
the most un-manly of colours of the LH772 in for 
review. In short, the pink model gets to be in the 
limelight this time. None of the guys want to touch 
it but the bling design and sparkly pink shimmers 
caught the eye of yours truly. And so, here’s the 
review! As for the design, well … it’s Fujitsu inside 
and out, as it applies the Takumi philosophy all 
around. Suffice to say, while the shocking pink is 
found on every nook and cranny of the LH772 - 
including the accents of the keyboard - it somehow 
complements the minimalistic design concept 
that is used throughout the notebook’s look and 
feel. The top lid, typing area, palm rests and screen 
bezel did not feel out of place as they complement 
each other in terms of stylistic balance.
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Few Whistles 
To Blow 
BY CALVIN KHONG

ACER ASPIRE V5- 571G
Being the first to adopt the 
Ultrabook concept, Acer had 
practically become the first for 
everything there is to find on Intel’s 
ultra slim platform. Despite making 
other traditional notebooks, the 
company is still going ahead with 
releasing many more Ultrabooks in the 
market. Among the new Ultrabooks that 
Acer dished out is the Acer Aspire V5. Guess 
what? I found this lying around in the office 
so off it goes to our review labs. 

1 SPLITTING APART
Given that the whole Ultrabook is surrounded 
with matte plastic, it doesn’t really gives off 
the high end vibe. But not to worry, the V5 
feels solid enough. It is just the plastic on the 
display feels flimsy. There is a time when I 
almost accidently split the screen open at the 
sides. Thankfully, there is no damage at all. 
Acer may want to take note on that part of the 
screen for its future models. 

 ACER ASPIRE V5- 571G
 PRICE RM2,199
 DIMENSIONS (HXWXD) 23 x 382 x 253 mm
 WEIGHT 2.3kg
 PROCESSOR Intel Core i5 -3317UM
 MEMORY 4 GB
 STORAGE 500 GB
 OPERATING SYSTEM Windows 7 

              Home Premium, 64-bit
 DISPLAY 15.6 inch, 16:9, 1366x768 pixels
 GRAPHICS NVIDIA GeForce GT 620M 1024 MB
 CONNECTIVITY WiFi, Ethernet, Bluetooth
 PORTS USB2.0 x 2, USB3.0 x 1, HDMI, VGA
 BATTERY 4-cell Lithium Ion (Li-Ion, 2500 mAh
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It could have been a better Ultrabook but the 
V5 gets the job done.

2 THROW THAT GLOSS
Being the larger version of the 
recently launched Ultrabook range, 
the V5 I got happens to be a 15.6-
inch LCD display. As heartbreaking 
as it is, it must be said that the 
screen is really not the strong point 
of the V5. With a splash of gloss all 
over the screen, it is susceptible to 
fingerprints and rendered useless 
when used outdoors. The colour 
reproduction from this is quite 
average because it is hard to tell the 
different shades of most colours. 
Only the reds look exceptionally 
good. For photographers and graphic 
designers, you may want to consider 
other options. 

3 MEETING REQUIREMENTS
Throughout my time with the V5, I enjoyed using it 
quite a bit. It handles daily needs like web surfing, 
casual gaming and word processing quite well. On 
the other hand, high end gaming needs is beyond the 
capabilities of the V5 as it lags a lot. While lowering 
the game settings will ensure smooth game play, it 
doesn’t really translates to “epic gaming experience.”

4 MORE STAMINA
This is just my assumption but I am guessing in 
order to make this 15.6-inch Ultrabook portable, Acer 
sacrificed its battery life. Under heavy usage, the 
battery life is just under two hours. Even with on and 
off usage, it may net me a little more than two hours. 
It is quite powerful but it is distressing to know that I 
need to charge it often.
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Ultrabook-lite  
BY SHARIL ABDUL RAHMAN

LENONO IDEAPAD S400
When had the opportunity to review this model before launch, we had been 
honestly intrigued. Here we have something that looks like an Ultrabook, with 
features like an Ultrabook, almost as thin as an Ultrabook…but the company 
is not calling it an Ultrabook? Lenovo has always been in the top group of 
companies that produces good computers for everyone, thanks to its IBM 
heritage that it enhanced over the years. You can see their design philosophy 
trickle down to each and every one of their products, and it is no different with 
the new Lenovo IdeaPad S400.

1 SIMILAR LOOKS
As we mentioned just now, the S400 looks like an Ultrabook. In fact, it shares 
many design similarities with their previous releases such as the U410 and 
U310. From the book-like design when the machine is closed up, to the 
arrangements of the ports, and even right down to the keyboard styling - it 
all screams of Ultrabook. But that all ends once you flip 
the whole thing over and notice 
something different - the 
presence of a removable 
battery! How about that?

2 LARGE PAD
Specs wise, the S400 is no 
laughing matter. Intel’s 
latest third generation Core 
processor, a 500GB of hard 
disk space, Windows 7 (starter 
edition), USB 2.0 and 3.0, a full 
HDMI port and a SD card reader makes 
this machine a very value-conscious 
machine for everybody. It even comes with 
a very big touchpad - the biggest we have seen 
on a machine of its class. It is those all-in-one 
touchpads, where they combine the buttons with the 
tracking surface - ala the one from the fruit company.

 
LENONO IDEAPAD S400

 PRICE TBA
 DIMENSIONS (HXWXD 336.6 x 241.2 x 21.9 mm
 WEIGHT 1.8 kg 
 PROCESSOR Intel Core i5 3317U 1.7GHz
 MEMORY 4GB
 STORAGE 500GB HDD + 24GB SSD
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PCMARK7 SCORE 2634
PERFORMANCE TEST SCORE 1231.5
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A cheaper alternative to an ultrabook, even 
with its weight.
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LENONO IDEAPAD S400AA
PRICE TBA

 DIMENSIONS (HXWXD 336.6 x 241.2 x 21
 WEIGHT 1.8 kg 
PROCESSOR Intel Core i5 3317U 1.7GHz
MEMORY 4GB
STORAGE 500GB HDD + 24GB SSD

V

F

3 MINOR SETBACKS
It is when you delve a bit deeper that you 
can see some drawbacks of this machine. The 
battery I told you about? It is of the 4-cell 
variety, so the battery life is not as long. The 
body is made out of plastic, which means it 
doesn’t come with the ThinkPad robustness. 
The keyboard, while is good for its size, 
can be a bit mushy for some people (I find 
it good however). You don’t get an optical 
drive, eventhough the space in the machine 
certainly allows it to have one and the 14 
inch screen is of the glossy variety. It’s odd to 
be able to see the word document, yourself 
and the person behind you like a mirror as 
you work.

4 DECENT DEAL
We ran our usual bank of tests and the 
results we generated came as surprising. 
PerformanceTest garnered a score of 1231.5 
while PCMark7 gave it a score of 2634 points. 
Decent indeed. If you are looking for a fleet 
machine, something to give to your kids 
(school or university going) or even as a light 
work machine, the Lenovo S400 actually gets 
our thumbs up. 
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Next Generation Tab 2
BY FARHAN GAZI

SAMSUNG GALAXY TAB 2 7.0
People here at PC.com know my opinions about seven inch tablets. If you’ve been 
paying attention to the magazine you’ll also be able to guess what my initial 
reactions to the form factor are. Sadly, they are also very popular these days. 
Samsung must really be confident with their product if they’re willing to let me 
write about it.

 
SAMSUNG GALAXY TAB 2 7.0

 DIMENSIONS 193.7 x 122.4 x 10.5 mm
 WEIGHT 344 g
 DISPLAY 7.0 inches, PLS LCD capacitive 

            touchscreen
 INTERNAL 1 GB RAM, 8/16/32 GB storage
 PROCESSOR TI OMAP 4430 1GHz Dual core
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QUADRANT STANDARD 2625
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Not a bad tablet, review biased by prejudice.

1 NOT MANY CHANGES
The Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 7.0 doesn’t look very 
different from the Samsung Galaxy Tab 7.0. In fact, 
I suspect that most consumers wouldn’t be able to 
tell the difference at first glance. There are subtle 
differences though. For instance, the Tab 2 doesn’t 
come with a flash for the camera. Plus, it’s slightly 
thinner and has a different colour too!

2 SOME UPGRADES
Android 4.0 comes stock with the Tab 2, which isn’t 
surprising since the next version is already floating 
around. The integration with Samsung’s own UI is 
flawless, though there is some amount of lag. You 
would notice that at times the hardware struggles to 
keep up with what’s going on the screen, though. A 

Quadrant Standard benchmark test 
showed a respectable score of 

2625, which firmly puts 
it in the middle of 
the playing field. 

3 ORIENTATION
Most people will use their tablets as media players, 
and rightly so. It’s what you come to expect from a 
device like this. In this context, the tablet will very 
likely be held landscape style for watching movies. 
While Samsung appears to have understood this 
when it designed the new 10 inch tablet, they seem 
to have forgotten about it for this one. There are 
two speakers on the device but they’re both located 
at the bottom - right next to each other. On one 
hand, you can get proper stereo sound but only if 
you hold it upright. That kind of defeats the purpose 
if you ask me. To be fair, the speakers themselves 
aren’t that bad. You won’t get the best possible 
quality audio out of them, but they do get the job 
done.  

4 LIVING WITH IT
I keep telling myself to get an e-reader. Something 
for me to read books on, like a Kindle. That would 
mean buying a 7-inch tablet. But my inherent 
dislike of the form has always prevented me from 
actually getting one. The Samsung doesn’t help. 
Sure the weight is light enough that you would 
have no problem holding it in one hand for a couple 
of hours. And the screen isn’t too bright, meaning 
that you can look at text with a white background 
without feeling like your retinas are being burnt 
out. Yes, it is a good tablet for just sitting back 
and reading (something that I do quite a bit) but I 
don’t like it for some reason. Maybe I’m just being 
nitpicky.
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Ascending Quality 
BY FARHAN GAZI

HUAWEI ASCEND P1
Chinese companies are generally good at 
producing cheap knockoffs for the mass 
market, but apparently Huawei didn’t get 
that particular memo. Their latest generation 
of mobile devices is set to compete with the 
giants and turn reality on its head. What is this 
world coming to?

1 SAME PLASTIC AS EVERYONE ELSE
The Ascend P1 is thin for a phone. Unlike other 
mobile devices which use optical illusions to 
trick the eye into thinking that they’re thinner 
than they really are, Huawei just flattened 
everything. This creates a very strange back 
profile, with the camera poking out of the rear 
panel. A panel that feels rather plasticky to 
the touch, which is eerily similar to the back 
case that the Samsung Galaxy S III uses. Unlike 
the SIII, it doesn’t feel like it could snap at any 
moment. Don’t try bending it though.

2 STRANGELY FAMILIAR
Equipped with a Super AMOLED display, 
the Ascend offers a suitably bright screen 
with colours that are impressive. Oddly 
enough, while the screen is bright enough 
at 50 percent, it doesn’t really get any 
brighter. Dragging the slider to maximum 
barely changes anything. That being said, 
it’s definitely a good thing as nobody could 
possibly want a screen that’s too bright. The 
default brightness also works well outside in 
sunlight. The 4.3 inch screen has a 540 x 960 
resolution, which isn’t the most common in the 
world, but works for this particular model.

 
HUAWEI ASCEND P1

 DIMENSIONS 127.4 x 64.8 x 7.7 mm
 WEIGHT 110g
 SCREEN 4.3 inch Super AMOLED 

            capacitive touchscreen
 MEMORY 1 GB
 STORAGE 4 GB, MicroSD 
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Shut up and take my money!

3 POWER OF TWO
With everyone getting on the quad core 
processor bandwagon, it was a surprise to see 
this phone show up with only a dual core CPU. 
Even so, it’s still 1.5GHz, which offers quite a 
bit more power than the usual 1GHz version 
that everyone else equips their mid-range 
models with. A benchmark test with Quadrant 
Standard showed an impressive score of 3511, 
placing this phone only just behind the quad 
core Galaxy S III and HTC One X. The processing 
power does show that even when running 
the stock ICS OS, any delay in operations is 
quite likely a figment of one’s imagination. 
Unfortunately, there is a slight drawback to the 
design - it overheats. While it’s not enough to 
cause any damage, it heats up fast enough to 
make it uncomfortable to hold for an extended 
period of time.

4 OTHER IMPORTANT BITS
The 8-megapixel camera on the Ascend P1 
is quite impressive. While images turn out a 
little darker and the colours are quite muted, 
most of its shots still manage to capture as 
many details as it can. There’s not much image 
noise and the stock ICS camera app performs 
admirably well. However, the actual camera 
controls leave something to be desired, since 
some options remain blacked out and cannot 
be changed for whatever reason.
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Cheap 4.0 
BY SHARIL ABDUL 

RAHMAN

SONY XPERIA NEO L
For consumers, the current crop of 
smartphones provides them with the best 
features and functions one can ever find in 
any of the new phones right now. I mean 
when you literally have hundreds of different 
models to choose from, it can really make it 
more difficult to decide which phone would 
suit one’s personality best. Sony is one such 
manufacturer that keeps coming out with new 
models for us to drool over. Perhaps the new 
Neo L is something to be waiting for?

1 PAID HOMAGE 
The looks of the phone, at a glance, holds many 
nods to previous Sony smartphones and even 
those that hail from the Sony Ericsson range 
before that. If you have seen the original Sony 
Ericsson Xperia Neo, you will notice some 
design similarities here and there. The curves, 
the shape of the phone, even the placement 
of the buttons (although the L now has 4 
buttons instead of 3). The build, while not the 
best of the lot, is still a phone that sets itself 
at the lower end of the price scale. For what it 
offers and where it is placed in the market, it is 
certainly not that bad but it can be better. 

 
SONY XPERIA NEO L

 DIMENSION 121 x 61.1 x 12.2 mm
 WEIGHT 131.5g
 SCREEN 4-inch Capacitive touchscreen 

            with Mobile BRAVIA Engine
 PROCESSOR 1GHz Qualcomm MSM8255 
 PORTS MicroSD
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QUADRANT SCORE 1235
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An affordable phone, for the masses

2 PLUS POINTS
There are several good things about the Neo 
L. One, it has a large four inch screen which is 
miles ahead of anything of its price class. This 
four inch screen is miles ahead of anything 
of its price class. Complementing that are the 
technologies that can be found in the pricier 
models such as the Mobile BRAVIA engine 
and the Reaility Display. Another gem that 
must be mentioned of the Neo L is that it’s 
the first Sony smartphone with ICS out of the 
box. Yes, Ice Cream Sandwich is preloaded on 
this model and it is ready to be used from the 
moment you turn it on. Other features include 
removable battery, expandable memory slot 
(microSD) and, interestingly, a full-sized SIM 
card. 

3 REALITY CHECK
A big drawback of the phone is that while 
some of its peers already using dual core 
processors, the Neo L is stuck with a single core 
1GHz processor. It is enough for most basic 
and advance applications but that’s all you will 
get out of it as can’t do more than that. We 
ran out usual benchmark test - Quadrant and 
we got 1235 points, which is slightly below 
the average bar for current mid-range phones. 
It won’t stop some quarters from getting the 
phone, specifically those that are looking for 
something that is affordable with a large 
screen and ICS.
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Quest for the Black Pearl 
BY FARHAN GAZI

NINETOLOGY BLACK PEARL I7400
Local mobile maker Ninetology is beginning to 
make its big push into the market. Never heard 
of them? Fret not because neither have we. Of 
course, this is a good time to be able to test a 
phone without being influenced by silly things like 
branding. The box is suitably impressive and it’s 
supposed to be an entry level device. So with that 
in mind, let’s go give it a go.

1 BUILD
Freeing the i7400 from its holding, I was quite 
impressed with how it looks. The rounded edges 
are common to a lot of modern smartphones 
and the all black front looks like you’ve bought 
a phone that won’t burst into flames. The matte 
battery cover feels good to hold, providing that 
extra bit of friction for a proper grip. It also feels 
thin without being too flimsy. Sadly, the weight 
balance is up near the top of the phone. Meaning 
the phone constantly threatens to fall out of your 
hand.

2 VIEWING ANGLES
The display is a pleasant surprise. It has fantastic 
viewing angles - almost any direction still offers a 
bright, colourful image. Even the stock Android 2.3 
looks amazing on the screen. In terms of actually 
having a good screen, this phone can easily be 
mistaken for something a lot more expensive 
than it really is. In a way, the display is a method 
of covering up the weaker internals and eats up 
quite a bit of the processors capabilities. This is 
the first half of the paradox that is the i7400. 

 
NINETOLOGY BLACK 
PEARL I7400

 PRICE RM699
 DIMENSIONS 124 x 63.5 x 11 mm
 WEIGHT 110g
 PROCESSOR 1 GHz BCM21552G
 MEMORY 512MB
 STORAGE 170. expandable up to 32GB 

             with Micro SD
 DISPLAY 4-inch 480 x 800 WVGA
 CONNECTIVITY SIM 1: GSM/WCDMA; 

       SIM 2: GSM
 PORTS USB 2.0, Headphone jack
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Great in some places, not so good in others.
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4 TAKE A PICTURE
While the smartphone performance 
is a little off, the i7400 does make 
up for it with a decent camera 
function. In fact, this strange mixture 
of extremes is what makes it so 
fascinating. I can’t quite call it a failure 
of a phone because the display is just 
downright amazing and the camera 
is an excellent piece of work for 
this price point. On the other hand, 
recommending this phone is a little 
difficult simply due to the less than 
stellar performance. It all falls down on 
what one expects from their phones. 
People who want a device for Facebook 
and a camera would find this as a great 
entry level phone, while those who 
want more will be a little disappointed. 
I would definitely love to find out why 
the i7400 had been designed this way.

3 PERFORMANCE TEST
While the display is all flash and pomp, 
the user experience is somewhat 
different. There’s considerable lag 
when we scrolled through the 
applications and it only gets worse 
when more apps are installed. 
Quadrant Standard benchmarked the 
phone at 631, which is ridiculously 
low for anything with electronics in it. 
Some apps don’t even run properly and 
crash before even starting up. Oddly 
enough, the apps that run encountered 
no such problems; minus any latency 
issues. It might be because the i7400 
uses a lower end chipset, which is 
being the obvious hindrance to a 
smooth user experience.
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2 GREAT DISPLAY
A 4.3-inch Super AMOLED display occupies 
One S’ front. All the pictures I loaded in there 
look vibrant and in high contrast. This means 
getting a great viewing experience. Although it 
may not have the highest of resolutions, icons 
and small texts still look sharp. What’s more, 
the black is deep enough that it is very easy 
to identify the different shades the device can 
produce. However, I do notice that the images 
look warmer on the One S than on other 
displays. Not to worry because it is still nice to 
ogle at. 

3 HTC SENSE AND ICS
Having ICS right out of the box is already 
enough to make me happy. To top that off, 
there is the updated HTC Sense 4.0 in it. The 
clock widget is beautiful as ever and it seems 
that HTC toned down its skin by eliminating 
the spinning carousel and more. The ICS in 
it is smooth and nothing really lags in the 
One S. However, I am not a fan of the way its 
multitask function. Instead of flicking left or 
right to close an app, I have only one option 
to do it: swiping it upwards. It cuts of ICS’ 
seamless flow. 

4 PLAY ALL MOVIES
Despite having 540 x 960 resolutions, 
watching 720p movies on the One S is great. 
It doesn’t have the ability to support 1080p 
but everything is clear and sharp enough. Even 
a 480p movie looks nice on the phone. What 
more can I ask for? From action to visualising 
tantalising scenes, everything runs smoothly 
with no loss of quality. To put it in a few words: 
I can’t stop watching shows on the One S. 

Good Being The 
Middle Child 
BY CALVIN KHONG

HTC ONE S
Eventhough HTC One S did not debut the 
same time as the One X and One V, it is still 
welcomed here. Being the middle child, it 
sports a dual-core processor and a smaller 
display than its bigger brother. Standing in 
the middle, let’s see if HTC One S is enough to 
receive lots of love from first time users and 
keep existing users loyal to the brand. 

1 PREMIUM ALL OVER
Just take a look at the One S. The design alone 
is already tempting from the first look. Holding 
it in my hands, I am struck with how premium 
the phone feels. Sculpted from a single block of 
anodised aluminium, it is sturdy, thin, and nice 
to hold. Those who do not favour the HTC One 
X’s size may want to look at this because the 
size is enough to use with one hand. The One 
S definitely sits comfortably in my pocket and I 
can barely feel the weight.

 
HTC ONE S

 DIMENSIONS 130.9 x 65 x 7.8 mm
 WEIGHT 119.5 g
 DISPLAY 4.3-inch Super AMOLED 

            capacitive touchscreen
 CAMERA 8 MP with LED flash
 BATTERY 1650 mAh, li-ion
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TEST RESULTS 3573 (QUADRANT STANDARD)
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A winner among dual-core smartphones.
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Great Match Up 
BY CALVIN KHONG

SAMSUNG GALAXY BEAM
Samsung, the manufacturer with so many 
ideas, decided to see what child can be 
borne by mating a smartphone and a 
projector. The outcome is Samsung Galaxy 
Beam. While definitely unique, it is not 
one of a kind as the first projector phone 
appeared in 2010 with the same name. 
Perhaps showing it off the second time will 
garner more success? Let’s see if it can do 
well. 

1 NO REASON FOR DIET
Kill me if you want but I will still classify 
this phone in the “slim” category. The guys 
from Samsung put a projector in it and 
yet the Beam still manages to maintain 
the slim form factor and remain decently 
lightweight. With a yellow bezel and 
rubberised back, it feels good on the hands 
too. Because of the projector, the camera is 
placed lower, making it a little too easy to 
cover it with a finger. 

2 SUNSHADES MAY HELP
Fans of the AMOLED display may be 
disappointed because the Beam only uses 
a 4.0 WVGA (800x480 pixels) TFT display. 
Despite that, it produces decent quality 
colours. Instead of having problems with 
oversaturation, picture quality seems more 
lifelike. I like the fact that with the average 
resolution, text still remains as sharp as 
ever. Of course, under sunlight, the phone 
is rendered into near uselessness. 

3 NOT AGAIN
I almost scream in agony when the Beam 
subjected me to using Gingerbread. That’s 
right folks, it is not ICS out of the box. Of 
course, this is Android with Samsung’s 
TouchWiz UX on top. Good news: it is 
intuitive and easy to learn. The smartphone 
itself is also generally smooth but has filled 
up the homescreen with a lot of shortcuts 
and widgets. This, as it has proven on 
many occasions, is the perfect recipe for 
noticeable performance lag.

 
SAMSUNG GALAXY BEAM

 PRICE RM1,599
 DIMENSIONS (HXWXD) 124 x 64.2 x 12.5 mm
 WEIGHT 145.3 g
 PROCESSOR Dual-core 1 GHz Cortex-A9
 MEMORY 768 MB RAM
 STORAGE 8 GB storage
 OPERATING SYSTEM Android 2.3 Gingerbread 
 DISPLAY 4.0-inch WVGA (800x480) TFT
 GRAPHICS Mali-400
 CONNECTIVITY WiFi 802.11 b/g/n 2.4GHz, 

                     BT 3.0+HS, USB 2.0, 
                     MicroUSB, 3.5mm Ear Jack

 BATTERY 2000mAh
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Niche market but a very appealing midrange 
smartphone

4 PROJECT EVERYTHING!
This is the feature to get excited about: 
the 15 lumens projector that is capable 
to beam a 50-inch picture and with 
great speakers. Also, why stop at just 
the picture alone? Movies, internet, 
presentation, games and even the 
homescreen too can be projected. Just do 
all of it! Turning it on is just the matter of 
holding a button on the top right side of 
the Beam. The output quality is good but 
I need a decent amount of darkness to 
have a good time with it. 
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Not Bad For 
Midrange 
BY SHARIL ABDUL 

RAHMAN

ASUS P8Z77-V PRO
When Intel announced the Z77 chipset, many 
users out there are overjoyed. They finally 
found a chipset for this generation that gives 
them a tonne of features. And from something 
so small too! Besides, the many enhancements 
it now offers had to be previously produced 
with either a separate chipset or even a 
separate daughter-card installed on the 
motherboard. Intel has truly delivered with 
the Z77 and ASUS is quick on the bandwagon 
to deliver the best package using this chipset. 
The P8Z77-V Pro is the testament of this 
promise and hard work from one of the biggest 
components manufacturer in the world.

 
ASUS P8Z77-V PRO

 DIMENSIONS (HXW) 305 x 244 mm
 PROCESSOR Intel Core processor
 MEMORY DDR3
 PORTS USB 3.0/2.0, HDMI, DipslayPort, 

VGA,DVI,S/PIDF, LAN
 EXPANSION 2 x x16 PCIe, 1 x x4 PCIe, 1 x x1 

PCIe, 2 x PCI
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 Irrational need to purchase has been triggered.

1 MULTI-ROLE
If it is about what the board has to offer, 
we must start with the number of ports 
available. The P8Z77-V Pro has six built-in 
USB ports - four of which are USB 3.0, a HDMI 
and DisplayPort as well as VGA and DVI for 
monitors that need these connectors, LAN port 
and even a digital S/PDIF connection for those 
who want a true digital sound experience. As 
this is a full-sized ATX board, it comes with 
two x16 PCIe slots that work either as a single 
mode x16 or dual mode x8. So you want to 
SLI/CrossFire your system? Go ahead. You 
also will get four RAM slots that support up 
to 32GB of memory. Indeed there is no such 
thing as running out of memory at all. And 
for those who love extra features, Asus also 
included eight SATA ports that offer a system 
performance that evenly splits between SATA 
3Gb/s and SATA 6Gb/s.

2 SUPPORT VARIETY
Like all ASUS motherboards today, the P8Z77-V 
Pro supports UEFI, ASUS’ MemOK feature, 
Smart DIGI+ Power control, BIOS Flashback, 
USB Boost, and more. For internet connectivity, 
there is also the on board Gigabit LAN port 
that you can connect to your router for high 
speed transfers. 

3 EXTREME RESULTS
We ran our system benchmarks to test out the 
board’s features and compare it against the 
others. On PCMark7, it managed to generate 
a score of 5,782, which is very good for 
something aimed for the mid ranged market. 
We also used PerformanceTest, which scored 

at 3,982. Something 
that we had expected 
based on what we 
had seen so far. So if 
you are looking for 
something that you 
can put in your mid-
range computer, you 
can’t go wrong with 
the ASUS P8Z77-V Pro 
motherboard (as long 
you are not going to go 
three-way or four-way 
SLI for your gaming 
needs).
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SSDing Your PC Affordbly 
BY SHARIL ABDUL RAHMAN

OCZ OCTANE REVIEW
When the ICT Industry got its first taste of 
SSDs, it had been a pricy affair. The 
whole idea is never thought as 
conceivable. A 20GB SSD 
being able to fetch up to 
a thousand Dollars 
(USD mind you not 
RM) just so that 
you can get lighting 
speeds on your PC. 
It’s too expensive 
then. But now with the 
price dropping drastically 
as storage space increased, 
everyone seems to want an SSD? But 
what would work for the average Joe? The 
answer: OCZ. They have been in the forefront of 
the SSD market for some time now and have a fixed 
preference for using SandForce chipsets. However this is 
one of their products not using a SanForce chip as it uses 
INDILINK instead - a company they recently acquired. 
Let’s see how it fairs in the race for speed.

 
OCZ OCTANE REVIEW

 CHIPSET INDILINX Everest
 CACHE 512MB DDR3 RAM 
 STORAGE 512GB 
 CONNECTIVITY SATA 6Gb/s
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Affordable, High capacity high speed SSD

1 WALLET FRIENDLY
The Octane may not be designed - or marketed 
- to be direct competition for SandForce SF2281 
based drives like the Vertex 3 MaxIOPS. This, 
however, doesn’t mean it is a low performance 
“budget” drive either. It just happens to be a 
budget friendly performance orientated drive 
that is supposedly offers a decent performance 
and capacity rating. This means that future 
drives can go up to 1TB and still not suffer big 
performance loss or increase in price. Good 
tidings for consumers all around!

2 TEST DETAILS
We used Futuremark’s PCMark 7 to 
test out how good the Octane is like in 
real world situations. PCMark 7 contains an 
individual disk subsystem benchmark. It is 
not a synthetic test but it does performance 
ratings based on real-life applications. This 
benchmark reproduces typical disk usage 
scenarios and measures how fast they are 
completed in popular applications. In other 
words, PCMark 7 shows you the speed of the 
disk subsystem from the application’s point of 
view.

3 PERFORMS WHEN NEEDED
The score that we got is 5012, which is lower 
than most Sanforce drives out there. Even so, 
we did find out that the drive itself will give, 
when you need it to give. From file transfer, to 
gaming and even video editing, the Octane is 
one of the top five drives you need to get if you 
want to have your system run like the Road 
Runner.
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Gentle Boom 
BY CALVIN KHONG

PIONEER HTZ-828BD
When it comes to a line of home theatre systems, Pioneer is always on the 
top of the list of brands to consider. Offering users with a diverse range 
of products in a variety of price points, it is obvious the company does 
have a lot under its belt. Let’s take a look at one of its latest home theatre 
sound systems that came into PC.com Labs, the HTZ-828BD. I had the 
opportunity to review its predecessor, 818BD, so let’s see what else is new 
with this new version. 

 
PIONEER HTZ-828BD

 PRICE RM1,899
 CHANNELS 5.1
 NETWORK Built-in Wi-fi, dlnA certified 

              (1.5), YouTube/Picasa, 
               PC file playback

 OUTPUT SOUND 1100W
 POWER REQUIREMENTS 110-240 V 50/60 Hz
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Decent home theatre that is filled with many 
features.

1 BLACKEST NIGHT
It seems that home theatre rarely use other 
colours but no complaints from me here. 
Black will never go out of style and the HTZ-
828BD still exudes class. What I like about this 
home theatre is that it looks old school and 
the manufacturer made it slimmer than its 
predecessor. Everything else remains almost 
the same. However, I am not fond of the plastic 
build the speakers use but that’s all I have to 
work with. Plastic everywhere!

2 SCREW IT
When it comes to setting up the whole unit, 
it is always good to keep things simple. 
Thankfully, Pioneer makes it that way and it 
offer no problems during the unboxing and set 
up. Oddly enough, the HTZ-828BD seems to 
require a lot of screws. From the stand right up 
to the speakers, my colleague and I had to use 
screwdrivers throughout the assembly process. 
Thankfully, the wiring work is easier than to 
deal with as everything is colour coded. No 
confusion and no need for references.

3 TINY UPDATE
The only feature that truly differentiates this 
and the other models in its class is the virtual 
3D Surround Sound. While the name is lacking 
in creativity, it goes above and beyond the 
rest of the pack in terms of sound-staging 
and creating a proper surround sound setting. 
During the review, I could literally feel the 
virtual sound field around me that it freaked 
me out a little. Complementing that is the 
access to a variety of web apps that HTZ-
828BD offers such as YouTube and Picasa. 
Even so, I expected more, especially in the 
audio performance as I had expected to hear 
new enhancement to its bass and perhaps 
encounter more audio modes. Additionally, a 
dock is also provided for their iPods or iPhones 
to connect into.
 
4 TOUGH JOB
There is one particular problem that had the 
office, especially our audiophile designers 
questioning the performance of the HTZ-
828BD, which is the soft sound performance. 
Even turning the audio knob higher didn’t 
really do any favours for it. The audio volumes 
just seem serene while the bass lacks its usual 
punch. Let’s just say on the day we hook it up, 
the atmosphere in the office feels less rock-ish 
and had too much Zen.
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Traditionally Retro 
BY FARHAN GAZI

SHARP BD-AMS10A BLU-RAY PLAYER
This particular Sharp Blu-Ray player showed up accompanied by 
their Aquous 80-inch TV, which may indicate that they’re meant 
to be used together. However, what’s the point in putting 
something to the test under ideal conditions? We separated the 
two and left the BD-AMS10A to fend for itself.

 
SHARP BD-AMS10A 
BLU-RAY PLAYER

 DIMENSIONS (HXWXD) 49x430x178mm
 WEIGHT 1.5kg
 PORTS HDMI out, Ehternet, USB x 2, 

          Optical digital audio output 
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Old school functionality

1 OLD SCHOOL STYLE
There’s something about Blu-Ray players which feel very old school. 
Like something out of the 90s. For the younger generation it might 
be an anachronism, but for the older people it is obviously aimed 
at, it might just be a comfort to be confronted with technology that 
they can understand. The black box with the button on the front and 
flashing timer is very much similar to the VCR players of yesteryear. 
Even with the retro look, there are elements of the 21st century 
present on the device. The build is very light, due mostly to its use of 
a plastic chassis. The Blu-Ray tray is also quite flimsy and probably 
won’t last after encountering more than one accident.

2 THE USEFUL CONNECTIONS
The BD-AMS10A is packed with ports that are can mostly be found 
on TVs. There’s a single HDMI output (do you really more?), an 
ethernet port and a pair of USBs, aside from the usual audio jacks. 
To be fair, it doesn’t really need more than that. The ports are also 
located in places that make setting it up easy enough. The front 
USB port is designed to allow for easy connections with portable 
hard disk drives. Interestingly, there’s a notable lack of WiFi for this 
device, in an age of smart devices. Physical ethernet connections are 
fine but wireless is becoming the norm so it doesn’t make sense to 
put an ethernet port in but not include a wireless option.

3 NOVEL REMOTE
The accompanying remote is a strange 
thing as it doesn’t quite comform to the 
conventions of what a remote should look 
like. In fact, it looks more like a Klingon 
Bird of Prey with no wings. The build 
quality doesn’t share the same feel though 
and the casing feels very much like the 
plastic it’s built out of. Oddly enough, 
our review unit didn’t include batteries. 
Something that’s highly suspicious 
considering how these things are usually 
packed.
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Leader Of The 
Starters 
BY CALVIN 

KHONG

SAMSUNG NX1000
Take a look at camera shops 
and you can tell that mirror-less 
cameras are the ‘in’ thing now. It 
takes pictures like a DSLR yet it 
manages to maintain a compact 
form factor. This is definitely 
the camera world putting a 
convenient yet fun spin into the 
new category. Not wanting to be 
left behind Samsung, too, joined 
the fray. They send us their entry 
level mirror-less camera so let’s 
take it to the shooting range.

tsesssted

 
SAMSUNG NX1000

 PRICE RM2,499
 DIMENSIONS 114.0 x 62.5 x 37.5mm
 WEIGHT 222g
 COLOR FILTER RGB primary colour filter
 IMAGE STABILIZATION Lens Shift (depends on 

Lens) 
 DISPLAY 3-inch TFT LCD, VGA (640 x 480)
 SHUTTER SPEED Electronically controlled 

vertical-run focal plane shutter
 MODE Single, Continuous, Burst, Self-timer, 

Bracket (AE, WB, PW)
 WHITE BALANCE Auto, Daylight, Cloudy, Fluo-

rescent (W, N, D), Tungsten, Flash, Custom, K 
(Manual)

 IMAGE SIZE RAW - 20.0M (5472 x 3648 
pixels)

 MOVIE FORMAT MP4 (H.264)
 MOVIE SIZE 1920 x 1080, 1920 x 810, 1280 x 

720, 640 x 480, 320 x 240
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A great camera for those who wants to move 
to serious photography.

1 SAME GENE
Keeping in line with its other siblings, it shares 
the same clean lines and rounded corners 
making it easy to recognise the NX series. 
The design is nice and feels midrange but the 
plastic material it uses kind of ruin the mood. 
On another note, the review unit comes in 
pink. Being a guy who uses a pink camera to 
take pictures during an event, the NX1000 does 
attract a lot of attention. Definitely great for 
starting a conversation.

2 BASIC AND MORE
Although the NX1000 is the starter from 
the pack, Samsung doesn’t skimp on the 
features. It retains the 8fps burst shooting, full 
manual control and WiFi connectivity. There is 
certainly a lot of controls to use despite using 
a compact body. I really have to praise the 
quality of features I get from this compared to 
its competitors. Just a slight irritation: there is 
no internal flash so you got to buy one or use 
existing speed light. 

3 EASY TRANSITION
For those who are looking to move from 
point and shoot to a more professional 
level, the NX1000 is a good start. It is pretty 
straightforward and the learning curve isn’t 
steep at all. The physical mode dial emulates 
DSLR and the click sounds convincing. What’s 
more is the i-function button on the lens. It 
makes accessing and selecting modes very 
easy. Yet, I find the preview shown before each 
mode as a very annoying function. I don’t need 
to know the description of each mode all the 
time. 

4 SHARP EDGES
Image quality is king when it comes to 
photography and thankfully, the NX1000 does 
not disappoint. Noise starts to show from 
ISO3200 onwards but that is still bearable. I 
will say that the sharpness is this camera’s 
main selling point because every picture looks 
crisp. It is too bad the colour accuracy isn’t that 
good. Don’t get me wrong, it is vibrant but a 
bit off. While visible to someone who knows 
where to look, at the very least, it will not 
impact picture quality too severely. 
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Headphone Perfection 
BY VICTOR YAP

SENNHEISER HD700
Sennheiser is well known for its superior audio 
products and studio level equipment. Imagine 
my surprise when one of their high-range 
headphones came in for a review, specifically 
its second highest end model, the HD700. 
No prizes as to who gets to review such a 
winning audio product.

1 STUDIO STYLING
It is very obvious that the HD700 is 
specifically designed for use in studios. 
The no-nonsense and advance acoustic 
design speaks of total professionalism. 
The guys at PC.com Labs quickly deduced 
that this is no ordinary headphones. And 
how right they are when the sales 
team told us of the extraordinary 
price tag. The futuristic look 
and feel of the driver housing 
comes in hard plastic with 
a brushed metal scheme 
finishing, while the material 
used for the ear-cups and 
head-band are soft, velvet 
like with hardened foam 
to ensure maximum 
comfort. The only thing 
metal about the headset 
is the fine aluminium-like 
mesh used on the main 
driver unit frame and the 
ventilation zones of the open-
aire chambers. The metal parts 
serve the purpose of creating a 
better sound stage for the HD700, specifically 
in terms of audio output performance.

2 TRUE AUDIO EXCITEMENT
When it comes to audio performance, the 
HD700 delivers in spades! The Patent-Pending 
open-aire chamber it uses along with its 
ultra-wide soundstage and angled transducers 
produce a soundstage that is usually found 
in a sound room with a full accompaniment 
of high-end speakers and powered amps. 
With its specially-tuned high efficient drivers, 
which had been designed to deliver high 
sound pressure levels and a flat frequency 
response, the performance of the HD700 is 
superior bar-none. Never have I heard music 
and sound effects on a pair of headphones like 
those of the Sennheiser. It completely blew my 
expectations out of the water.

 
SENNHEISER HD700

 PRICE US$999.95 (estimated RM3,200)
 DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) 236.22 x 149.86 x 

     317.5mm 
 WEIGHT 1.58kg
 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10 - 42,000Hz
 IMPEDENCE 150 Ohms
 EAR COUPLING Around-the-ear
 TRANSDUCER PRINCIPLE Dynamic, open-aire
 SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL 105 dB (1kHz, 1V)
 TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION <0.03%
 CONNECTOR 1/4-inch jack
 CABLE LENGTH 3m
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Redefined headphone performance that is 
unmatched!

4 TRUE HEAVYWEIGHT
Something has got to give if high-end 
sound performance is to be had on 

a headphone set. While the size is 
not an issue at all, the weight can 

be a problem for those who love 
to rest their headsets on the 
neck. Initially not noticeable, 
the HD700 will start weighing 
down in a couple of hours. 
Also, the drivers will warm 
up after some hours of use 
but it really isn’t a problem 
since it does help with 
making the sound warmer 
and exceptionally full-
bodied. Again, this is all for 
a great sound-performing 
headphones!

3 MONITOR-TYPES
If I ever manage to purchase a pair of 
headphones like the HD700, I’d never take 
it out of the house/office. Why you ask? It is 
painfully obvious that the HD700 is not meant 
for outdoor use. The design and performance 
screams of being in the studio monitor class, 
which means it is solely for audio tuning and 
studio recording. Or, in my case, for home/
office use only. While the sound levels of the 
HD700 are unmatched, it can also be heard 
outside of the sealed ear-casings. This is 
because the design of the cups and driver 
housing, which does a wonderful job of 
preventing ambient sound from coming in, 
does not seal in the sounds of whatever you’re 
playing within. Anyone can listen in on the 
music you’re playing, even if the audio volumes 
are on the low settings. So, I have to stress this 
out again, the HD700 is not for commuting or 
library use. 
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BY FARHAN GAZI

FOCAL SPIRIT ONE
Focal is a big name when it comes to high 

performance sound systems and not exactly 
something you would associate with consumer 

headphones. Well, they’ve taken the leap into that 
particular market with the Spirit One. We had an 

issue with the first review unit that arrived due to 
a faulty cable but once it was replaced, all is good 

and right with the world.

Decent Pair 
BY SHARIL ABDUL RAHMAN

TDK TH-EC250
When presented with this in-ear phones for review, 
I had been a bit apprehensive. I am one of those 
persons who is uncomfortable with something stuck 
in my ear, thus I am happier with open-chamber 
headphones than anything else. However I opened 
my mind (and my ears) and tried on this pair of 
earphones. 

1 PRETTY LOOKS
The design of the earphone is quite interesting, 
and I might say pretty. The earphones itself comes 
in multiple colour and what I got this time around 
is the Black colour option. One other part of the 
earphones that I like is the cables itself. TDK 
managed to design a cable that is somewhat anti-
tangle. It is the way the copper cable is coiled in 
the earphones itself. We didn’t need to do a full on 
un-tanglement while we were using it, but it did 
minimise the problem - especially when it goes into 
the storage space of a pocket. 

2 MUSIC PERFORMER
We played back several sample of music through 
the earphones, and we (in this case me) had been 
pleasantly surprised by the performance. While you 
can’t expect full-room bass performance, we are 
glad that it managed to bring out the mid-range and 
high notes from the songs we played back nicely. 
This is, of course, without any breaking or shattering 
when the song is played through the earphones.

 

 

FOCAL SPIRIT ONE
 WEIGHT 225g
 DRIVERS 40mm Mylar
 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 6Hz - 22kHz
 IMPEDENCE 32 Ohms
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 SPEAKER TYPE Dynamic
 DRIVERS 9.2mm
 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 20 - 20,000 Hz
 IMPEDENCE 16.00
 PLUG 3.5 mm gold plated
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Nice pair of headphones, wish they were 
cheaper.

V E R D I C T
Not bad for earphones

1 VERY COMFY
The Spirit One features some 
very comfortable fake leather 
earpieces. The amount of pressure 
on the head is just enough to 
create a proper seal to keep music 
in and environmental sounds out. 
Larger pads also prevent it from 
putting pressure on the ears of 
people who wear glasses, which is 
a very considerate design element. 
Visually it’s also quite striking 
with the brushed aluminium parts 
complementing the matte plastic. 
The cable is nice to look at but 
somehow there’s a feeling that it’s 
a bit on the short side.

2 THE SOUND OF MUSIC
When you listen to a product that is audio engineers 
who are responsible for high quality audio systems, there 
is a slight shift towards higher expectations. Fortunately 
Focal doesn’t disappoint. There’s no overwhelming bass 
that people seem to put so much emphasis on these 
days. Rather, the sounds are nice and crisp with 
the thumping complements the music instead 
of overpowering it. This might disappoint some 
music lovers who prefer the rhythmic thumping 
found in certain genres but it will appeal to a 
wider audience because of the more balanced 
output. Orchestral music is every bit as 
pleasurable to listen to as rock and roll 
or even the statacco of gunfire in video 
games. Either way, it’s definitely worth 
the investment.
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Music is served 
BY CALVIN KHONG

TDK CLEF COCKTAIL
Big headphones are fast becoming a fashion statement. Even so, 
smaller in-ear types are not ready to lose out just yet. Backing 
up this still popular earphones type is TDK as it releases the Clef 
Cocktail, which comes in 10 different colours. Aside from the 
improvement in style, how will this in-ear headphone’s audio 
quality sound like? Read on to find out. 

1 COMFORTABLE SOUND
According to TDK, the design of its Clef 
Cocktail is the reminiscent of a cocktail 
glass with a crystal cut. From 
the looks of it, the in-ear 
headphones unit does 
look like it. The design is 
not overly bling as it just 
uses enough for deco. Such 
a design allows them to sit 
comfortably in the ear, even after an 
extended period of usage. A nice touch to the 
headphones is the cord adjuster that help prevents it 
from tangling up.
 
2 SURPRISINGLY LOUD
As this is an in-ear headphone, the noise isolation is naturally great. 
Another good thing to point out is its bass. It may not be the best 
one available but it produces convincing bass for the ears to identify. 
Another plus: there are no noise leaks. For all the plusses, the Clef 
Cocktail suffers from being too loud as it produces audio levels that can 
be painful to the ears when the music suddenly blasts out a high note. 

By RZA 
BY FARHAN GAZI

WESC CHAMBERS BY RZA
Much like Beats audio, WESC 
products tend to fall in the 
lifestyle category, which means 
they are out there to be seen. 
The Chambers by RZA (of the 
Wu Tang Clan) certainly looks 
good but the real question is 
whether there is substance to 
the style.

1 THE STYLE
So we’ve established that there 
is some amount of style to the 
Chambers (by RZA). It’s not much 
though. The whole construction 
feels a little cheap thanks 
to the plastic outer layer, 
which something that isn’t 
noticeable until you start 
handling the headphones. 
Even so, that isn’t the big 
issue. The real problem I had 
was with the padding around 
the drivers. They were hard, like 
the person in charge of the foam 
used to work in a Kevlar vest factory.

 TDK CLEF COCKTAIL
 CORD LENGTH 1.1m
 CONNECTOR 3.5 mm audio jack
 FREQUENCY 20 – 20, 000 Hz
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A nice looking in-ear headphone with decent 
audio quality.

 
 WESC CHAMBERS BY RZA

 OUTPUT SOUND 34mW
 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 20 - 20kHz
 IMPEDENCE 32 Ohms
 PLUG 3.5mm Gold plated 
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More style than substance
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2 THE SUBSTANCE
I would be lying if I said that the sound quality of the 
Chambers (by RZA) was bad. It really isn’t. On the other 
hand, it’s not great either. While the audio quality is 
clear, it lacks any sort of depth and everything is a 
little flat. The bass is average, not entirely providing 
the proper low frequencies that are essential for 
enjoying certain genres of music. Overall, one would 
expect a little more from something at this price point. 
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Definitely On Fire
BY FARHAN GAZI

CMSTORM QUICK FIRE
CMStorm may not be the biggest 

name in gaming peripherals 
but they’re certainly building 
a reputation for high quality 

products that any gamer would 
love to have. The Quick Fire gaming 

keyboard is no exception. And yes, 
it does come in black.

Aren’t Taipans Venomous?
BY FARHAN GAZI

RAZER TAIPAN
The Razer Taipan isn’t as flashy as the Naga but 
it’s still a nice piece of work. While it sports the 
ambidextrous grip that I personally find unnecessary, 
it is the other interesting features that set it apart 
from the rest.

 
CMSTORM QUICK FIRE

 DIMENSIONS 454 x 155 x 31 mm
 WEIGHT 1.3 kg
 CONNECTION USB 2.0
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Oddly satisfying for real work too.

 
RAZER TAIPAN

 SENSITIVITY 8200 dpi
 BUTTONS 9 programmable
 RESPONSE 1000Hz Ultrapolling
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Rubberised grips should be standard on everything.

1 VERY TALL ORDER
The Quick Fire comes with a very solid 
construction, everything about it feels like it's 
meant to take the worst over-reaction of any 
sort that you may have. The main chassis is 
heavy enough that it won't end up shifting 
around much, which is good because the rubber 
pads at the bottom aren't very good at stopping 
random keystroke movements on their own. 
The mechanical keys are nice and solid and can 
definitely take a pounding. CMStorm has taken 
a no-nonsense approach to this keyboard, and 
it works beautifully. If there was one thing to 
complain about, it would about how the whole 
build is very tall, which makes it difficult to 
find a comfortable way to use the keyboard for 
a long time. Proper ergonomics are a must if 
you're considering this purchase.

2 GREAT FEEDBACK
The typing experience on the Quick Fire is 
amazing. The amount of tactile feedback 
happens to be just right, making it feel like 
something is being done while the keys are 
tapped on, while the sound of the keys being 
pressed takes us right back to the early days of 
using a keyboard. There's something nostalgic 
and satisfying about hearing keys tap just the 
right way. That being said, this is not something 
that you buy to type and do work. It knows 
exactly what it is, especially with the lighting 
on the WASD and arrow keys. Performance wise 
the keys need to be pressed quite a bit to get 
anything moving, which limits response times. 
However, it makes up for the slight problem 
with a rapid repeat key-typing rate.
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1 VERY TATT LL ORDER
The Quick Fire comes with a very solid

2 GREAT FEEDBAC
The typing experie

1 DESIGNED FOR COMFORT
Yes, the ambidextrous design doesn't quite 
help anyone. It works for regular work 
because there's no need for superior reflexes 
and control when putting a spreadsheet 
together. Microsoft Word doesn't care if your 
mouse sensor has 8200 dpi, but a gaming 
mouse should allow the hand to fit as 
naturally as possible. This isn't done by an 
ambidextrous grip. However, that being said, 
the Taipan features a rubberised thumb rest. 
This is, honestly, the best thing since sliced 
bread. There are times when it feels more 
comfortable than a contoured grip, even after 
several hours of use. 

2 DESIGNED FOR PERFORMANCE
The Razer Taipan comes with nine buttons 
but the layout only allows you to operate 
eight of them at any time. Part of the design 
concessions made to allow the mouse to be 
used in either hand. Sure, you could potentially 
learn how to click the buttons on the far end 
with your pinky finger but that's a lot more 
work than it's worth. Performance wise, the 
Taipan is enjoyable to use and very responsive. 
I was using it to play World of Tanks on my bed 
and still saw an increase in aiming speed and 
accuracy.
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GO On The Offensive  
BY FARHAN GAZI

STEELSERIES KANA: 
COUNTER STRIKE: GLOBAL OFFENSIVE EDITION
Steelseries has made a name for itself 
in the gaming community with the 
apparent quality of its products. There 
is also the numerous branding 
exercises that are being carried 
out whenever a new AAA 
title appears in the wild. 
It’s great for gamers who 
want peripherals to go with 
whatever game they happen to 
be playing but I’m still not quite 
convinced that this new Kana is any 
different from the previous one.
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Plug And Forget 
BY CALVIN KHONG

LOGITECH WIRELESS MOUSE M235
Having a wireless mouse is always handy. The USB 
ports of my notebooks at home are mostly on the 
left side so having a wired mouse means getting 
it tangled easily. With so many wireless mice to 
choose from, it is hard to determine which one 
is the best. Thankfully, our friends at Logitech 
decided to drop off its M235 wireless mouse in 
our office. It’s time for a round of lab tests! 

1 SIMPLE DESIGN
The M235 is as simple as it can get for a wireless 
mouse. With a dark grey main body, it adorns itself 
with silver rubber side grips and a shiny plastic 
on top. While the glossy design is nice to look, it 
is, sadly, a nightmare for people who have sweaty 
hands. In terms of design, this one is on the 
smallish side and can be a bit uncomfortable to use 
at times as users may find that part of their palm 
is resting on the mouse pad. Good news is that 
moving the mouse around is very easy. 

2 QUICK SETUP
One thing I like about the mouse is the Logitech Unifying 
receiver. Just plugging it into the USB port will set it up 
automatically and within seconds the mouse is ready for use. 
There’s no need for any particular software. In fact, the plug-and-play feature of 
the receiver will allow users to connect up to six compatible wireless mice and 
keyboards to the same receiver. This intuitive system also ensures that there are 
no delays and dropouts while using the M235. Indeed, a smooth ride all the way. 

 
LOGITECH WIRELESS 
MOUSE M235

 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS Windows XP, 
Windows Vista, Windows 7, Mac OS X 
10.5 or later, Linux kernel 2.6+

 BATTERY One AA battery
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Easy to setup, but needs to be bigger for comfort.

 
STEELSERIES KANA: 
COUNTER STRIKE: GLOBAL 
OFFENSIVE EDITION

 DIMENSIONS 37x64x124mm
 WEIGHT 72g
 BUTTONS 5 (including mouse wheel)
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Might be the best of the Steelseries lineup
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1 FAMILIAR SKIN
The chassis’ base of the Kana hasn’t changed. The 
grip is still about the same, which is surprisingly 
still more comfortable than the more expensive 
Sensei. A lower profile helps with getting more 
contact with the mouse, which translates into 
better control and response times. There’s only 
two buttons on the left and right of the mouse 
and they are huge. Yet, they don’t get in the 
way of the usual operations. Oddly enough, the 
Counter Strike: Global Offensive skin on top gives 
it a very nice matte surface. It’s not often that a 
decal improves anything but this is one of those 
exceptions.

2 TROUBLED USABILITY
There was a problem with installing the 
driver for the Kana, which apparently 
isn’t recognised by Steelseries’ new driver 
software. Fortunately, that didn’t prove 
to be an issue as even without all the 
extra information the Kana performed 
admirably well. I took it for a spin in the 
Beta for a giant robot simulator that I’m 
not allowed to mention and it was a dream 
to use. Definitely nothing wrong with this 
particular model.
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Power Bank In Disguise
BY CALVIN KHONG

PME RAZOR 2
Coming all the way from 
Denmark, PivoFUL Mobile 
Enhancement (PME) make things 
from Bluetooth phones to keyboard 
stands. Also, they are not unfamiliar 
with the concept of portable power bank 
as the company has a few of those too. It is 
even kind enough to send one over to us for a 
review. Time to charge. 

1 TRICKY DEVIL
At first, I got to admit that the Razor 2 looks like 
an iPhone casing. Mind you, a very good looking 
one. Then the wordings on the box had made it 
clear that it is a portable power bank. Looking very 
sleek, this power bank is covered with brushed 
aluminium on top with the rest of the body 
covered in textured plastic, radiating class and 
looking lustrous at the same time. 

2 MORE POWER
After using it for awhile, I can’t help but feel 
that the Razor 2 is a bit under-powered. Sure, it 
charges up quite fast and charges other phones 
pretty decently too. But slapping in 3,000mAh is 
not enough. With the size similar to an iPhone, I 
expected more power from it. If it were 5,000mAh, 
then perhaps there will be no complaining. 

tsesssted Label Everything!
BY FARHAN GAZI

EPSON LABELWORKS LW400
Printing labels has traditionally been 
recognised as being one of the more boring 
and soul crushing jobs of the modern age. The 
amount of work that goes into typing, cutting 
and pasting makes the inmates at Arkham 
Asylum look sane. Epson appears to have 
found a solution to that problem by making 
a machine that will do all that for you...well, 
most of it anyway.

1 BUTTON MASHING REQUIRED
The Labelworks LW400 appears to resemble 
an overgrown calculator. This is a good thing 
as it allows for a reasonably comfortable grip 
and offers a good typing experience that only 
needs your thumbs. The rubber keys are quite 
comfortable to touch but you really aren’t 
going to be putting out a masterpiece novel on 
one of these things. It’s also quite heavy even 
without the optional six AA batteries. 

 
EPSON LABELWORKS LW400

 MAXIMUM TAPE WIDTH 18 mm
 MAXIMUM RESOLUTION 180 dpi
 MEMORY 50 labels
 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PRINTED LINES 4
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Great utility for anyone and everyone

 
PME RAZOR 2

 PRICE RM160
 DIMENSIONS 105 x 90 x 10.5 mm
 WEIGHT 92 g
 CAPACITY 3,000 mAh
 CELL TYPE Lithium Ion Polymer
 DC-IN 5V/1A
 DC-OUT 5V/1A
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Nailed the looks perfectly but need more power.

2 GETTING STUFF DONE
Printing with the LW400 is quite intuitive. Just 
type out your label and press print. For those 
who want something with a little more style 
or variation, it also comes with a range of 
different fonts and borders. Although figuring 
out how to get it all to work together is a little 
tricky at first. Epson also puts out a range of 
different types of tape for those who get bored 
of looking at the same thing all the time. It 
even prints barcodes, just in case you need 
some.
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Splattered With Blood  
BY CALVIN KHONG

WD RED 3TB
Going all out with its new naming system, WD 
Red will be one of Western Digital’s products to 
start using colour as its name. The rest of WD’s 
series will also bears other colours like Green, 
Black and Blue. The Red series is targeted at small 
office and home office (SOHO) NAS users. Based 
on the specs alone, it is clear that WD wants the 
Red range to provide low cost drives for use in NAS 
environments. Let’s put this to a spin. 

1 NEW STUFF
Featuring an all new technology called 3D Active 
Balancing, this helps eliminate vibration by tuning 
the drive to boost the performance. As for NAS 
support, WD has bundled NASware together with 
its WD Red, which features a slew of technologies 
that is aimed at keeping the drive from dropping 
off a RAID array. This is achieved through extended 
error recovery. These features also work to offer 
improved power performance. 

Speedy Yet Safe 
BY CALVIN KHONG

SEAGATE BACKUP PLUS
In a world filled with portable hard disks 
brands, it seems impossibly hard to stand out. 
Most of it are already geared up with USB 
3.0 and the sizes are also almost the same. 
Seagate decides to incorporate backup as its 
latest feature. Just read on to find out what 
it is all about and how well the portable hard 
disks do in real life test. 

1 A LOOKER
While our test unit 
is red, the Seagate 
Backup Plus also 
comes in silver, 
black and blue. 
Constructed entirely 
out of plastic, the 
only part that is not 
plastic is the brushed 
metallic finish on the 
lid. Although I prefer 
the whole hard disk 
to be encased in a 
slab of metal, the 
Backup Plus looks 
handsome enough. 
The size is great 
as well because it 
can slip inside my bag 
without any heft. 

 
SEAGATE BACKUP PLUS

 DIMENSIONS 81.1 x 123.4 x 14.5 mm
 WEIGHT 224 g
 TYPE External
 PORTS USB 3.0
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Killer combination of speed and ease of use. 

 
WD RED 3TB

 DIMENSIONS 147 x 101.6 x 25.4mm
 TYPE Internal
 INTERFACE SATA 6 Gb/s
 CACHE 64MB
 FEATURES NAS ready, WD NASWare, RAID 

array support
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High speed storage at its finest.

2 STEADY TRANSFERS
We used the QNAP TS-412 4-bay NAS box to test a pair of WD Red 3TB hard disks. The plan is to 
set up both 3TB Reds on a RAID 0 (striped) and RAID 1 (mirrored) configuration. We then decided 
to upload around 4GB of pictures, which is sitting in one of our servers, into the WD Red that had 
been designated RAID 0. In terms of performance, we clocked in a sequential read performance 
of 123.5MB per second and a sequential write performance of 113.7MB per second. The average 
transfer speed for this 4GB package over a wired connection is less than 10 minutes and it took 
even less time RAID 0. As for RAID 1, the read/write speeds had slightly lower read/write times 
but they are not too significant in differences. 

2 SPEEDSTER
Here’s the real deal when transferring files. 
With the USB 3.0 port, it transfers a 1.8 GB 
files in 22 seconds. That’s mighty fast for our 
standards. The USB 2.0 port is slower as it 
manages to transfer all files in over a minute. 
As for the backup, it can be accessed via a 
Dashboard and offers data saving features 
that tie-in to social networks. For example, the 
Save category will back-up files that have been 
uploaded to a Facebook or Flickr account. All 
this can be done manually or automatically 
and will quickly store the files in a folder within 
the Backup Plus. Now that is really convenient.
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tsesssted

Does Not Compute
BY FARHAN GAZI

DOSS ASIMOM DS-1042
Traditionally, tiny speakers are a waste 
of time and money, especially when you 
can have a decent pair of earphones for 
about the same price. That’s why the 
oddly named ASIMOM DS-1042 had 
given us such a pleasant surprise.

 
DOSS ASIMOM DS-1042

 PRICE RM109
 DIMENSION 57 x 60 mm
 POWER 3W
 CONNECTIVITY Bluetooth, headphone jack
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Not a bad choice for a Bluetooth speaker.

 IRIG MIC CAST
 PRICE RM195
 MICROPHONES Dual omnidirectional
 MODE low / high sensitivity 
 PLUG 3.5 mm 
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A great companion for interviews.

1 THE BARREL
It is not very impressive on the outside since the entire chassis 
is just a round cylinder. Honestly, it isn’t the most striking shape 
to use as a speaker design. It does, however, have a very small 
footprint and can sit by itself on your desk. It can be a cute desk 
accessory if nothing else.

2 MAKING MUSIC
Even if the design of the ASIMOM is rather mundane, it makes 
up for it by having the best sound quality that we’ve heard in 
a long time for a tiny speaker unit. The sound performance is 
very solid and so unlike the usual hollow ringing that’s endemic 
to these kinds of products. Even the bass provides a table 
rumbling thump when require. Admittedly, it’s not the best of 
audio quality, but it does manage to pass at the top of its class.

iRIG MIC CAST
The iPhone can be considered a very 
good voice recorder, thus the plethora of 
apps you can download from the Apple 
store. Even so, the built in microphone 
can only do so much and for other 
enhancements you will need a more 
professional microphone to capture 
interviews and such in better clarity. IK 
Multimedia is a name well known in 
the music industry with their innovative 
products for computers and mobile. 
Today we have their most compact 
product in their list, the iRig Mic Cast.

1 BIG BOX
When you get the box, it is a bit 
deceiving as the box is bigger than the 
product itself. This is because the iRig 
comes with a stand for you to prop 
up your iPhone when you are using it. 
Operating it is very easy - download the 
accompanying app, plug the mic into 
your headphone jack, run the app and 
have fun!

2 BETTER APP
The accompanying app, called 
the iRig Recorder, is a simple 
looking app but comes with 
a wealth of settings you 
can tinker around. You can 
even export whatever you 
recorded to emails, iTunes, 
WiFi, FTP or SoundCloud. 
Using the iRig, all of our 
interviews were truly free 
of background noise. 
Indeed, it is totally 
clear for us to use for 
transcribing. We like 
this product!

Crystal Clear Recording 
BY SHARIL ABDUL RAHMAN
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Rockin’ Shootin’ 
Robots
TITAN
A decade ago, there had been a game called as 
Mechwarrior 3050, which had players driving 
a giant robot around to shoot at things. Today, 
we have Titan, a game that runs in a similar 
vein. Players take control of a remote drone 
on a damaged spaceship and must run around 
destroying other robots for some reason or another. 
Things are a little fuzzy and all you really need to 
know is who to point your guns at.

Somehow there is a feeling that this game 
would be better with some proper controls since 
you are expected to drive the killing machine 
around while aiming the torso guns at enemies. 
The one screen simulated joysticks just don’t 
provide the same satisfaction or level of finesse 
that comes with a physical interface. That being 
said, it’s still good enough that you won’t be 
dodging into enemy fire too often.

APP

WINDOWS

Custom Things Are 
Good
CUSTOM TILES MAKER
This is one app that you assuredly will not find on 
any other platform, for obvious reasons. It also 
fixes one common gripe about Windows Phone: 
the lack of backgrounds (something I will never 
understand). 

The app lets users turn pictures into tiles on 
the phone, and assign them to different functions. 
It’s more like making shortcuts with snazzy icons. 
There is also the option to break up a picture into 
multiple tiles, to create a kind of mosaic picture of 
shortcuts. It’s really quite a novel idea and anyone 
who has played around with Facebooks cover 
image will definitely find a way to be creative.

Sadly, the free version doesn’t allow for this 
option and creativity will have to pay the price. 
Expect to shell out RM3 on the Marketplace for 
the advance options.

APP

WINDOWS
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tsesssted

Get Your Ultimatrix 
Ready
BEN 10 ULTIMATE ALIEN: XENODROME
Ben 10 is like the Saturday morning cartoons 
of the 80s, designed to sell merchandise but 
still so much fun to watch. Unlike cartoons 
of yesteryear, however, it has the power of 
technology behind it. That’s how we found this 
little gem. It’s a fighting game using characters 
and monsters from the Ben 10 series. I have no 
idea if it has all of them, because I haven’t had 
time to sit down and watch enough of Ben 10 
to know. It does, of course, have enough variety 
to make this more than just a decent time killer.

The fighting system uses a rock-paper-
scissors method with the player queuing three 
moves at the start of each combat round. The 
choices consist of attacking, defending or using 
a break attack to counter a block. Each of the 
moves also has a different subset of moves 
that can be used to provide some variety to 
the combat. There’s also a power bar that will 
slowly fill up and gives players the chance to 
use a special move when the metre maxes out.

There’s even a multiplayer option that 
connects over Bluetooth to other devices. Good 
free game for the kids and not too bad for the 
parents either.

APP

ANDROID

Enemy Planes 
Approaching
SKY FORCE RELOADED
Finally! The famous Sky Force game gets a port 
to the Android platform, introducing a proper 
vertical shoot’em for the system. Reminding us 
of the old school game found in the arcade, the 
aim of the new Sky Force is to remind us how 
great this game really is. Just like the original 
arcade game, it offers a great play balance and 
doesn’t skimp on the planes, giving users all the 
available models to choose from. Players don’t 
need to do any in-app purchases to unlock 
them. Other games should really consider that. 

Offering users three game modes - easy, 
medium and hard - players can choose between 
three planes that have different abilities. This 
means having access to planes with different 
speed and shield ratings. As for the weapon 
choices, there is none. The game just give users 
power ups to upgrade their current weapons. 
If one so happen to die, the power ups will be 
scattered around for users to collect again. 

Enemies and mission varies on the difficulty. 
On hard mode, most of the time, users have to 
destroy around 97-percent of the enemies on 
screen to pass the stage or risk repeating the 
stage. There are all sorts of enemies around 
but it has repetitions. The boss fights are quite 
tough, but not impossible, so users will not 
start throwing their phones out the window. 
Great job Infinite Dreams! 

APP

ANDROID
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APP

iOS
Hunger Begone
ZAGAT
Frequent travellers or food enthusiast will have 
a reason to go out again because the Zagat app 
offers locations of local delicacies while not 
skimping on any of the restaurants out there. 
The app gives users a chance to explore as it 
offers a multitude of options with the long list 
of restaurants it has available. 

The app will give users a year’s worth of 
ratings and reviews for every Zagat-rated 
restaurant in 45 cities. This is way better than 
spending money to get a printed guide that 
covers just one city. Or risk spending more for a 
list of the top-rated restaurants. 

The GPS-powered app will save travellers’ 
time in filtering out all the good, bad and ugly 
in terms of restaurant picking. Furthermore, 
there is also the option to book a reservation 
at the selected restaurant if users need to eat 
there. Zagat is definitely the stomach’s best 
friend. 

Got Your Back
MY BACKUP
There are times when users have no choice but 
to factory reset their phone. It causes great 
pain to say goodbye to all the wonderful apps 
and the information inside. Thankfully there is 
an app to backup all of these and there is no 
need to root the Android smartphone. Aside 
from all the apps, My Backup will also save 
photos, contacts, call log, texts messages, 
calendar, system Settings, home screens 
(including shortcut positions), alarms, music 
playlists, and more. It is a whole suite!

My Backup takes things a step further by 
allowing users to save the backups not only on 
the microSD card or internal storage, but also 
on an online server that is wholly dedicated 
for such purposes. This is one of the best offers 
available as using the online server will be the 
best option for protection. The reason is if one 
loses the device, there is still access to files for 
restoring to the new device. 

RerWare gives users 100MB for free with 
the option of purchasing 250MB for US$10 per 
year or 1GB for US$20 per year. It is not a lot to 
pay for something that offers so much. Last but 
not least, users can always schedule automatic 
daily or weekly backups instead of doing it all 
the time. It is always great news to know that 
this app got the users’ back.

APP

ANDROID
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D
espite all the hype about tablets in the workplace, anyone with a real job understands that they 
just don’t do enough. Portability is only part of the equation. That being said, the demand for 
business class notebooks has never been higher; evident by the plethora of choices available.

We got our hands on as many high end models that manufacturers could send to us and let 
them duke it out in our Coliseum of Tech. Only the best combination of performance, battery life and style will 
be enough to survive this kind of gladiator combat.

As a side note, we were forced to use PerformanceTest 7 instead of our preferred PCMark due to the fact 
that it failed to run on some machines.

by: Farhan Gazii

by: Farhan GGazazi
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Style
This particular notebook is 14-inches of pure sexiness. It took a bit of effort 
to pry it away from our colleague from Business Today long enough for us to 
take a good look at it. Getting to play with the T430 was completely worth it 
though. The lines turn and curve in a way that’s pleasing to the eyes. In fact, 
externally, there is nothing wrong with the T430. Admittedly, the matte finish 
on the cover does get dirty very easily. Stains also manage to appear from out 
of nowhere. Like taking care of a pedigree pet, it doesn’t look good without 
some work.

Performance
The insides of the Lenovo are every bit as powerful as the shell suggests. With 
4GB of RAM and the latest third generation Intel Core processor, this machine 
offers a lot of punch. Like the previous versions of the ThinkPad, the T430 also 
features the dual touchpad/nub that gives users the choice of using two types 
of interface. It’s a nice touch since some prefer one over the other. It also 
comes with a built-in desk lamp that illuminates the keyboard in the dark, a 
neat little trick for those who need to work in shady locations. While cute, it 
does come at the cost of a reduced battery life.

The keys are curved to make typing more comfortable and the 
ergonomics of the T430 are really top notch. That being the case, the lack of 
a proper graphics card limits the number of tasks that it can perform. Basic 
photoshopping is probably the best you can hope to get out of it.

Battery Life
There’s a respectable amount of battery life in the T430, with our benchmark 
tests putting it just shy of three and a half hours. This is nothing to shout about 
when it comes to notebooks but it should last long enough to get through 
most meetings. Anything longer and you might want to take your charger out.
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Style
The first of the three Ultrabooks appearing in this competition, the ‘New’ 
Samsung Series 9 (or Series 9 2012 model) is a marvel of engineering. It’s thin 
and amazingly light. It is the kind of machine that will fit into almost any 
carrying bag or large envelope for that matter.

There’s not much to complain about the ‘New’ Series 9, 
it’s physically everything an Ultrabook should be. If there is 
one thing to nitpick about it’s the location of the SD card 
reader, which is hidden on the bottom of the unit. In fact, there’s 
a chance that you might not even notice the existence of an SD card reader. It’s 
just that well hidden. 

Performance
Ultrabooks equal fast boot times and the Series 9 doesn’t disappoint. Going 
from off to ready-to-rock in a matter of seconds, there is simply no waiting 
around for things to load. That is unless you’re one of those pack-rats who 
insist on launching everything during the startup phase.

Oddly enough, while it packs an impressive array of features, it didn’t score 
the highest marks on our benchmark test. The point difference isn’t really all 
that big but it does take away from all the gawking that’s done at how it looks 
on the outside. There might even be a hint of disappointment that it didn’t do 
better. That’s not saying it is bad, rather we expected it to have done better.

Regular users, however, won’t even notice this little difference. In fact, 
when it comes to running regular word processing tasks, it feels faster. Biased 
perception does count for a lot when it comes to the user experience and the 
Series 9 takes full advantage of that.

Battery Life
This is where the Series 9 shines. With almost five hours worth of battery 
life, it is guaranteed to outlast anything else on the market. Coupled with 
the numerous ports and extra portability of the machine, it is an excellent 
choice for the road warrior who needs to make several presentations on the 
same day. In fact, the temptation to use the ample battery life to power other 
devices may prove too great for some, which might end up reducing the overall 
operational time.
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Style
Toshiba spared no expense in this particular machine. Like most Ultrabooks it’s 
quite thin and sleek and my colleague did run away with it for a while before I 
managed to get it back. When it’s closed up tight, the Z930 is quite a sight to 
behold. The chrome parts are a little distracting and take away from the overall 
finished look of the Portege but that’s a minor quibble. For some reason there 
is a pair of USB ports that is set next to their HDMI cousin in the back of the 
machine. It’s a little difficult to reach but I guess that it’s there just to act as 
extra slots. Three USB ports are still more than most Ultrabooks manage. 

Sadly, the screen is a little flimsy and will flex with little effort. I’m not sure 
if this was to show off how flexible Toshiba’s screen can be. I’m not even brave 
enough to find out. Entrepreneurs will need a machine that can take beating 
and come back for more. So worrying about whether the display survives a 
flight is definitely not on the cards.

Performance
There’s no doubt that the Portege Z930 has a boatload of power buried 
inside it. In fact, the PerformanceTest score of 1746.6 is very impressive for a 
notebook of any class. Corporate types will appreciate the responsiveness and 
its boot-up speed. The only thing separating the internals of the Z930 from 
a full powered gaming rig is the lack of a proper graphics card. Even so, the 
Intel HD 4000 graphics does an admirable job of keeping up with any kind of 
imaging processing that any businessmen might need.

The drawback of the experience is the keyboard. Typing is surprisingly 
difficult as the keys are stiff and require some effort to press. This is 
compounded by having small keys that aren’t very forgiving when it comes to 
typing space. Together, it creates less than ideal conditions for getting work 
done. On the other hand, setting the Z930 on your lap and tilting the keyboard 
upwards does go some distance for improving things.

Battery Life
All that power has a price, and it comes at the expense of the Toshiba’s 
stamina. Benchmark tests put it just under three hours of constant usage, 
which definitely hurts its final score. To be fair, it’s quite thin and that doesn’t 
leave much space for a hiding a large battery. Add the Intel Core i7 processor 
and you have a recipe for major power drain. Switching settings around could 
improve usage time but might cause quite large dip in performance.
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Style
Unlike everyone else, the Timeline U doesn’t think that black is in. It prefers a 
more industrial look with a brushed aluminium cover. That alone should set 
it apart from the competition. It’s also frighteningly light but that is to be 
expected from one of the three Ultrabooks in this Showdown. Oddly, it’s quite 
heavy for an Ultrabook. The slim frame doesn’t help the weight either as it 
gives the impression that it’s heavier than it actually is. On the other hand, it’s 
a sexy futuristic design that’s sure to impress even the most jaded executive.

The keys are a little on the small side but that’s made up for with quite a 
bit of clearance around them. There’s not much chance of hitting the wrong 
key, no matter how big your fingers are.

Performance
If this competition was run purely on numbers, there would be no mistake 
about the winner. The Timeline U backs its 6GB of RAM up with an Intel Core 
i5 Ivy Bridge processor and an NVIDIA GeForce GT 640M. But this contest isn’t 
one based on numbers since the user experience counts for quite a bit too. 
Fortunately Acer remembered that users like pretty displays and packed the 
Timeline U with a high performance screen. The thin bezel and crystal clear 
colours mean that you won’t get bored of staring at it for a long time.

However, there are some small issues with the design. For some reason, 
the DVD drive is located on the left side of the machine. The location isn’t 
inconvenient so much as it takes a bit of time to find, especially if you forget 
that the disc drive on the opposite side of where it’s supposed to be. Another 
issue is the fact that all the ports are located on the back of the chassis. All of 
them!

It’s no fun to have to reach behind the computer just to plug a USB drive in. 
Not to mention that the Timeline U only has two USB 3.0 ports to complement 
the single HDMI port, a number that could easily double with the amount of 
space given.

Battery Life
All that processing power comes at a cost. The Timeline U only manages 
an operational time of two and a half hours, a bit low for a notebook and 
downright sad when it applies to an Ultrabook. With those numbers, executives 
on the go might want to look elsewhere. However, there’s a feeling that this 
machine might be more at home in the hands of a college aged gamer who 
wants a mobile gaming platform.
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Style
Fujitsu builds their notebooks to what they call the Japanese Takumi style, 
which is meant to incorporate a minimalistic design and zen-like rounded 
profile. This Lifebook lacks both of those design concepts and sends it in the 
opposite direction. The profile is thick with angular lines, giving it a similar look 
to the futuristic look of its competitors. Lights, toggles and ports are scattered 
on all edges of the Lifebook and there is nothing minimalistic here. Some might 
even find the design a little busy and cluttered but Fujitsu does have one trick 
up their sleeve: the Lifebook is much lighter than it looks. It’s almost as if the 
bulk is nothing more than packing space. Such a lightweight feel is something 
that is very important to the executive on the go. Adding the trick of having 
a modular drive bay that can hot swap the DVD burner for a projector adds a 
massive amount of value to this model.

Performance
There’s quite a bit of bloat-ware on the Fujitsu, with the Japanese cramming 
tools for every situation they could think of; no matter how unlikely those 
situations are. This translates into a rather slow startup time, running almost 
1 minute and 45 seconds before being ready to be used. Its PerformanceTest 
results were also the slowest of the bunch, meaning that the concept style it is 
using is burdened by unnecessary background programmes. Savvy users should 
be able to disable these to gain quite a bit of performance but that shouldn’t 
have to be the case.

It squeezes a bit more life out of the integrated Intel HD 4000 graphics 
than the others but not by much. The bloat-ware limits the available memory 
for other tasks, which simply means the Intel graphics is capable of much more 
if it had the necessary resources.

Battery Life
Considering the amount of background programmes that pop up, the Fujitsu 
manages a respectable operational time of three hours and 24 minutes 
(according to our benchmark). It’s not the best in the field, but like all the 
others, it should be enough to get you through that meeting. Don’t hope to 
finish much work on a long haul flight though as it won’t last that long.
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showdown

Style
Most business class notebooks these days try to cross that line into the lifestyle 
section. The clean lines and chic look scream for attention. HP has gone the 
other route as its Elitebook entry into this competition doesn’t bother with 
frivolous things like looks. It knows what it needs to be and aims to do it well. 
The chassis is a little on the boring side to look at, especially when surrounded 
by the rest of the entrants. To be honest, it’s very boring to look at, as it looks 
like something an accountant would take to work since nobody is going to see 
it.

While the Elitebook might be a little dull, it does manage to appear like 
the quintessential business class notebook. If you had to deal with a financial 
advisor who showed up with one of these you would feel confident that you’ve 
found someone who is purely no nonsense and perfectly responsible with your 
money - the sort of person whose works will get the job done.

Performance
It performs like it is expected to. Due to the build and styling, there’s no 
temptation to break out a game to kill a couple of hours. CEOs can hand it out 
and be assured that their workers will be working. Indeed, the Elitebook is no 
slouch when it comes to performance. Running 4GB RAM and an Intel Core i5 
processor, it manages to keep up with the fancier looking notebooks in its class.

The keyboard is also extremely comfortable to use, even if it is a little 
small for an 11-inch form factor. Boot time is almost on par with the fancier 
Ultrabooks, which is a notable factor for those business executives who cannot 
waste a single second. It even features a built in VGA port that is purposefully 
included for those who still use legacy devices.

Speaking of connection options, the Elitebook doesn’t bother with old 
fashioned USB 2.0 as both its USB ports are of the 3.0 variant. In fact, the only 
way the connections could get better is if they included a Thunderbolt port; 
although that might be asking for a bit too much.

Battery Life
Offering four hours of battery life puts the Elitebook in the very useful category. 
Nobody wants a notebook that dies after typing a multiple page document 
only to watch the system shut down from lack of power. That’s not all though 
as HP offers an external battery pack that can at least double its operational 
time (although we disallowed accessories from the competition to keep a level 
playing field).

The battery does jut out of the back of the notebook, which is something 
that is normal for Elitebooks. This does leaves it quite exposed to taking hits if 
the user somehow dropped the 2170p by accident. 
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Acer
Aspire Timeline U

Toshiba
Portege Z930

Samsung
Series 9

Lenovo
ThinkPad 430

Fujitsu
Lifebook S752

HP
Elitebook 2170p

Processor i5-3317Ui7-3667Ui5-3317Mi5-3210M i7-3520M i5-3317U

Memory 6GB DDR36GB DDR34GB DDR34GB DDR3 8GB DDR3 4GB DDR3

Storage 128GB SSD128GB SSD128GB SSD320GB HDD 7200rpm 500GB HDD 7200 RPM 500GB HDD 7200 RPM

Graphics NVIDIA GeForce GT 640M LEIntel HD 4000Intel HD 4000Intel HD 4000 Intel HD 4000 Intel HD 4000

Ports USB 3.0 x2, RJ-45

USB 2.0 x2,
USB 3.0

(Sleep&Charge) ,
RGB, HDMI 

USB 2.0, USB 3.0VGA, USB 3.0,
USB 2.0, RJ-45

USB 2.0 x2,
USB 3.0 x 2,
Display Port

USB 3.0 port,
USB 3.0 charging port,

DisplayPort v1.1a,
1 RJ-45,  VGA,

docking connector

2.0kg1.1kg1.2kg2.2kg 2.3kg 1.3kgWeight

1490.11746.71349.21408.5 1153.0 1162.4PerformanceTest

P1575P616P591P589 P623 P5723Dmark

2 hours 36 minutes2 hours 57 minutes4 hours 39 minutes3 hours 19 minutes 3 hours 24 minutes 3 hours 52 minutesPowermark

RM2,899RM4,899RM4,999RM2,699 RM4,899 RM2,999Price

14.0-inch13.3-inch13.3-inch14.0-inch 14.0-inch 11.6-inchScreen size
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After years of turmoil, HP has once again created a winner. The HP Elitebook 2170p is the 

best combination of processing power, battery stamina and aesthetic sensibilities. While the 

2170p is not the most powerful notebook out there, does not have the longest lasting battery 

life and is not the prettiest belle at the ball, it is the notebook of choice for those who are 

always on the go.
It is the kind of machine that tells people that you will get stuff done, anywhere and 

anytime.

Marathon Runner - Samsung Series 9 Ultrabook 

makes up for its lack of processing power with the 

longest battery life of the lot. It goes a great way to 

survive those long business trips and will be great for 

those constantly on the move.

Prom Queen - Looks do count for something, and the 

Lenovo ThinkPad 430 knows this. An all round beauty 

that would look just right next to the image conscious 

executive. It’s specifications are no slouch either

Power of the Gods - Acer’s Aspire Timeline U may not have the greatest stamina but it is the only one in the competition with a dedicated graphics card. So while it might not help the executive on the go, it will be appreciated by the young and hip types who need to play games on the side.
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TECH HORROR SHOW: 
IT WILL HAPPEN TO YOU

BY CALVIN KHONG

I
t is plain obvious that there will be casualties 
everywhere when you surround yourself with 
technology. It’s not about whether the problems 
torture you physically or mentally, as either will hit 

and hit hard, it’s more a matter of when. Worst yet, 
this is the month of October, aka, the month of ghosts 
and ghouls and Halloween to cap it all off. To go with 
the creepy theme, this is the time when nothing goes 
right and forces from the Otherworld come out to 
get you. 

Ultimately, it is a question of when your notebook 
explodes, sending its shrapnel into your brain or 
televisions falling from the sky to squash your guts 
out, and, the most likely to happen, even devices 
electrocute you when you least expected it. This 
warning is not just for the larger technologies because 
it even includes your own smart devices. While they 
play detestable ringtones and corrupt people’s minds 
to yell loudly into Bluetooth headsets, it is when users 
really need it during a zombie apocalypse that these 
devices always lose the all important signal. 

Of course, as I am feeling a bit generous, I’ve 
compiled a few stories for your survival. These are 
the stories that will prove to you that although 
technologies are a blessing, it is also the harbinger of 
evil. Its malicious aim is to destroy you and cause the 
most painful sufferings you will ever experience. So 
dear readers, read, learn and try to last, at least, until 
Halloween ends. Your chances of survival may just 
double up. 
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L
et’s start you off with warning signs: 
the curse of autocorrect. At first it 
may be funny and great for table 
conversations but relationships are 

ruined too because of it. Take our friend here 
who’s mentioning about spending time at a 
friend’s place. Then the autocorrect took over 
the text message causing the other party to 
misunderstand. One thing lead to another and 
those two lovebirds are no longer together. 

If you think that’s nothing, what about 
murder? It is true, because Huffington Post 
reported that an autocorrect lead to a guy 
murdering his friend. This is all because it 
changes a word to a derogatory term. Then 
flame wars erupted between these two. 
Finally, his friend went over to his flat and 
fists were flying everywhere, which lead to 
one of them using the kitchen knife. By the 
end of the scuffle one suffered over 100 
injuries, and eventually died. 

D
istractions - the kind of force that 
aims to blindside your mind and ruin 
your focus, forcing you to make critical 
mistakes that will haunt you for life. 

It comes in many forms but the worst ones are 
usually small and portable: your smart device. 
Consider this as a warning to fellow wannabe-
survivors. For instance, ABC news had reported 
on how five cheerleaders in a small car got into 
a terrible accident after their graduation. This 
is all because a tractor trailer driver had been 
distracted with his text messaging. And before he 
even realised it, he ploughed through the girls. It’s 
unfortunate that none of the girls made it. 

If this is a common accident, then here’s 
another that involves not even using the 
mobilephone. A man in Austria had his own car run 
over him. How in Thor’s Thunder did this happen 
when he happen to be alone? Let’s just say this 
unfortunate man left his phone inside his house 
as he started his car. Charmed by his phone, he 
went inside his house to get it. As he steps out he 
saw his car rolling down the driveway. His mind 
succumbed to the evil phone making him throw 
himself at the car to stop it. The result was a series 
of broken limbs. If only he just ignored the need to 
carry his phone around...

f fof force thatforce that 
d dd and ruinand ruin 

c iti lcriticalcritical

File #000352: The Mild Case Of Autocorrect
Advise: If autocorrect ever 
happens, you know you 
are in for the worst ride 
of your life. Check what 
you write 2806720 times 
before you send it over. 

File #000666: A Little Diversion

Advice: It is best to keep 
these little devils inside a 
box, preferably air tight, to 
prevent any form of mind 
corruption. Magneto’s 
helmet would be of great 
help...maybe.
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File #001836: 
Oblivion’s 
Inferno

F
inish using your awesome notebook after 
long hours of gaming? Great! Wait, what is 
that dark patch on your thighs? There seems 
to be a discolouration on your skin. I am 

definitely staying away from you because you have 
been marked by the Evil Lords of Technology. Or in this 
case, scientists called it Toasted Skin Syndrome. Right... 
This is the same “toast” used on bread, except it is on 
your leg. A long-term exposure to infrared radiation 
in the form of heat like this may turn to skin cancer in 
the future. Good luck on that soldier!

If having different skin colour tone is not an issue, 
how about real burnt skin? Borneo Post reported that 
in Sarawak, a man had to be airlifted to hospital after 
getting third degree burns involving an overheated 
laptop. The poor soul left his notebook powered up on 
his mattress. And guess what that piece of technology 
decided to do? It overheated while setting the mattress 
and bed on fire. Unfortunately for him, in his attempt 
to extinguish the fire, he suffered burns on many parts 
of his body. 

Advice: Use these 
notebooks only in snowy 
places like Greenland. 
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File #004627: 
Cluster Bomb

I
t seems that building an Improvised Exploding 
Device (IED) is not necessary because every store 
is selling at least one potentially explosive gadget. 
Don’t believe me? Just down below at Australia, the 

Herald Sun received details about another smartphone 
exploding while in use. Nothing too big or fancy but 
that did the damage. The man who ended a call almost 
ended his life after he heard a loud “pop” sound. Blood 
started trickling down his face and upon being rushed 
to the hospital he received four stitches for particular 
mishap. This survivor is lucky that no shrapnel was 
found inside his brain.

If a single pop doesn’t sound that scary, how about 
something that went off like a bunch of firecrackers? 
In a Japanese conference, a notebook burst into flames. 
The Inquirer shared that a witness saw the device 
“explode several times for more than five minutes.” 
Nice try crud metal because all the people there 
manage to foil your plan and escape unharmed. But 
wait a minute, how many electronic devices out there 
are terrorising people? Oh no, it’s too late...

Someone already died from this sort of incident. A 
man from India was found dead with serious injuries 
to his right ear, neck and shoulders. I kid you not when 
I say a feature phone caused these major injuries on 
this poor fellow. The evidence: his body had been found 
with the remains of the destroyed phone and battery. 

Advice: Collect enough 
money to get yourself a 
bomb suit if you are insane 
enough to handle these 
explosive gadgets. 

ody.ody. 

und inside his brainrain.
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W
hen they say television is bad for 
the kids, they really mean it. Just in 
November last year, a 32-inch tube 
TV fell on a 6-year-old boy. According 

to the Chicago Tribune, the boy’s aunt was unable to 
get it off because it was too heavy. Sad to say the boy 
died while being pinned under the TV as rescue teams 
rushed over. It is no magic that TV made entertainment 
and information within reach but this type of evil 
sorcery befalling on a kid is just too much.

If that is not enough to convince you that TVs are 
the modern reincarnation of Big Foot, then here is 
another one. A 4-year-old girl who is playing on her 
own over the weekend had a large TV fell off a table 
and land on her. According to CBS, the incident, which 
occurred in January 2012, had her skull was severely 
crushed and case a massive bruise on the bridge of her 
nose. The girl didn’t survive.

Here’s a twist: the falling notebook. It all started 
with a couple fighting when the boy in the relationship 
had been spending all his time playing games and 
ignoring his other half. The fight got so severe that 
all the rage built up in the girl caused her to take 
the boy’s notebook and toss it out the window from 
their 14th floor apartment unit. Remember, this is not 
the sad news of a boy losing his gaming notebook 
but what happened later. A man died that day as the 
notebook that left the apartment via air landed on 
his head and crushed his skull - definitely not a pretty 
sight. The cursed notebook took the man’s life and 
couple’s love away.

Advice: Unless you 
developed super powers, 
stay away from high 
buildings and learn to live 
without the presence of 
television.

File #014965: 
Electric 
Mayhem

A
ttractions are always good but not when 
you get an accidental jolt from the electrical 
current mains. Those living in the Stone Age 
have it great; however, with easy access 

to tonnes of the horror-like electronic devices, your 
chances are increased by thousand folds. Back in 
India, a ghastly scene happened to a woman who was 
talking on the phone while it is being charged. Feeling 
a bit naughty, the phone decided to extract a lot more 
power from the socket and electrocuted the woman to 
her death. Terrible prank, phone...

Staying plugged in is always a bad idea. Take one 
news story from The New Paper. A man fell asleep 
while charging his notebook with his earphones on. 
The notebook conveniently decided to short-circuit 
and literally fry the man’s brains out. All that’s left is a 
partially charred notebook and a burnt power supply 
cord...abstractly smirking. 

If you think that staying away from power sockets 
and cable lines are the solution, think again. These 
dastardly gadgets will also turn Mother Nature against 
you. In our own country, a sales executive got struck 
by lightning while talking on his mobile phone. After 
waiting for a storm to pass, he walked to his car and 
decided to make a phone call. Little did he know that 
his own phone would betray him by summoning a bolt 
from the sky flinging him several meters away. Suffice 
to say, he didn’t make it. 

Advice: Build a time 
machine, travel back in 
time to where there are no 
electronic devices and stay 
there.

COVER STORY

File #006605: 
Death By Falling Screens
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Until We Meet Again

F
ellow wannabe-survivors, what you were reading just now are just a few 
warnings before Halloween approaches. Noticed that all of those were 
just “freak” incidents? I haven’t even cover the topic of human sabotage 
and many others. By nature, you can tell how wicked all those things are 

and yet you are using them freely. I bet you have at least one electronic device 
beside you right now. 

Quickly toss all of those away because it just takes one wrong move and 
you're dead. Seriously folks, with so many casualties revolving around your tech 
gadgets, why are you still keeping them? 

With that said, it will be my final warning. Drop everything and start storing 
proper supplies until the end of this month. Stay put, lock all doors and get rid 
of everything electrical. Whether or not you believe such TRUE stories, it is up to 
you but don’t start crawling to my safe house because I will not open the door 
for you. It’s every man and woman for themselves. There is no refugees’ haven. 

This writer is signing out...
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What’s With All The iPhone 5 Hate?
Since the launch of Apple’s iPhone 5, there have been lacklustre 
celebrations all around. What’s going on?
BY MICHAEL KWAN

I don’t get the whole iPhone 5 hate, really. So Apple fell flat against the hype 
and rumours and yada yada, big deal. Blame Steve for setting the bar so high 
for gadgets worldwide that his successor can’t even keep up. So Apple is now 
reduced from “greatest thing ever” status to “one of the best smartphones 

around” status.

Hey, the iPhone 5 is still a pretty sweet 
phone; it’s faster, thinner, lighter, 
has widescreen, LTE AND has the 
ultramassive App Store behind it. After 
all, that’s what we all want, don’t we? 
Awesome quality apps that almost 
never make it to Android? No? Okay, 
maybe it’s just me.

As an Android user with root, 
custom ROMs, and a tonne of apps, 
it still sucks that the best looking and 
functioning apps ALWAYS gets to be 
on the iOS first and would most likely 
never get developed for Android. Why? 
It makes sense for developers, really.

I quote from Why Apple iOS, and 
not Android, is developers’ favourite 
(bit.ly/OBRGnx):
....take GameHouse, a maker of games 
such as “Doodle Jump” and “NCIS the 

Game.” It makes three to four times 
more revenue on an iOS title than on an 
Android game, explains Ken Murphy, a 
Vice President of GameHouse, which is 
part of RealNetworks Inc.

....it’s also not as easy to charge Android 
users for apps as it is on Apple devices. 
With iPhones and iPads, owners’ credit- 
card accounts are already stored on 
iTunes, which makes app purchases 
simple. According to Peter Farago, 
Vice President of Marketing at San 
Francisco-based Flurry, Android doesn’t 
have the same mechanism for all its 
users. “Consumers are more trained to 
get free things on Android,” he notes.

....“Developers can make more money 
on iOS,” Farago adds.
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Also, a report from Localytics
(bit.ly/LzJ1QX) shows that iOS apps 
are used way more than Android 
apps. So it makes sense for developers 
to continue making apps for iOS over 
Android, and since I am an Android 
user, that is really frustrating. It’s 
the same reason why people use 
Windows over Mac and why Nokia 
is losing so badly, even if it has 
awesome hardware and UI. Of course, 
that’s another argument for another 
day.

The bottomline for me as a non-
fanboy either ways would be this: a 
smartphone is a piece of hardware. 
If it’s smooth and fast and has great 
UI then that’s good enough, right? 
And if I have quality apps to choose 
from (regardless whether I buy or 
otherwise), hey that’s the dealmaker 
right there.

If only that is the case. Apparently, 
fanboys just have too much pride to 
get along with the other team. 
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Digitally Aware 
Show-Stopper
Moving onto the digital realm 
seems to be the next natural thing 
for local theatre and film star Sofea 
Jane. She shares her experience 
with the changes she experienced.
BY SHARIL ABDUL RAHMAN

talk
celebt.tech

Datin Sofea Jane Hisham has been in the local entertainment industry for 
quite some time. With works ranging from TV appearances all the way to 
theatre stage performances, she has been a staple of the local Malaysian 

art scene for most of her life. She admits of having to pen her thoughts on pen and 
paper first before trying to turn it into digital information on the desktop computer 
or her iPad. Now she is on Twitter via the handle @MemHanyut, and this is a recent 
thing for her. We sat down with her to talk about her work life, family and her 
gadgets.

some works. I started off by doing extra 
bits in her drama, which then lead to 
her introducing me to Aziz M. Osman. I 
then started to do extra bits for his films 
such as Mira Edora and some others 
that he had been working on at that 
time. I then realised that I like to act 
very much. The rest is history - I never 
looked back ever since.

PC.com: How long have you 
been in the industry?
23 years. 

PC.com: What is the biggest 
difference you see from 
when you first started off 
and now?
Back then it has always been a small 
industry. The only difference I believe is 
that there is plenty of drama work now. 
While the amount is no lesser back then, 
the number of chances to be in a movie 
and theatre - which is my favourite - is 
smaller. Perhaps there are only 10 - 15 
chances in a year to be part of a film 
production. Now they are churning 
out a hundred over films every year so 

PC.com: Can you start off 
by sharing with us your 
background on what made 
you want to start acting?
I always know that I wanted to go 
into the art world but yet unsure on 
which path to take. In school I was 
predominantly shy and my mother was 
actually the one to push me to try out 
the art events happening in school. 
Events such as plays, singing in my 
nasyid group made me stand out in the 
spotlight, putting me out there in front 
of people to build my confidence up. 
Then I realized that I like doing what 
I did and after I reached Form 5, I’ve 
started to do some TV commercials and 
modelling works for teenage magazines 
of that era - Remaja and so on. Even 
then I wasn’t really sure what I wanted 
to do because I did not want to waste 
my parent’s money and my time to 
pursue something that will not benefit 
me in the long run. 

It so happens that I happen to 
know a good friend of Melissa Saila 
and, at that point, she has set up her 
production house and had produced 
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opportunities to works are plentiful, which means I end 
up becoming busier. 

The downside of that is that people work too fast, 
so the quality of the end product may not be the best 
that one can create. Scenes where scripts are being 
revised on the day it is supposed to be shot are more 
common. It doesn’t give people chance to breathe 
between jobs. The creative process is stunted a bit, 
which, coming from me who is from the old school, 
is kind of disturbing. Even so, I think I need to adapt 
myself to fit to this environment to make it today.

PC.com: Do you think that it is because 
of this the production quality of films 
are going up or going down?
We have a huge pool of talent in Malaysia currently. 
Even so the levels of technical skills of actors can be 
higher. I feel that steps needs to be taken to strengthen 
the skills of the local guys so that the Malaysian name 
can shine brighter at the world stage and be as good 
as other Asian countries around the region.

We need to showcase to the world what we can 
offer and, at the same time, show to the world what 
we can be.

I always believe that collaboration is a wonderful 
thing as we will acquire knowledge when we work 
with other countries in the region and around the 
world. 

PC.com: What else do we need to do to 
lift Malaysia to higher standings?
We have to recognise the unsung heroes of the 
industry who have acknowledge their urge to do more 
than just deal with whatever we have and go beyond 
what they are doing right now. This is why they are 
now working with US companies such as Pixar and 
movie studios rather than just doing work for local 
production houses. I think we need to look towards 
that direction. Indeed, the biggest thing that bothers 
me is when people say that “We can’t be as good as 
Hollywood”. Why not? Why do we always think that 
we can’t do what other people can do?  I feel that we 
need to change this mind-set. 

We need to have the same focus and same vision 
as Hollywood / Bollywood so Malaysian production 
can be out there among the best. We have good talent, 
good script writers, and good production teams. All 
we need is that we need to change our mind-set to 
make it. We also need variety in what we see here in 
Malaysia. The audience are ready for something new 
and fresh apart from the cliché we have at cinemas 
today - why not the film makers? 

PC.com: Which part of technology will 
change the landscape of the local film 
industry?
That would be Social Media. The new and upcoming 
local movie directors nowadays use tools such as 
twitter to promote their small-scale production which 
before, on mainstream media, may only garner a 
handful of people coming to watch their production. 
Now with social media, the showings are always full 
house. This is all thanks to social media. It is an easy 
way to advertise their works and make their break in 
the local scene. It is the new word of mouth marketing. 

PC.com: For the time you have been 
acting locally, any particular character 
that is very memorable to you?
That would be my role as Zaleha from the movie 
‘Perempuan, Isteri Dan…’ which my had been my first 
major film with UWei Haji Saari. At that point the 

movie became somewhat of a revolution as UWei just 
came back from New York, fresh with ideas on what he 
wanted to do. It was the norm back then and when the 
actors read the script, we knew it is something new and 
exciting. 

Until today, when someone mentions the name ‘Sofea 
Jane’ I seem to always be associated to Zaleha from the 
movie.

PC.com: You recently entered the world of 
Twitter, can you tell us why did you join?
I started off on Facebook, which had been something my 
husband helped me to get off the ground. The idea here 
is to basically get in touch with my old school friends. It 
is amazing that when I used Facebook, everybody seemed 
to have found me. I found it to be a great tool to keep in 
touch with all my old friends and as a one-stop-location 
without the hassle of setting up different avenues for 
people to contact me. 

When it came to Twitter, it is more to discover 
many works in theatre or small films that don’t usually 
get publicised in the papers. It’s instead announced 
via twitter. For me it is like “Hey, I am not in the loop. I 
should get on twitter to be in touch with the work.” 

Initially I had been wary about twitter as I want to 
find out what is happening out there, instead of people 
following me. This is why I did not advertise my name on 
my twitter handle. Then when people found out it is me 
behind the Twitter handle, many started following me. 
It is now becoming an avenue for me to discover new 
people as I use it to put myself out there to discover the 
new things that are happening around me.

PC.com: How do you access Twitter?
I usually use my iPhone as I am always connected to 
the web with my mobilephone since it gives me instant 
access to my work - email, internet browsing and so on, 
all through my phone. I don’t have a laptop as yet but I do 
have my iPad. It’s just that I’m not comfortable bringing it 
around. I rather do everything on my phone.

PC.com: Why did you get the iPad instead 
of a laptop?
The iPad is much simpler to use. While I may take 5 steps 
to log into the internet on the laptop, it will take me only 
two or three steps on the iPad, which will make my life 
easier as I can get to the information I need that much 
faster. 

PC.com: What’s next for Sofea Jane?
My next film will be Hanyut, from UWei again. The movie 
is a collaboration with many teams from all over the 
world, including Indonesia and Poland. I also just did 
a tele-movie with Shiela Ruslie. It is a comedy, which 
is new territory for me as I have always been doing 
dramatic work before. In fact, I am more inclined to 
drama than the other genres. 

I am still looking out for stories and collaborations as 
I think that is the way for us to grow - to share ideas and 
techniques.
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utsourcing functions is one of the 
more popular ways for enterprise 
entities to cut costs while allowing 
themselves to focus their efforts on 
improving their business operations 

and bottomline. Understanding the needs of businesses 
today, Hewlett-Packard (HP) has been working on 
introducing new services that provide the best possible 
solutions for its clients. The innovations that HP is 
developing now are suppose to provide its customers 
with advance IT infrastructure and enhanced support 
that can, and will, help, retain a competitive edge in 
current times.

Rishe Ramasamy, Director of ITO Global Delivery 
Best Shore Malaysia, HP Enterprise Services, reveals 
HP’s current efforts of providing best practices that 
its clients from all over would want to adopt for their 
operations. Working with many key players across 
many industries give HP the necessary insights it 
needed to provide such services. 

“Outsourcing itself has been expanding 
rapidly, with recent IDC numbers forecasting that 
Infrastructure Outsourcing will grow by 22-percent 
in the next four years. This growth will be spurred by 
the Asia Pacific-Japan region (APJ). The practice of 
outsourcing generally looks towards utilising talent 
and managing infrastructure in developing countries to 
support the larger corporations in the Western world,” 
Rishe adds.

Engaging such talent and infrastructure also helps 
large corporations break into recently emerged markets 
in China and India as it allows them to generate 
insights into a diverse business culture. This gives them 
the necessary knowledge they need to gain easier entry 
into these new markets.

Operational Outsourcing
It is not only corporations that look to outsource their 
functions. As operational costs rise, some governments 
are flirting with the idea of outsourcing non-vital 
operations to private firms. These operations will not 
be of an importance to national security, rather they 
will be to leverage the economies of scale afforded by 
engaging a private company. 

O

HP Outsources In The APJ  
Technology provider uses Malaysia as centre for outsourcing efforts.
BY FARHAN GAZI

Rishe could not disclose which countries had 
entered into talks with HP, but hinted that it would 
only be for civil service automation.

HP had chose Malaysia as one of the six hubs 
for their IT Outsourcing Global Delivery (ITO) 
service due to presence of the country’s top class 
network infrastructure. This allows them to be 
able to support all their possible regions around 
the clock. The strategic location of the country 
in the centre of the Asia Pacific-Japan region 
also works to serve the large amount of foreign 

direct investment entering the economic area; 
particularly from the United States and European 
Union. 

It also helps that Malaysia has a diverse range 
of local talent that is familiar with the many 
customs and business cultures of the world. 
Coupled with superior cost margins, these elements 
push Malaysia as the location of choice for 
corporations looking to outsource their functions. 
All this falls into HP’s plan to make its ITO services 
as a one stop place for outsourcing technologies.
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nterprises are seeing a clear and 
deliberate shift from the PC era to the 
cloud era. While the cloud represents 
a new way for IT to deliver - and end 
users to consume - IT applications and 

services, this transition also represents a significant 
change in how applications, services and systems are 
defined. 

The move to cloud computing is perhaps the most 
important technology disruption since the transition 
from mainframe to client-server. Indeed, it is the one 
change that will define the next generation of IT.

As it is, the movement towards cloud computing 
has been in play for the last decade. Even so, there 
continues to be a lot of (mis)information in the 
marketplace about the cloud. It is thus difficult for 
organisations to figure out what is real and what is 
not to help them develop a successful cloud strategy 
or simply learn about technologies that have been 
specifically designed and purpose-built to meet  this 
dramatic shift in technology. While it is critical to know 
what the cloud is, it is just as important to understand 
what the cloud is not.

1. CLOUD IS NOT A PLACE. People often talk about 
moving to the cloud as if they were moving to another 
city. However, the cloud is not a place. In fact, the 
cloud can be anywhere, in your data centre or someone 
else’s. Organisations that believe they are moving to a 
strategy that leaves legacy apps and systems behind 
are in for a rude awakening. The single most important 
way for businesses to prepare themselves for the cloud 
is to understand that the cloud is a more agile, efficient 
and cost-effective way of delivering, consuming and 
adopting IT services. By looking at the cloud holistically, 

organisations can optimise its benefits for their 
budgets, privacy needs, geographies and work flow.

2. CLOUD IS NOT SERVER VIRTUALISATION. Despite 
what many believe, the cloud is not the same as 
next-generation server virtualisation. It is not true 
that by virtualising your data centre, a private cloud is 
created. On the contrary, that is a gross exaggeration 
of a description for cloud. There are some fairly 
stark differences between a server virtualisation 
environment and true cloud architecture. The former 
is a technique that allows you to run more than one 
hardware platform, operating system, storage or 
network resource on the same hardware. The latter, 
meanwhile, is the delivery of computing as a service 
rather than a product, whereby shared resources, 
software, and information are provided to computers 
and other devices as a metered service over a network. 
While virtualisation can be an important ingredient 
of the cloud, it is not always a requirement. Google, 
for example, deployed a cloud architecture that does 
not use server virtualisation. Instead, a bare metal 
infrastructure is used.

3. CLOUD IS NOT AN ISLAND. The debate on public 
clouds versus private clouds continues till today and 
it may feel as if enterprises must make a wholesale 
decision on which way to go. But the cloud is not an 
island, it is not a place where one puts all of one’s IT 
services and then loses all interconnectivity and access. 
The right cloud strategy is one that enables you to have 
a hybrid approach with the ability to easily connect 
private and public clouds.  With companies now 
purchasing cloud services from industry leaders despite 
already having their own cloud solution shows that the 

market is moving towards a more open, interoperable 
multi-cloud environment.

4. CLOUD IS NOT TOP-DOWN. The cloud has up-
ended the traditional IT approach to delivering services. 
With specific needs to get to market quickly, functional 
business leaders are consuming cloud services to avoid 
traditional IT processes. Additionally, end users are 
also able to gain instant access to infinite pools of IT 
resources to help test out a new idea, get their job 
done or even become more agile in their daily work.

With consumerisation of IT driving this new 
movement, more often than not, users are already 
on the cloud and C-level offices are just now trying 
to catch up. Those that embrace this move, sooner 
rather than later, will learn how to use the cloud as a 
strategic weapon before their competitors do. In fact, 
the cloud is a bottoms-up phenomenon.

5. CLOUD IS NOT HYPE.  As mentioned at the start, 
(mis)information may have slowed the progression and 
adoption of the cloud for some organisations. There 
are many businesses as well as individuals who are still 
sceptical of the cloud and believe that it is something 
that is very far off into the future. The reality is that 
the cloud is ready now.

Companies considering a move towards the cloud 
should take every opportunity to learn from others who 
have already built highly scalable, successful clouds. 
Built correctly, cloud computing can deliver higher 
efficiency, limitless scalability and faster deployment 
of new services to the end-user, giving them the ability 
to compete with established cloud services, such as 
Amazon.

E

Top Five Things The Cloud Is Not  
Cloud computing has generated a lot of misconceptions. Listed here 
are the top most wrongly described roles of the cloud. 

BY YAJ MALIK

AREA VICE PRESIDENT, 
ASEAN, CITRIX
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he latest Gartner CIO Survey revealed 
a number of telling signs of change 
for the IT industry as analysts from 
the research firm reveal that four 
rapidly developing technology 

trends will eventually wreak havoc across industries 
around the globe. Many businesses have already 
acknowledged it and are moving to address these 
challenges before they come into effect.

The four - social, mobile, cloud and information - 
are currently affecting the IT industry on many levels. 
In fact, these four, also collectively called the Nexus 
of Forces, are integrating rapidly as well. As a result, 
they are forcing radical changes onto how businesses 
operate, interact and engage with technology.

“Business models are now being heavily 
influenced by this Nexus of Forces, which means they 
cannot take the risk of being a laggard. If they don’t 
buck up, they’ll definitely loose out,” says Linda Price, 
Group Vice President, Gartner Executive Programmes.

In fact, some industries are struggling to cope 
with the impact that these four trends have brought 
about. This includes the retail and media sectors, two 
specific industries that have been adversely affected 
with the changes that the Nexus of Forces have 

caused. Even the financial services, transportation, 
and public services sectors are struggling to adapt 
to the changes but they are not as worse off as the 
former two.

As these four market forces quickly alter 
business processes the world over, organisations are 
expected to invest billions in funds to transform their 
operational processes so they can be ready for the 
coming innovations that these trends are expected 
to nurture. That is why the business and technology 
priorities of many CIOs the world over are now very 
much aligned with each other. 

“CIOs now have a proper role to ensure business 
goals are directly linked to the technology objectives 
of a company. As their role become increasingly 
important, so too does their responsibilities in 
making decisions and guiding the Board. They are 
no longer babysitters of company hardware. Instead, 
they are now stewards of information,” adds Dale 
Kutnick, Senior Vice President of Gartner’s Executive 
Programmes.

As the role of a CIO become more involve with 
the business, as it rightfully should, some of the top 
concerns that must be focused on, as the Gartner CIO 
Survey reveals, should include the following:

bizt.tech

Gartner: 
Change is 
Inevitable
With the current 

IT trends are 

transforming the 

business landscape 

rapidly, businesses 

have to be more than 

ready to adapt to 

change
BY VICTOR YAP

T

Price: Business models 
are now being heavily 
influenced by this 
Nexus of Forces.

 growing the business
 attracting and retaining customers
 reducing operational costs
 creating new products and services
 improving business analytics and intelligence
 developing new mobile technologies
 enhancing cloud computing services

“Such areas of focus are no longer confined to 
specific geographical zones as the issues the CIOs of 
Asia are raising seem to be very tightly aligned with 
the CIOs of the West. This shows globalisation is really 
impacting businesses worldwide,” Price notes. 

Beyond the top concerns of CIOs, the Gartner 
survey also revealed the top challenges CIOs in Asia 
face are very much like the ones that are hindering 
the CIOs the world over. This includes IT budget cuts 
and tighter resource management, governance and 
compliance to market regulation, and overall security.

“The Nexus of Forces and the issues that CIOs now 
face at hand make it very clear that they are needed 
now more than ever to provide real-time decision 
making actions. Innovations like social networks, 
mobility and “bring-your-own-device” will completely 
change how businesses operate. The CIO has to ensure 
that the company he is working for is ready to accept 
change and move with the flow of things,” Kutnick 
notes.

Kutnick: CIOs are now 
stewards of information.
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Leaders Need Digital Literacy
CIO Study shows that low digital literacy amongst Malaysian business 

leaders may hamper business growth.
BY CALVIN KHONG

ased on what CA Technologies’ new 
global ‘The Future Role of the CIO; 
Digital Literacy’ report had to say, the 
company wants business leaders to 
embrace the value of technology. The 

study reveals that 93-percent of the Malaysian CIOs 
interviewed believe a lack of digital literacy amongst 
senior executives can hamper business growth. 

A total of nine Asian markets are involved in 
the global survey, including Australia, China, Hong 
Kong, India, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan and 
Thailand.

“Business leaders from all over Asia today 
have largely accepted that IT has a role to play in 
enhancing the competitiveness of businesses. For IT 
to be truly transformational to businesses, leaders 
need to elevate the role of CIOs to be more strategic 
than operational,” says Zulklifi Md. Ghairi, Country 
Manager, CA IT Infrastructure Solutions Sdn Bhd.

The report also notes that only 7-percent 
of Malaysian CIOs in the study feel that their 
management fully understands the capabilities and 
impact of new and emerging technologies. This is less 
than half as the 20-percent in Asian markets who feel 
the same way.

It seems that even if business leaders are digitally 
illiterate, they do know the role of technology in their 
organisations. One of the CIOs’ fears is having no 
senior-level digital illiteracy will cause a lack of market 
responsiveness, missed business and investment 
opportunities, poor competitiveness and slower time 
to market. 

Additionally, 40-percent of the respondents from 
Malaysia feel that their organisations are not fully 
using IT to grow their businesses. Because of this, most 
workers think their respective companies have already 
missed business opportunities. They also have cited the 
lack of responsiveness as an area that is impacted by 

the low level of digital literacy within the management 
team.

 “A lot of organisations just wouldn't be able to 
survive for very long without their IT systems. CIOs are 
transitioning into the role of brokers of IT services as 
they will also be the decision makers when it comes 
to dealing with the IT architecture of the enterprise, 
innovation with IT, compliance and policies. This means 
they will have closer involvement with their business 
managers and have to work towards realising the value 
of their digital strategies," says Joe Peppard, Director of 
the Information Systems Research Centre at Cranfield 
School of Management.

In fact one of Peppard’s beliefs is that by adopting 
this method, both the IT organisation and the CIO 
role will evolve and move into areas that will include 
discussions of new business growths as well as 
educating executives about how they can drive the 
business forward through IT innovation.

(From left) 
Pierre-Francois 
(PF) Vilquin, Chief 
Technology Officer 
for Asia South, CA 
Technologies; Nutapone 
Apiluktoyanunt, 
Country Manager for 
Malaysia and Thailand 
CA Technologies; 
Stephen Miles, Vice 
President of Service 
Assurance for Asia 
Pacific and Japan, 
CA Technologies; and 
Zulkifli had taken the 
opportunity to share 
their views at the CA 
Expo that took place 
in KL. 
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Capacity Efficiency: 
Create Sustainable 
Storage and Mitigate 
Rising Costs   
According to HDS, the future of information 

management is wholly dependent on new 

storage management systems.

ver the past few decades, rapid 
advancements in disk drive technology 
have created a year-over-year price 
erosion of about 10- to 15-percent 
in disk media costs. The affordable 

pricing certainly made it easier for many enterprises to 
buy new disks rather than maintain old ones. 

However, due to manufacturing and supply 
shortages following the catastrophic floods in Thailand 
last year, hard disk prices have now increased for 
the first time ever - by as much as 5- to 15-percent. 
Gartner predicts that disk prices will continue to 
increase his year (even higher to 20-percent) and IDC 
anticipates the shortage will continue to affect the 
industry into 2013. 

Whether this price surge is just a short-term 
anomaly or a long-term reality as manufacturers 
rebuild their production facilities and invest in next-
generation disk technologies, one thing is for certain: it 
is creating new cost burdens for data centres. 

Indeed, even when disk prices were going down, IT 
managers faced a long list of cost challenges due to 
the rapid growth of data and the need to acquire new 
storage devices. They also had to constantly struggle 
to maintain rapidly-increasing storage islands made 
up of multi-vendor hardware and software, control the 
demands for expanding floor space as well as reduce 
power and cooling costs. 

Capitalise Storage Assets 
Although storage costs are spiralling upwards for many 
organisations, it’s an interesting fact that the scale 
of company’s storage, often than not, doesn’t match 

its actual consumption. In most cases, businesses use 
only 30-percent of their storage capacity while the 
remaining amount idly sits in there and does nothing. 
What are the implications of this phenomenon? For a 
start, it means there’s still plenty of room for growth 
and resource utilisation in existing storage capacity.

More importantly, it means the organisation 
needn’t suffer from rising prices. Instead of acquiring 
expensive new media, they can instead focus on 
capitalising their existing storage assets to enhance 
storage utilization, enable higher Capacity Efficiency 
(CE) and achieve a lower Total Cost of Ownership 
(TCO). 

Achieve Better CE 
To generate a high level of CE requires maximising 
storage in two key aspects: allocation efficiency 
and utilisation efficiency. The former involves 
eliminating the waste of over-allocation, while the 
latter is about using the available storage space in an 
efficient manner, so as to reduce costs and increase 
performance and availability.

Intuitive Allocation
The over-allocation of disk resources is a common 
practice for many IT personnel. They usually allocate 
capacity beyond users’ requests and keep 10 to 15 
copies of all stored data in order to ensure server 
storage level do not unexpectedly run out. However, 
this over-allocation can be eliminated by using thin 
provisioning, where you provide virtual space for the 
requested allocation and only provision the capacity 
that is being used. This approach also helps to support 

O
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BY JOHNSON KHOO

MANAGING DIRECTOR, HITACHI 
DATA SYSTEMS SDN BHD

the APIs for file systems, like VMFS and Symantec 
types, where it can notify the storage system when 
files are deleted and re-assign the given allocation 
elsewhere. By eliminating that section unused space, 
the capacity and time needed to make copies are 
reduced. Reduction of copies can be made with copy-
on-write so that only the new changes are replicated. 

Better Utilisation
Placement of data should be based on the appropriate 
tier of storage, frequency of access, business values 
and the cost to purchase storage space. This can be 
achieved by using an automated tier system that 
operates on policies that are triggered by specific times 
or events. There are two types of data automations, 
namely volume level and page level. However, 
utilisation efficiency can only be achieved by putting 
data on the “page level”. This is because volume level 
tier-ing needs to move the whole volume in all the 
tiers, which requires significantly more space. Page 
level tier-ing, meanwhile, focus on only moving around 
hot pages around tiers, thus occupying only about 5-  
to 10-percent of the total volume. 

Tweaked Storage Virtualisation
By far the most important solution to enable CE is the 
deployment and management of virtualised storage. It 
extends storage efficiency tools like automated tier-ing 
and thin provisioning to existing storage systems that 
do not have those capabilities. 

With storage virtualisation, you can consolidate 
all data types - files, content and block storage, for 
both structured and unstructured data - from internal, 
external and multivendor storage onto a single storage 
platform. As all storage assets become a single pool of 

resources, the automated functions are amplified to 
the entire storage infrastructure. This makes it easy to 
reclaim capacity and maximise utilisation, and even 
re-purpose existing assets to extend usage. In doing 
so, it significantly enhances your IT agility and capacity 
efficiency to meet unstructured data growth. 

Storage virtualisation also offers the benefit 
of competitive, multi-vendor storage purchasing 
strategies. With the freedom to move into a virtualised 
environment, external storage effectively will become 
a commoditised product. This will allow businesses 
to design different price-range storage systems for 
different tiers of storage, giving them the maximum 
return on their investments as well as granting them 
the ability to choose the lowest bid where appropriate. 
More competitive-priced media can also be assigned 
on mid- and low-tier storage while the high-end disk 
is used for high-tier storage.

Having gained such abilities, organisations no 
longer need to worry about upcoming hard disk 
shortages and price increases. Ultimately, they can 
flexibly design their long-term storage purchasing 
strategies according to their specific needs and actual 
consumption patterns.

Independent Storage Control Console 
Maximises Performance with Lower 
Costs
To optimise storage performance with the highest 
efficiency, the ideal storage infrastructure needs to 
separate disk capacity with an independent storage 
controller. This is because dynamic page-level tier-ing 
requires the handling of more meta-data and, as  such, 
needing higher processing power within the storage 
system. By implementing separate pools of processors 

to support this expanding function, the efficiency of 
data mobility can be maximised without impacting the 
basic I/O performance and throughput. 

Another advantage of separating disk capacity 
from the storage system controllers is the freedom 
it creates to manage storage media. Disk capacity 
no longer needs to be refreshed at the same pace as 
the storage system controllers, which are normally 
kept current with systems technologies on a three-
year cycle. Thus, businesses can prolong the life of 
existing disk capacity on a five- to seven-year cycle, 
which can be done according to their specific needs. 
Since storage media still accounts for the bulk cost 
of a new storage system, this longer depreciation 
cycle will significantly reduce capital costs. 
Additionally, oxrganisations can enjoy multi-vendor 
purchasing strategies for external storage, thus 
getting much more competitive prices on mid- and 
low-tier storage. 

Storage Infrastructure Maximises CE 
with Minimised Spending
Rather than buying additional disks to tackle Big 
Data in this period of rising storage costs, IT decision 
makers should choose more cost-efficient alternatives 
to maximise capacity efficiency with storage 
virtualisation. The right storage solution will help 
to simplify infrastructure, ensure Quality of Service, 
reduce risk, and align the right storage tier to the right 
application thereby reducing operation and capital 
expenditures.

It is now critical that companies not only free up 
the capacity they need today from existing storage 
assets but also position their business for sustainable 
growth long into the future. 
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To Breach 
Security 
Boundaries
WatchGuard, originally a 

security hardware vendor, sets 

its focus on the virtualised space 

with best-of-breed platform.
BY VICTOR YAP

Wang: Mega trends that 
the cloud has spurred, 
such as mobility, big 
data, cloud services, 
bring-your-own-
device, and the like 
are changing the IT 
ecosystem.
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ecurity can no longer be just a box 
anymore with the IT environment now 
being an extremely fast changing 
environment. It has to be mix-match 
of solutions that is able to address 

the new challenges that cloud computing and 
virtualisation have brought out,” says Joe Wang, CEO 
of WatchGuard.

That and his believe in working together with a 
winner’s list of the security industry will ensure that 
such a best-of-breed concept can be conceived. This 
is how WatchGuard complements its network security 
solutions, which now consist of integrated network 
security services.

According to Wang, this journey started when 
WatchGuard - originally a firewall vendor - moved 

into the unified threat management space and started 
working with other data protection service providers 
to create a hardware and software based best-of-
breed solutions system. The goal is to develop a mixed 
security platform that can address the multi-faceted 
characteristics of current security threats that 
businesses now face.

“What we had in mind is to work with partners 
in the same industry who are the best in what 

they do - essentially winners - to produce the best 
protection suite imaginable. No one is the best in 
everything, hence why we prefer working closely with 
other vendors to provide this ‘best-of-breed’ security 
solution to our customers,” Wang notes.

Partners that WatchGuard is currently working 
with include Websense, AVG, Kaspersky, BroadWeb, 
Freescale, Commtouch, Intel, and Cavium, all of which 
provide a certain field expertise that can be leverage 
on to produce a security platform that is ubiquitous, 
robust, and omniscient. 

This concept of creating a multi-vendor security 
platform seems timely as current innovations in the IT 
industry has completely changed the way businesses 
process and manage their data and operation policies. 
Wang shares that WatchGuard, like other security 

providers, took notice of the changing trend and felt it 
appropriate to invest in virtualised security appliances 
as well as consider unified threat management 
systems so as to remain market relevant.

As WatchGuard has noted of the upcoming trends 
that cloud will bring about, its developers know 
that there will be a major impending change to how 
things are done. “Mega trends that the cloud has 
spurred, such as mobility, big data, cloud services, 

bring-your-own-device, and the like are changing 
the IT ecosystem and business environment rapidly. 
This is the primary reason we have worked to grow 
our portfolio beyond providing hardware solutions. 
Indeed, in the last two years we have placed major 
emphasis on virtualised security and enhanced 
information protection services that operate in virtual 
environments,” Wang shares.

The new apps and solutions that WatchGuard 
is currently offering are the results of its extensive 
research work and market observation. Wang believes 
that businesses will need such services as the IT 
industry will force many, if not all, to deploy new 
preventive, anti-intrusive, and counter-measure 
software platforms to deal with the new challenges 
that are looming over the proverbial horizon.

As with everything else that innovation and 
modernisation will affect, changes that are occurring 
now cannot be stopped and, as Wang mentions, 
“should have been expected.”

“It is unfortunate that many are still struggling to 
understand the concept of cloud services. It doesn’t 
help that most are now only grasping the idea of cloud 
computing and the potential opportunities as well as 
challenges it brings about. This also means changing 
work policies in regards to information protection 
and access management. In what WatchGuard has to 
offer, we believe in working in tandem with current 
security systems that are in place. In essence, our 
solutions sit on the layers and stacks within the 
virtualised environment. And thus, there is no need for 
organisations to strip out legacy systems to make way 
for the new data protection services,” he adds.

Businesses that are still trying to make sense 
of all these changes are those from the small- and 
medium-sized enterprise (SME) segment. Even if they 
did understand the need for data security, the problem 
also lies with the limited resources and space they 
operate and manage their operations within. Wang 
believes SMEs will need the physical environments to 
operate private cloud systems. Space limitations are 
always a primary issue for these organisations. 

Wang throws in something to consider as his 
concluding point: “SMEs, and even large enterprises 
- even those who are ready – have to embrace the 
current and upcoming trends that are expected to 
revolutionise the IT industry. That is the only way 
they can ever be ready for the more advance threats 
and avoid being caught in the trap of being reactive 
instead of being seen as proactive.”

S
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PRIZES

Contest

1 X BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVEE (75ML)
1 X LIMITED EDITION SKYFALL SILVER 
PLATED MONEY CLIP WORTH RM 100 
EACH
1 PAIR OF IN-SEASON PASSES

3 x Grand Prize
1 X LIMITED EDITION SKYFALL 
SWIVEL MINI USB FLASH DRIVE 
WORTH RM 250 EACH
1 PAIR OF IN-SEASON PASSES

3 x First Prize 

SKYFALL
In SKYFALL, follow James Bond’s (Daniel Craig) journey from London to the South China Sea 
as he gives M the pretext she needs to seek out Raoul Silva, a dangerous villain who claims a 
personal connec on to both of them. To complicate ma ers, Bond’s loyalty to M is severely 
tested as her past comes back to haunt her. Worse s ll, with MI6 coming under fire, 007 must 
track down and destroy the threat, no ma er the personal cost. 

MAIL YOUR ANSWERS IN BY 15 OCTOBER TO: 
Skyfall /PC.com Contest:
Reach Publishing, 15-3, Block F1, Dataran Prima, Jalan PJU1/42. 
47301, Petaling Jaya, Selangor

SKYFALL CONTEST

WIN EXCLUSIVE SKYFALL PRIZES BY ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS AND COMPLETE THE SLOGAN BELOW:

1. What is the name of the actor who plays James Bond?

2. What is the name of the organisa on 007 works for?

COMPLETE THE SLOGAN BELOW IN LESS THAN 20 WORDS:

            is the best James Bond because

Name:           IC Number: 

Address: 

Email:          Contact Number: 

RULES AND REGULATIONS
Participants may send in only one entry per name 
* Reach Publishing Sdn Bhd and Gala Entertainment Sdn Bhd employees and 
their immediate families are not eligible in this contest 
* Any decision about the winners is final 
* All prizes must be collected in person or by representatives 
* Participants must be 18 and above and non-Muslim 
* Entries must be submitted by 15th OCTOBER 2012
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Third Marks
The Spot
Going professional with

the Canon EOS 5D Mark 3
BY JOHN ISHII

might be a little late on the 
small review of the Canon 
5DMK3, but better late than 
never.

This model’s upgrade from 
the old 5DMK2 is huge. Indeed, this MK3 feels 
like a real pro camera in your hands. Its 22MP 
is more than enough to give you stunning 
images right out of the box. And Canon 
has also upgraded its ISO capabilities to a 
staggering 102,000 and included a 6-frames-
per-second burst mode to boot.

Since I took it out for a spin, I had been 
completely blown away with its features and 

effortless operation, so much so that I had 
been sorely tempted to consider purchasing 
one for myself. And when you slap on a nice 
Canon L lens - wow - you’re ready to take on 
the world with outstanding high res images! 

If you are considering an upgrade from 
your MK2, don’t hesitate! It’s worth every 
hard earned penny. If you’re a budding pro, 
this is your chance to have a tool that’s ready 
to take on any job that’s thrown at you, from 
weddings to even making movies. 

I’m convinced on this new Canon 5DMK3 - 
hmm I better start saving!

I

Camera: Canon EOS 5D Mark III
ISO: 160 

Focal Length: 190mm
Exposure Time: 1/320 seconds

F-stop: f/5
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Camera: Canon EOS 5D Mark III 
ISO: 6400 

Focal Length: 200mm
Exposure Time: 1/1000 seconds

F-stop: f/2.8
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Camera: Canon EOS 5D Mark III 
ISO: 250 
Focal Length: 70mm
Exposure Time: 1/100 seconds
F-stop: f/2.8

Camera: Canon EOS 5D Mark III 
ISO: 200 
Focal Length: 270mm
Exposure Time: 1/640 seconds
F-stop: f/5.6
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Camera: Canon EOS 5D Mark III 
ISO: 200 
Focal Length: 110mm
Exposure Time: 1/1600 seconds
F-stop: f/5.6

Camera: Canon EOS 5D Mark III
ISO: 160 

Focal Length: 190mm
Exposure Time: 1/400 seconds

F-stop: f/5
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Live Wallpaper: Wallpaper is a familiar concept to anyone who 
has ever customized the background on a computer or mobile phone. 
Android takes this feature one step further with live wallpapers, which 
feature rich animations and visualizations that bring home screens to 

life. Android devices come pre-loaded with a handful of live wallpapers, but you 
can download more in the Live Wallpaper category on Android Market.

TECH THE PROGRAMS, ROUTINES AND 
SYMBOLIC LANGUAGES THAT CONTROL THE FUNCTIONING 
OF THE HARDWARE AND DIRECT ITS OPERATIONS

101 IN UNIVERSITIES, SOMETIMES THE  
COURSE NUMBER OF BASIC OR ENTRY-LEVEL COURSEStecht101

NEW 
TO 
ICS? 

1

2

Widgets: Arguably the most distinguishing factor of Android 
is the presence of widgets on the homescreen. Widgets are 
simply windows, text boxes or other graphical elements that 
display information (weather, news feeds, sports scores, world 
times, etc). You can add them to any of your homescreens and 
drag and drop them to customize the look and feel of your 
Android phone. Android devices come pre-loaded with various 
stock widgets, but you can download more in the Widgets 
category on Android Market.

HERE ARE 5 
FEATURES 
YOU 
WON’T SEE 
ANYWHERE 
ELSE (WITH 
JELLYBEAN 
BEING THE 
EXCEPTION).

>>>>>

>>>>
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Face Unlock: This screen-
lock option lets you unlock 
your device with your face. It 
takes advantage of the device 
front-facing camera and state-

of-the-art facial recognition technology 
to register a face during setup and then 
to recognize it again when unlocking the 
device. Just hold your device in front of 
your face to unlock, or use a backup PIN 
or pattern.

Transform videos: In 
the Camera app, Live Effects 
is a collection of graphical 
transformations that spice up 
ordinary videos. For example, 

Silly Faces is a set of morphing effects that 
use state-of-the-art face recognition and 
GPU filters to transform facial features. This 
means you can use effects such as small 
eyes, big mouth, big nose, face squeeze, and 
more.

Panoramic Mode: Click 
the panorama button in the 
Camera app. Start the exposure 
and then slowly turn the 
Camera to encompass as wide 

a perspective as needed to capture the 
image. The Camera app will assemble the 
full range of continuous imagery into a 
single panoramic photo.

3

5

4

>>>>>>>

>>>>

>>>>>

>>>>>>>>>>>
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1
Fastest way to set an alarm: Instead of clicking on the Clock app and navigating 
to the Alarms menu, you can arrive at your destination in one-click by simply 
tapping the clock widget. 2

Fastest way to access your settings: 
Instead of searching for and clicking 
on the Settings app, you can access the 
notification window from any home 

screen with a top-to-bottom swipe. Next to 
the date, you’ll see a shortcut that brings you 
straight to settings.

TIPS FOR SPEEDY ICS OPERATIONS.

5 WAYS TO 
BECOME 
AN ICS 
SPEED 
DEMON

CC  NNNNNN
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3 
Fastest way to uninstall an app: Click on the app Launcher at the bottom 
of any home screen, and then long press the app you want to uninstall. 
Next, drag it to the trashcan in the upper left hand corner of the screen and 
let go - you’ve arrived at the app’s uninstall screen in only three moves. 4

Fastest way to control your 
power settings: Need to adjust 
your screen brightness? Sync to 
Google accounts? Turn on GPS? 

Connect to Bluetooth or WiFi? The power 
control widget comes preloaded on the 
latest Android OS, giving you one-touch 
control over your power settings.

5
Fastest way to navigate your phone: You can enable hardware acceleration for apps by going to Settings _ Developer 
options _ Force GPU rendering. Also, in the developer options screen, you can adjust the window and transition 
animation speed: if you want snappy animations at the expense of smoothness, reduce the scale.
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SECURITY 101

Answers provided by Sorin Mustaca - Data Security Expert, Avira GmBH

1. Are there any signs 
telling us if our computer 
has been hacked or 
compromised? 

- Nicole Wong
Usually, if your computer is performing 
strangely, this is a good sign of being 
infected with malware. "Strange" can mean 
one or more of the following symptoms:
- Heavy CPU processing
- Too much RAM consumed
- High network activity
- Runs overall slower
- Doesn't enter in the standby mode 
anymore
- Programs takes longer than usual to open

You see strange errors popping up on 
the screen, including BSOD (blue-screen-
of-death - aka complete operating system 
crash).

But, the best way to figure out if your 
system is infected is to run regular antivirus 
scans. If you can do this while the operating 
system is not booted, which means using a 
rescue disk, that is even better.

On the Avira website, you can find such a 
rescue system available free of charge.

2. Online backup services 
are becoming quite 
popular but it can be 
daunting to sort through 
all of the options. Can we 
get by with a free backup 
option and how much 
backup storage does one 
need? 

- Kiran Kumar
There is not a universal recipe for an online 
backup service.

If you have a lot of pictures or music on 
your computer and you want to back them 
up you will definitely need more space than 
someone who has only documents. Usually, 
the free online backup services offer between 
2 GB and 7 GB of storage space. For normal 
use, which is without uploading your entire 
photo and music collection, it should be 
sufficient.

If you want more space, more support 
options and features to deal with your files, 
you will definitely need to invest a little bit 
more.
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Plus! Five lucky subscribers stand a chance to 
win The Energizer® XP2000A rechargeable 
ultra slim portable charger.

YES! I would like to subscribe to PC.com

ORDER HOTLINE
Call us to get the next issue delivered 
right to your doorstep 

03-7880 2611
(Mondays to Fridays, 9.00am-6.00PM)

S U B S C R I P T I O N  F O R M

PAYMENT DETAILS
Peninsular Malaysia & East Malaysia  

1 YEAR (12 ISSUES) RM115 / RM134(EM) NORMAL POST (FREE) 

2 YEAR (24 ISSUES) RM230 / RM268(EM) SPECIAL COURIER RM78 / RM96(EM)

RENEW/EXTEND MY CURRENT SUBSCRIPTION USING THIS OFFER

Complete the Slogan in not more than 20 words

I LIKE PC.COM BECAUSE

NAME

OCCUPATION

COMPANY

MAILING ADDRESS (PLEASE INDICATE EITHER  HOME OR  OFFICE

 POSTCODE

NRIC NO AGE

MOBILE NUMBER__________________________ SEX

E-MAIL

MASTERCARD  VISA                     EXPIRY DATE /

CREDIT CARD NO:

LAST 3 DIGITS STATED ON BACK OF THE CARD  

NAME ON CARD

SIGNATURE

CHEQUE NO

MONEY/POSTAL ORDER NO

All cheques must be crossed and made payable to 

“Reach Publishing Sdn Bhd”

SIGNATURE

MAIL TO:  REACH PUBLISHING SDN BHD
 No. 15-3, Block F1, Jln PJU 1/42,  
 Dataran Prima, 46500 Petaling Jaya,   
 SelangorDELIVERY Please allow approximately 4-6 weeks for first issue to be delivered. 

CANCELLATION You may cancel at any time and receive a full refund on all 
unmailed copies minus RM20.00 for cancellation and processing charges.

Subscribe 
Now & 

Save Up  
to 20%

RM115
1 YEAR - 12 ISSUES
Peninsular Malaysia   
& Sabah and Sarawak (RM134)

RM230
2 YEAR - 24 ISSUES
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A True
Gamer’s
Lounge
Hello fellow gamers!

You may have noticed that the GameTime section 
of PC.com has been slowly beefing up over the 
last few months. From just in-depth reviews to 
random gaming anecdotes of the month, we’re 
now looking to go beyond the norm and include 
short features and news reports as well.

And while we have ran out of pages to bring 
you as many interesting reads as we could this 
month, such as a look back at the Mechwarrior 
(aka Battletech) series and compiling a Top 10 
Horror Games list, there is still a lot to say! But 
first, what’s inside GameTime for this month!

From its humble beginnings to its 
development over the years, Mechwarrior 
deserves special mention, specifically a 
countdown, as it is now being brought back 
into the limelight thanks to three new upcoming 
games that is set to refresh the game franchise 
of Battletech. If reminiscing over Mech battles 
and sortie action as well as glossing over Mech 
talk isn’t your thing, then perhaps checking our 
personal Top 10 list of scary games would appeal 
to your inner thrill-seeker. 

gamet.time

Game reviews this month is on the low side with just our take 
on the AQUAPAZZA -AQUAPLUS DREAM MATCH- videogame. 
A crossover fighting game that has cute anime characters with a 
unique battle system, what more can you ask for?

Now what is it that we couldn’t fit into the common pages that 
it needs to be a part of the intro page. Why, the recent Tokyo 
Game Show 2012 (TGS2012) of course! By the time the magazine 
has hit the newsstands, the mega gaming event of the East would 
have come and gone, and so here is our thoughts on what has 
gone on down at TGS2012.

Honestly, and to put it fairly, the announcements aren’t exactly 
earth shattering. Square-Enix is trying to put Final Fantasy on 
the internet. Again. While the game developers’ tenacity is 
commendable and it seems very novel of them to keep at it, one 
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has to wonder if it is all worth it.
The other big news, besides Nintendo doing 

itself a favour by finally putting the Wii U up for 
people to try and experience, is Sony announcing 
its line-up of games for Christmas and 2013 and 
unveiling a hardware refresh for its PlayStation 
3 (PS3). With an even slimmer design, it’s about 
half as thick and as heavy as the current PS3 
Slim, which is nice. In a way. Unless you already 
own a PS3, then it doesn’t matter. While the idea 
is interesting, it also means mean that the next 
generation PS console is still nowhere to be seen.

The PS Vita is also getting a facelift. Of 
course, this won’t do much to boost its flagging 
sales, not, at least, until some killer titles start 
appearing on this platform.

Speaking of games, there will be plenty to 
look forward to for the rest of the year. There are 
a couple of remakes in the works, but nobody is 
complaining; especially when they include a HD 
version of Okami - the most visually impressive 
game in the last two decades of gaming. Okay, 
some bias here from us for sure.

That’s it for October, so read on and enjoy the 
stories we compiled for you! We may do a Tokyo 
Game Show report next month…maybe.

Game reviews this month is on the low side with
APAZZA -AQUAPLUS DREAM MATCH

t anime ch
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The year 2012 might just be the year of the Battlemech. After 
going for so long without a proper simulator (Mech Assault 
doesn’t count), the Mechwarrior franchise is back with a 
vengeance. This year will see the launch of not one, but three 

separate Mechwarrior titles from three different developers. The best part 
is, each of these games is also different from one another. So while waiting 
for them to arrive, we decided to crack open a Lostech Vault and take a 
look at some good old Star League archives.

gamet.time

CLASSIC BATTLETECH
While this isn’t a computer game, it wouldn’t do justice to 
the franchise without starting with the game that made it all 
possible. The original BattleTech is a miniatures game played 
on a board with hexagons instead of the usual square grid. It 
was one of the first truly western giant mecha games in an age 
when most robot types came out of Japan. In fact, the original 
artwork for the game had been sourced from a Japanese anime. 
That hadn’t been an entirely good idea because it ended with a 
lawsuit and the artwork for the original 16 mechs being taken 
out of the game.

BATTLETECH: THE CRESCENT 
HAWK’S INCEPTION
The first actual game based on BattleTech still wasn’t 
Mechwarrior. It was instead this little beauty known as The 
Crescent Hawk’s Inception. It’s more of an RPG than actual 
mech simulator. The game follows Jason Youngblood, a cadet 
who is caught in an invasion of his homeworld and how he 
must gather a ragtag (not really) group of mechwarriors to 
fight off the invaders.

CLASSIC BATTAA LETECH
While this isn’t a computer game, it would
the franchise without starting with the ga
possible. The original BattleTech is a minia
on a board with hexagons instead of the u

No Guts,
No Galaxy
Mechwarrior, or BattleTech to fans, 

through the decades.
BY FARHAN GAZI
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MECHWARRIOR
The first Mechwarrior game was released way back in 1989 (yes they had video 
games back then). This time the protagonist, Gideon Vanderburg, is the heir to the 
throne of a planet that is overthrown by a group of renegade mercenaries. Doing 
the natural thing (for a mechwarrior), he runs off to start his own mercenary 
unit and retake his planet. The game featured an open ended approach to the 
campaign with players allowed to pick and choose their own missions, buying and 
selling mechs and hiring mechwarriors. These elements would soon prove to be 
the defining elements for any Mechwarrior game.

BATTLETECH: THE CRESCENT 
HAWK’S REVENGE
Jason Youngblood returns in the second Crescent Hawk game. 
Unlike the original RPG, Revenge used a pseudo-RTS interface. 
Players were given the option to pause the game while issuing 
orders, a system that didn’t last long in gaming. The game also 
featured multiple endings and mission results that carried over 
to subsequent missions. Also notable is the appearance of the 
Blazing Aces, the mercenary unit Mechwarrior.

MECHWARRIOR 3050
A rarely mentioned title, Mechwarrior 3050 used an isometric 
view as opposed to a first person view. It also featured a 
very strange two player system where one player controlled 
the legs while the other moved the torso. This made them 
cooperate to be able to dodge incoming fire while destroying 
targets at the same time. Many friendships ended here.
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gamet.time MECHWARRIOR 2: 31ST 
CENTURY COMBAT
Shifting their attention to the mysterious invaders 
known as the clans, this game focused on the Refusal 
War between Clan Wolf and Clan Jade Falcon. Players 
could choose to play as either clan, but the missions 
were ultimately the same. The addition of other 
mechs that provide support gave this game a little 
more punch. A proper Mech Bay and large selection 
of mechs to choose from made this an instant classic. 
The inclusion of NetMech, a multiplayer version of 
the game pleased many fans.

The sequel to 31st Century Combat was a 
standalone game involving the theft of genetic 

material from Clan Ghost Bear. With the 
addition of 14 new mechs and a chance to win 
a Bloodname still didn’t give this expansion 
enough to make it a winner for many fans.

MECHWARRIOR 2: 
MERCENARIES
The definitive Mechwarrior game! Nobody 

could possibly claim to be a fan of the franchise 
without having sat throught Mercenaries at 

least once. It also featured one of the most iconic 
intro movies ever. Taking elements from the original 
Mechwarrior game, players were once again set free 
to choose their missions. Unlike the original, players 
were stuck having to pay for repairs and transport. 
Although the inclusion of a short story arc of the 
player having been captured by the invading clans 
and escaping in a hover-tank gave the campaign a 
break from the usual mech smashing. In fact, players 
can also hire aerospace fighters for air support (if 
they can afford them).

An updated version of NetMech, called 
MercNet, also expanded the multiplayer 
options. There are still MercNet servers 
being run online if one knows where 
to look.

MECH COMMANDER
At this point the franchise was on a roll, and nothing 
could stop it. Mech Commander abandoned the first 
person simulator of mech warfare and put players in 
a kind of real time strategy game. This time it is the 
Inner Sphere retaking worlds that they lost to the 
clan invasion. Unlike other RTS games there was no 
collecting of resources or unit production. Instead 
players had to rely on completing missions to get credits 
necessary for repairing and purchasing mechs. Salvage 
also played a large part in the game due to the vastly 
superior clan equipment not being available in the store.

This game was hard as it require players to use 
a mix of heavy and light mechs to complete mission 
objectives. Scouting, electronic warfare and ambushes 
were necessary for finishing the missions where players 
were generally outnumbered and outgunned.
This game is notable because the copyright holder 
Microsoft released the source code to the public, 
therefore making it legal to copy and share (never 
thought you would hear that now would you?).

MECHWARRIOR 3
Set in the same time frame as Mech Commander, 
Mechwarrior 3 marks the return to a proper mech 
simulator. After an Eridani Light Horse invasion force is 
shot down in orbit, the player is left to regroup with the 
force that managed to survive the crash and complete 
the mission. The game featured a targeting system 
that moved independently from the torso of the mech, 
something that never happened before. 

Also new to the franchise were the Mobile Field 
Bases or MFBs. These allowed the player to fully repair 
and refit in the middle of a mission, although it took 
time and consumed valuable ammunition supplies. The 
worst part of Mechwarrior 3 was the limited storage 
space, which meant that while you could outfit your 
mechs in thousands of configurations, you wouldn’t be 
able to carry all the spare parts for all of them.

The expansion pack, Pirate’s Moon, would take 
place somewhere else entirely but add more mechs and 
missions to the game. Unfortunately, there was some 
issues with the developers that caused fans to turn their 
backs on the this expansion.
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MECHWARRIOR 4: 
VENGEANCE
This plot of this game took place during 
the Federated Commonwealth civil 
war, putting players in the role of Ian 
Dresari, heir to the throne of Kentares; 
a strategically important world. After 
some betrayal and lots of backstabbing, 
the protagonist must now fight to 
reclaim his birthright (sound familiar). 
The game featured a simplified system 
that emphasised fast, action packed 
combat instead of the hard simulators 
of its predecessors.

Some weapons were tweaked to 
suit this kind of game play. Customising 
mechs also changed from the traditional 
system based on the original game to 
a hard point system which limited the 
kinds of weapons that could be placed 
in the mech.

An expansion pack called Black 
Knight was also released, but like most 
Mechwarrior expansion packs it snuck 
by quietly and was lost in the furor that 
surrounded the release of the Mech 
Paks. These Paks only served to unlock 
mechs which were already in the game 
and could be seen (and destroyed) on 
several missions.

MECH
COMMANDER 2
The sequel to the wildly popular Mech 
Commander, this game fell short on 
many counts. Set during the same time 
period as Mechwarrior 4, the game 
focused on a group of mercenaries 
operating on Carver V and the political 
struggles on the planet.

Sadly, the tactical bent of the game 
was lost and most missions could be 
beaten by the wall of steel approach. 
Thankfully it has been relegated to the 
same position in BattleTech lore as the 
Far Country novel and cannot be spoken 
of in polite company.

MECHWARRIOR 4: 
MERCENARIES
Going back to their roots, Mechwarrior 
4 takes players back to running their 
own mercenary unit; with all the 
problems that are involved. The game 
was still based on the Mechwarrior 
4 engine, which meant limited mech 
customisation; but it made up for that 
with gladiator style combat in the 
Solaris Arena. Also back was the ability 
to choose which missions to complete. 
Sadly, the simplified game made it a 
little flat; without the soul and crushing 
capitalism that existed in the original 
Mercenaries game.

MECHASSAULT, 
MECHASSAULT 
2: LONE WOLF, 
MECHASSAULT: 
PHANTOM WAR
These are being lumped together 
because they fall so far from their 
BattleTech roots that they aren’t really 
considered part of the family anymore. 
Designed for the XBox (and the DS in 
the case of Phantom War) these games 
focused heavily on the action shooter 
aspect and included many weapons that 
would be more at home in Quake III. The 
addition of random power ups for mechs 
also lent the air that these games were 
just riding on the Mechwarrior name.

COMING SOON

MECHWARRIOR: 
ONLINE
The first of the three Mechwarrior 
games slated for release this year, 
MW:O is a multiplayer mech simulator. 
Designers are moving to make the game 
reward players no matter what weight 
class they choose to pilot. There’s no 
news on when the game will be ready, 
but it’s currently in the beta testing 
phase.

MECHWARRIOR: 
TACTICS
MW:T is not actually a mech simulator 
game, but rather an online digital 
simulation of the board game. Graphics 
are designed to be as modern as 
possible, and screenshots makes it look 
like an RTS, instead of the turn based 
game it is. There’s a collectable aspect 
to the game which is a little worrying, 
but designers are promising that it 
will be possible to play without buying 
anything extra.

MECHWARRIOR: 
TACTICAL 
COMMAND
This one is quite literally close to home. 
Singaporean based Personae Studios, 
the game’s developer, had decided to 
make MW:TC a touch-based game for 
the iOS platform. Yes, the iPhone is 
getting a Mechwarrior game. Based on 
the screenshots it appears to be an RTS 
of some sort. There’s limited information 
about the game but if someone took the 
time to take a mech company south we 
might be able to get some information 
about it.
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Aquapazza: Aquaplus Dream 
Match - Cute Crossover
BY VICTOR YAP

In following the current trend for the fighting game 
genre, Aquaplus also released its own dream match-
up crossover fighting game, called AQUAPAZZA 
-AQUAPLUS DREAM MATCH-. As the name implies, it 
brings together popular characters from EXAMU, the 
game’s developer, Aquaplus, and renowned visual novel 
publisher Leaf into a hard-hitting fighting match-up 
that is reminiscent of older anime fighting games 
found on the PlayStation 2.

Characters that can be used in the game include 
Tamaki Kousaka (To Heart 2), Manaka Komaki (To Heart 
2), Multi (To Heart 1), Haruowlo (Utawareremono), 
Arawn (Tears to Tiara), Mizuki Takase (Comic Party) and 
Yuu Inagawa (Comic Party), just to name a few. All of 
them, having been sourced from the titles that belong 
to the three companies, have their own designated 
special attacks, cute (or tough) voices and sound 
effects, some weird back-story that makes the game 
relevant, and very familiar attack moves. 

As Aquaplus’s first 2D crossover fighting game, 
which is originally developed for the arcade gaming 
system, it has whole-heartedly thrown in its best 
resources at it. Besides the interesting anime-type 

PUBLISHER Aquaplus
DEVELOPER EXAMU
RELEASE DATE 30 August 2012
CONSOLE PlayStation 3
GENRE 2D Fighting Game
PLAYERS 1-2

opening and great music, the game animation is very 
fluid, uses high quality animation and does not waste 
any graphic motion, especially when it comes to 
showcasing special attacks. 

SIMPLE GAMEPLAY
In terms of gameplay, there are the usual four 

modes: Story, Another Story, Score Attack, and Versus. 
Only Another Story mode is unique to the home 
console as it offers alternate storylines for all the 
characters. There is also an Online Mode where players 
from all over the world can duke it out with each other 
in normal or ranked matches. All they have to do is log 
onto the Aquaplus game servers and join any of the 
match-rooms available.

Gaming wise, it is pretty easy to jump into 
AQUAPAZZA as it uses a rather basic gaming engine. 
Following the usual formula of any fighting game, 
there are four attack buttons - A, B, C and D - where 
the first three would produce normal attacks with 
increasing strength. The last one is the shortcut to call 
in for Partner Assists. Yes, the age old “call for help” 
option is available in this game and while it spices up 
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the action a little, it really doesn’t bring anything new to the 
table. In fact, the system is archaic in the sense that it locks 
some of the more popular characters of the game to that role 
only, which really ruins the fun.

Basic moves that players can use include dash, back-step 
and high jump. Some characters can even perform a double 
jump thanks to the certain abilities that are native to their skill 
set. Sounds unfair but some unbalanced elements always make 
for a good match.

As for Advance Techniques, AQUAPAZZA has a “Heavy 
Smash” move (B + C), which will send opponents flying if it 
connects, Impact Guard (block at the exact moment) and Resist 
Smash (perform heavy smash when blocking). Super Arts are 
also available but it requires some intricate D-pad motions to 
activate. The button mashing needed is very much like the King 
of Fighters game and so players can expect bruised thumbs 
after a few rounds. Good times indeed!

POWERFUL EMOTIONS
The power gauge is where AQUAPAZZA differentiates 

itself from the others as it uses a five bar system. That means 
players have to charge up the gauge five times before they can 
use Super Arts. It may seem troublesome but with how fast 
punches and kicks are being meted out in a match, powering 
up the gauge is really a cinch. A quick in-your-face animation 
is also used to represent this move.

Now here is where it gets really interesting. Very much like 
the SNK fighting games of old, there is a super secret move that 
can only be accessed if a character’s health is below 50 percent. 
Called Splash Arts, this move will bring up an even more special 

animation that covers the entire screen before the character goes into some supremely impossible 
attack that deals a tonne of damage. The best part: this move can be used multiple times so long 
as the power gauge has more than three charges in it.

To add in another twist to the gameplay, Aquapazza also uses an active emotion system. A 
game exclusive, the emotional state of a character will determine their overall performance in a 
match. With three emotions - Neutral, Emotion High, and Emotion Low - available, the characters 
damage potential will change according the state of emotion he or she is in. Neutral doesn’t do 
anything while Emotion High will improve the attack power as well as change and improve several 
Super Attacks for all characters. As for Emotion Low, not only are attack and defence status 
decreased, the blocking duration is lowered as well. These emotions are affected by the style of 
play, where if the player is aggressive, the emotion level goes up. The opposite happens when the 
player is of the defensive sort. This encourages a form of balance in the gameplay as strategies will 
become reliant on a mix of powered attacks and endless combo flows.

As for the Partner Assist System, players can call upon certain characters that will provide their 
own attacks, counters or moves that will lower the opponent’s emotional state. There are three 
types of partner characters that can be used: Standy (waits for command), Follow (follow players), 
and Special (does not appear until called). All of them can be called when players have initiated 
a combo-chain (Active Assist) or during a phase of blocking sequences (Passive Assist). Like other 
game titles, partners also have a special gauge that displays how long they need to recover after 
being called.  

With so many fighting options and skills to use, it is clear that AQUAPAZZA is one of those 
games to consider for the gaming library, even if it is designed more for the anime and manga 
crowd.

ON THE OVERALL
AQUAPAZZA is a solid game and a must have for fans of the Leaf visual novels or watched 

the anime from Aquaplus. Character roster may put some people off as it is targeted for certain 
fighting game fans (Arcana Heart, BlazBlue, etc) but the general idea here is to cater to a certain 
group of gamers anyhow.
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Top 10
Bloodcurdling 
Games
On a lonely moonless night, turn off 

the lights, lock all doors and…play 

these games.
BY CALVIN KHONG
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10. DOOM 3
Surprised to see this in the list? Think of 
Doom 3 as an appetiser, which is notable 
for its cheap scares. Despite lacking genuine 
horror, it is enough to cause gamers to jump 
off their seats a few times. The darkness in 
here is overwhelming and gamers really need 
the torchlight or risk being defenceless. It is 
nonetheless one of the scarier games of its 
time.

8. ALAN WAKE
Every question raised in this game is always 
an interesting concept. By keeping users 
wondering in the dark of the proper plot, it 
builds up the suspense that accumulates into 
a pretty bad scares. With twisted shadows that 
mix up what’s real and what’s not, gamers 
will be at the edge of their seat wondering in 
fear of the next big suprirse that is in store for 
them. 

9. MANHUNT
Total gore is the best words used to describe 
this game. With violent ends to whatever 
opponent gamers encounter in the game, it is 
always a battle with the character’s own inner 
demon. The game also shows how sick and 
morbid the everyman can be. Just take note 
that playing this game after eating may result 
in excessive barfing. 

7. ALONE IN THE DARK
Stuck in a mansion, players are forced to 
explore the whole area to find a way out while 
solving the mysteries and ghouly happenings 
that are hidden within the spooky house. Take 
note that one wrong move will cause players 
to fall for booby traps or unleash the undead 
horde of zombies that are dying to eat the 
character’s brains. It may be an old game but it 
is still a scary one nonetheless. Just remember 
this: in the dark, you are never safe.
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6. SYSTEM SHOCK 2
Filled with intensity, this is the game where players 
don’t want to meet any enemies at all. It is not that 
they are scary; it’s more like what they will face 
first before meeting the game’s bad guys. Gamers 
can hear the sound these creatures make wherever 
they go. And when players think they can get away, 
the enemy shows up abruptly, scaring the gamers 
and causing them to shoot everywhere but the 
target. Now imagine more than one appearing at 
the same time. What a fright! 

4. AMNESIA:
DARK DESCENT
Gamers take on a role of an amnesiac young man 
who wakes up in a desolate castle. As he explores 
the castle, he finds that he experiences bouts 
of madness if he stays in the dark too long. Yes, 
darkness and monsters are the main villain here as 
staring at it too long will reduce the sanity meter. 
There are no weapons and no way to refill the 
sanity meter unless the game progresses. Check 
your heart later. 

2. ETERNAL DARKNESS: 
SANITY’S REQUIEM
Insanity meter! That’s all gamers need to know. 
When the sanity meter gets too low, get ready 
to see and hear things that aren’t actually there. 
To make it all worse, players have to control the 
characters while the landscape tilts at an awkward 
angle. All the cheap scares are there like walls 
oozing of blood, shrill voices screaming out of the 
blue and imaginary monsters appearing but hey it 
all works! You will definitely get hurt! 

5. F.E.A.R.
A little girl takes out the entire Delta Force 
unit. Yes, it is none other than Alma. Keeping 
to the core of Japanese horror, the game 
embraces the long-hair-and-creepy-girl 
genre in its entirety. The game focuses on 
the psychology of the encounter, keeping her 
in players’ mind all the time. Being clueless 
throughout the game, players will definitely be 
petrified by her presence. 

3. DEAD SPACE
While being locked in a big mansion with 
horrible creatures is scary but when you are out 
in space, alone, that’s even more terrifying. And 
thanks to EA’s efforts, the graphics, atmosphere 
and story blends so well to create a lasting 
image in the players’ heads. Especially the 
Necromorphs with their huge tentacles are hard 
to forget as their grotesque builds prevent them 
from dying too easily. Even headshots don’t kill 
them right of the bat. Where’s your saviour now?

1. FATAL FRAME 2
Three words come into mind while playing this 
game: Scary as f***. Getting lost and stranded 
in an abandon village filled with ghost is not a 
laughing matter at all. Seriously, it gives off a 
scary mind job with plenty of disturbing image 
and hideously horrifying moments. The game 
mechanics itself will also turn photography 
lovers off as gamers have to snap up close 
picture of the ghost to deal lots of damage.
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The Dinosaurs Of Storage
BY FARHAN GAZI
We take storage for granted these days. A 10GB 1080p Blu-Ray 
movie can often sit on our hard drives, forgotten for eons. 
Most won’t even remember that the save icon is a tiny 2.5-
inch disk. Fewer still will remember the horrors of storing data 
before those tiny disks….
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DIGGING 
BACK THE 
DINOSAURS 
OF TECH

*Those two pictures will need to be stored on 1296 of these disks.
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